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FOREWORD

This volume is the product of more than three years of hard work.

During the years 1950, 1951 and 1952, the Section of Man, Carnegie Mu-
seum, conducted an archeological program in the Ohio drainage up-stream

from New Martinsville, West Virginia, and herein presents its results.

There are various methods of performing archeological research, and any

of them is good provided it is professionally sound and intellectually honest.

Carnegie Museum’s choice of procedure was survey work, an approach
designed to assemble the maximum amount of information concerning the

area selected for study in the minimum amount of time. I believe the

technical excellence and objectivity of the conduct of the program are

apparent in this report, and that they reflect the constant dedication of the

field archeologist to his work.

Since the Section of Man is part of a museum dedicated to serving the

interests of the people of the region covered by the Survey as well as to

serving science, the field archeologist was required to work as closely as

possible with amateur archeologists in the area, to assist them in any feasible

fashion in furthering their interest in and knowledge of the pre-literary

history of their countryside. I hope that what the Museum has given them
in time, advice, and in publishing this report will help in paying our debt

to them.

It is safe to say that without the unselfish aid of the amateurs of the tri-

state area not half as much could have been learned in as short a time.

Undoubtedly the main outlines of the story as here given would have been
discovered without their help; but without the constant, warm willingness of

these week-end local archeologists to give all the assistance in their power,

we could not during only three years have assembled the bulky bundle of

facts from which this publication is built.

Without the generous financial support of the Sarah Mellon Scaife

Foundation, of Pittsburgh, the study could not have been undertaken. To
this Foundation, Carnegie Museum, and more specifically the Section of

Man, offer grateful acknowledgment for making possible this important

contribution to our knowledge of the prehistory of the Greater Pittsburgh

area. James L. Swauger, Curator of the Section of Man, Carnegie Museum.

CARNEGIE MUSEUM
ANTHROPOLOGICAL SERIES

No. 1. An archeological survey of the proposed Shenango River

reservoir area in Ohio and Pennsylvania. 1953.

No. 2. Prehistory of the Upper Ohio Valley; an introductory

archeological study. 1955.
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PREFACE

The archeological survey of the Upper Ohio Valley was initiated in 1950

as a Carnegie Museum operation under the “Fund for the Study of Man’’.

The project was first established for a three-year term, and this report

represents the major accounting of the work accomplished during that

period. Because of the nature of previous work in the area, the Survey has

been conceived of as a project complete in itself.

Accounts of the Carnegie Museum’s archeological activities in this region

have appeared elsewhere. These have referred to the program by its full

title, the “Upper Ohio Valley Archeological Survey,’’ often abbreviated

“UOVAS.” In the present report, the program is referred to as the “Survey’’

and the area as the “Upper Ohio Valley,’’ capitalized as here.

The assumption which underlies the construction and content of this

report is that it should tell the kind of story that would be told if no

additional work were to be done in the Upper Ohio Valley. Thus there is

no undue emphasis on the fact that this is a preliminary synthesis and that

most conclusions and interpretations are likely to be modified when the

problems indicated here undergo intensive study. We admit this but never-

theless state our ideas and interpretations perhaps more freely than is

common in basic work such as this. One reason for this attitude has been

stated above—the self-contained nature of the Survey. Another reason is

perhaps reflected in the increasingly sophisticated knowledge of eastern

North American archeology which is the milieu surrounding the writing of

this report. It is now possible to fit new or previously unintegrated data into

a well established framework, and proceed from this base to problems on a

higher level, redefining the framework as it becomes better known. Only in

the past decade has this become possible, a fact underscored by the 1952

publication of the Cole volume (Griffin, 19525) which demonstrates the

general chronological framework recently established for the eastern area.

As this is being written, however, we are packing away our field gear and
getting ready to tackle the analysis of materials gathered during our first

season of intensive excavation. The report is thus being followed up; the

work of the Survey is actually being utilized as a means to the end of

intelligently selected excavation projects rather than as an end in itself.

The co-operative nature of the Survey and our indebtedness to many
individuals for help and encouragement should be obvious to the careful

reader of this report. In Appendix 2 we have tried to give explicit credit to

ail individuals who led us to sites or collections. Various members of the

Museum staff have been of assistance on special problems and we are

especially indebted to Mrs. Mary Sumner Snyder and Miss Nancy Walters

for assistance in typing. Much credit for the successful accomplishment of

field and laboratory work is due the various part-time staff members—John
Oliver, David Van Buskirk, John Simpson, Edward McMichael, Arthur
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Hayes, Patrick Doyle, Barry Salsi, and John Guilday. For volunteer work in

the laboratory and in the field we are indebted to Robert Troetschel and
Miss Lucia Robinson.

Grateful acknowledgment is due the curator, James L. Swauger, who has

provided the writer with every encouragement, friendly guidance, and an

almost unparalleled opportunity to develop and pursue this archeological

research program. Don W. Dragoo joined the staff in 1952 and not only

participated in the third field season of the Survey but has given the writer

able assistance in the production of this report. He plotted nearly all the

maps of county site distribution, made some of the photographs and all the

enlargements used in preparation of illustrations.

During the period of the Survey, Wallace Richards as Director of the

Museum and Dr. M. Graham Netting, Assistant Director, both gave their

complete support and encouragement to the project.

Various individuals donated specimens to the Survey and their contribu-

tions have been permanently established in the Museum records. Several

institutions and individuals donated facilities and help to the Survey in the

way of field accommodations and for this we are grateful to Dr. Paul R.

Stewart, President of Waynesburg College, Dr. Will Orr, President of West-

minster College, T. Reed Ferguson of Pennsylvania State College (now Penn-

sylvania State University) extension, and Lawrence Thurman, Curator at

Old Economy, Pa.

General inspiration for the activities centering in the Allegheny Chapter

of the Society for Pennsylvania Archaeology has come from the very admira-

ble work accomplished by the Missouri Archeological Society under the

leadership of Carl Chapman and others. In addition, my approach to

archeology has been encouraged and stimulated by David J. Wenner who
has also contributed to the project directly by graciously allowing us to

make copies of his extensive bibliography of New World archeology.

For friendly assistance in becoming familiar with archeological problems

in northeastern North America, as well as more specific stimulation and
encouragement, I am indebted to Dr. James B. Griffin, Alfred K. Guthe, Dr.

William A. Ritchie, Dr. Mary Butler, William S. Webb, and other col-

leagues. John Witthoft has been particularly helpful by sharing his provoca-

tive knowledge of northeastern archeology and by making freely available

for our use many items of information from the files of the Pennsylvania

State Museum. He has also read and criticized this report in manuscript.

Drawings for illustrations published in this report probably add much to

its usefulness and for this skillful work we are indebted to Charles Ripper

for the period reconstructions in the popular summary. Mrs. Deirdre B.

Watkins made the excellent drawings used in the interpretive summary.

Clifford L. Morrow prepared the base maps of the Upper Ohio Valley, and

has helped with advice on many problems of illustration. The final drawings

for the seriation charts, and Maps 8-11, were prepared by Jack Swauger.

For editorial supervision and guidance we are deeply indebted to E. H.
McClelland.
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The area and county maps of the Upper Ohio Valley were prepared from

a base map composed of U. S, Geological Survey maps of the component

states. This base map is a composite of sections of maps originally made on

a modified polyconic projection at a scale of 1 to 1,000,000. On several of

the county maps, sites listed in Appendix 1 are not marked. This is because

they are the few sites which have been published or from which collections

are known, though they have not yet been located in the field.

The scale used for all illustrations is in inches unless otherwise indicated.

The convention used in drawing pottery rim profiles is that the inside of

the vessel is to the right.

The emphasis in the preparation of this report has been to complete the

work within a predetermined time limit rather than to spend all the time

necessary for the preparation of a truly exhaustive study.

The specific form of the report has been set with the various needs of

different readers in mind. The first section has been designed as a popular

summary (also to be distributed separately), with interest and significance

for the general public. This section provides a brief interpretive introduc-

tion to the general results of the work which are described and illustrated

in more technical fashion in the rest of the report. Summary interpretation

in both text and illustration has been provided for the convenience of the

reader who will not be interested in all the specific descriptive details. The
attempt has been made to include enough raw data, primarily in the form of

illustrations, to enable the critical reader to draw his own conclusions. The
references listed are specific to matters discussed in the report and do not

constitute a complete bibliography of archeology of the Upper Ohio Valley,

although they do contain most of the major references.

Many individuals not specifically named have contributed to the work
presented in this report and I would like to express my appreciation to them.

For patient understanding, constructive criticism and uncounted hours of

work shared in the laboratory, office and field I am especially indebted to

my wife, Nita. For errors of fact or judgment in this report the full

responsibility is mine.
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A POPULAR SUMMARY
Introduction. For many years the people of the tri-state area have been

rather vaguely aware that the American Indian once played a significant

part in the early history of the region. This awareness is primarily in

connection with early historic records of wars, treaties and various intrigues.

Occasionally, there may be some reference to sites where arrowheads, flints

or other “Indian relics” have been found and these places are often con-

nected with the Indians mentioned in the historic records. Nine times out

of ten this assumption is not accurate since most of the archeological Indian

remains pertain to prehistoric groups.

In the past, little distinction has been made between the historic Indian

and the various prehistoric groups. When we consider the years of intensive

archeological study carried on in North America it is strange that this is

the case. Research has shown that men lived on this continent as long as

10,000 years ago and, in various areas of the eastern United States, scholars

have uncovered traces of several Indian groups which continued to inhabit

the area continuously right down to the coming of the Europeans. History

books which describe the Indians by merely mentioning the Delaware and
other 18th century aborigines and then go on to discuss subsequent events

are really quite incomplete as histories of man’s activities in the area. They
start in with the last three per cent, of man’s time as an inhabitant of the

region!

One reason for this major gap in our knowledge is the fact that 97% of

the period of man’s occupation of the area has been during prehistoric

times—the period for which we have no written records. It is only since

the Europeans arrived that there have been written documents on Indians

of the Upper Ohio Valley. Study of these prehistoric people thus demands
techniques not generally used by historians—the techniques of archeology.

Recognizing the need for study of man’s prehistory, Carnegie Museum, in

1950, began a program of local archeology by establishing the Upper Ohio
Valley Archeological Survey. During 1950, 1951, and 1952 this Survey
carried out a program of reconnaissance and survey work designed to

produce a basic framework of information covering all of man’s time in the

area. The details of that basic framework are contained in the following
sections of this report.

During the course of the Survey annual reports were made to the Museum.
A rephrasing of these technical reports in terms of archeological problems
was instituted in 1950. These progress reports, cast in the form of state-

ments on the developing archeological problems in the areas covered, were
published yearly in the Pennsylvania Archaeologist (see Mayer-Oakes 1951d,
1952c, 19535j. Since commencing our major excavation program in 1953,

progress reports have been published annually in the Archeological News-
letter, with individual site reports being published elsewhere.

This section on prehistory of the Upper Ohio Valley is designed to serve
as a general interpretive introduction to the results of our Survey work and
in itself should be useful as a brief popular summary of the current status

of knowledge of the area.
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Our use of maps in this section has been an attempt to show both

location and distribution of sites representing the main time periods. In

addition, the shaded areas have been inserted to give the author’s interpreta-

tion of areas of concentration and thus of population density.

Our use of drawings in this section has been an attempt to interpret,

artistically, a typical scene from each of the time periods discussed. The
activities, tools and structures depicted in Fig. 1-6 are based on present

knowledge of the periods from artifacts and excavations plus reasonable

inferences that can be made on the basis of, but beyond, the raw arche-

ological information.

While the main interest of our work is prehistoric man, the Indian groups

of historic times are so intimately related to the last prehistoric groups

that we actually overlap in time with the period when historians, using his-

torical methods, are writing about Indians. It is in this historic period that

we should be able to reconstruct the most complete picture of Indian life

since we have the written records to supplement the bare archeological

evidence.

All too often the historian, the ethnologist and the archeologist are not

aware of their latent common interest in the historic Indian. A recent mech-

anism established to foster co-operative research and inter-communication

in this field is the Ohio Valley Historic Indian Conference. As this organ-

ization grows and research is stimulated and developed, we may look for

greater appreciation and understanding of the Indians of the historic period.

A conceptual tool archeologists have found useful in thinking about

prehistoric life is the “period.” This is a unit of time considered to be

characterized by certain cultural features. The total prehistory of the Upper
Ohio Valley can thus be seen as a succession of different time periods

stretching from the present back into the past. As now known from the

area, these periods are as follows:

Period

Historic

Late Prehistoric

Middle Woodland

Early Woodland

Archaic

Paleo-Indian

Characteristics

European contact

Village-dwelling farmers

Hopewellian burial mounds

Adena burial mounds

Shell-heaps and camp sites

Nomadic hunters of ani-

mals now extinct

Time
A.D. 1600—present

A.D. 900—A.D. 1600

100 B.C.—A.D. 900

1000 B.C.— 100 B.C.

3000 B.C.—1000 B.C.

8000 B.C.—3000 B.C.

In the following pages we describe the prehistory of the Upper Ohio
Valley in terms of these periods.
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Historic Period. Only a few descendants of prehistoric Indians live today in

the Upper Ohio Valley. The Cornplanter Seneca Indians still reside in the

valley of the Allegheny River in northern Pennsylvania and New York where

their ancestors lived for many generations.

From various early books, letters and journals, however, we know that

after 1740 the Delaware, Shawnee and several Iroquoian Indian groups were

important inhabitants of the area. The history of this part of the period is

largely the recording of the gradual westward push of the settlers and the

dispersion, absorption or extermination of the Indians. Politics and intrigue

are represented as well as warfare and for this time we have almost no
archeological evidence. Written records for the area give no indication of

penetration by Europeans prior to 1700 but European-made goods were

probably available to coastal and other Indian groups by 1550 and some of

these items were traded by these Indians with Indians of the Upper Ohio
Valley. There is no contemporary written evidence about the people who
lived in our area in this earliest part of the historic period. There are, in

fact, history books which repeat the late historic Indian tradition stating

that the Ohio Valley was only hunting territory and never the seat of villages.

Archeological work has, however, recorded not only villages of the early

historic period, but a concentration of village sites which dotted the area for

many generations just prior to historic times. (See Fig. 1.)

Fig. 1. A child burial of the early historic period

In Greene County, Pa., near Waynesburg, is a series of archeological

village sites very much like the “Monongahela” culture villages of the late

prehistoric period. They differ, however, in having items of metal and glass

which were obtained indirectly from Europeans. This material probably was
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traded to the Stisquehannock in central Pennsylvania by the Dutch and the

Swedes on the Delaware River, and from the Chesapeake and Potomac
settlements in the early 1600’s. The Susquehannock in turn had contact

with the people in what is now Greene County, and traded some of the glass

beads and brass kettles to them.

Very little systematic excavation has yet been done at these early historic

Monongahela sites, so we know almost nothing about their way of life. It

was probably very much like that of the prehistoric Monongahela people,

the differences being in the indirect contacts with Europeans and rather

intensive trading and warfare carried on with the Fort Ancient peopfe in

the centraf Ohio Vaffey. Several burials of young children have been

excavated at the Greene County sites and a reconstruction of such a burial

ceremony is shown in Fig. 1. The parents wear specially shaped pendants

made of brass while they lay to rest the child who is placed in a stone-lined

pit wearing his favorite brass spiral ear ornament and accompanied by

pottery vessels filled with food and drink, an antler spoon and a bone comb.

This simple type of grave was often covered by a stone slab. From the

predominance of juvenile burials at these sites it seems that the mortality

rate was high for this age group.

What happened to these early historic VIonongahela people is still quite

a mystery. They probably were driven out of the area by the Senecas in the

late 1600’s and possibly fell prey to various epidemic diseases which were

introduced by the Europeans. They certainly were not on the scene in the

middle of the 18th century when documents describing the area become
common.

Late Prehistoric period. The most typical archeological site of this period

is a village of the type we call “Monongahela” because so many of the

villages were located in the drainage area of the Monongahela River. We
have mentioned above the fact that the early historic people were the last

groups of the late prehistoric Monongahela people. These people had lived

in the southern part of the Upper Ohio Valley for many generations, and
current archeological research is directed at finding out the various stages of

development through which the culture passed.

Fig. 2 is a reconstruction of a typical Monongahela village characteristic

of the latter part of the late prehistoric period. In it you see some of the

important facts learned from the many excavations that have been conducted

at sites of this type. Agriculture was intensively practiced and provided

crops enough to assure food during certain parts of the year and thus leave

time for other activities. Corn, beans, pumpkins and probably tobacco were

cultivated. Smoking was obviously a very common practice, as many pipes

made of pottery or stone have been found on Monongahela sites. Hunting
was an important activity and provided not only food but also prestige to

the hunter. Canine teeth of various animals were extensively used as orna-

ments and imitation teeth were even manufactured from bone, shell and
cannel coal. These ornaments were probably worn by the men and had
meaning or value as symbols connected with hunting activities.

Women’s activities centered about the home which was a crude dome-
shaped hut made by pushing saplings into the ground in a circle some
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twenty feet in diameter, bending them together and then covering them with

bark, woven mats, or perhaps skins. Food preparation, pottery making and
farming were important female activities. The houses were arranged in a

circle within a palisade of posts which had been driven into the ground to

make an oval structure surrounding the village. Storage, garbage and burial

pits were dug in the ground near the houses and in some cases a shallow

post-lined pit was attached to the house, probably for use as a convenient

storage bin. The central area of the village was free from structures and
served as a communal area.

Warfare and military activities were an important aspect of life in

Monongahela times. The very structure of the village indicates that ideas of

protection were prevalent. Also many village situations, on hilltops and
other commanding positions, obviously served defensive purposes. That
death might result from arrow wounds is illustrated in burials of individuals

with arrowheads imbedded in or in direct association with the bones. There
is even one case in which it appears that a young woman was put to death by

being shot with five arrows in the chest!

During the last part of the period when Monongahela culture was

predominant, there were many trading and military contacts with Iroquoian

peoples to the north and Fort Ancient people down the Ohio Valley. Early

in the period, however, the forerunner of Monongahela culture was probably

imported into the area from the south and merged with the culture of the

Middle Woodland people, eventually to become the typical Monongahela
unit we have described above.

The Monongahela people were highly skilled in various arts and crafts,

making many useful and attractive tools, weapons, and ornaments of bone,

stone and pottery as well as other materials such as wood, fabric, and skin

which, of course, are rarely ever found by the archeologist. The pottery was

well made, probably by the hand-coiling technique with bits of crushed

mussel shell added to the clay before firing to “temper” it. Coilmarks were

smoothed out by hand and with a wooden paddle wrapped with a twisted

cord. The impressions of these cords can be seen on the surface of the

pottery and one of the cordwrapped paddles was miraculously preserved

(by being burned and turned to charcoal) at the McFate site, a Monongahela
village excavated near Cochranton, ’ Crawford County, Pa., by the W.P.A.
(Presumably, work was done by two federal agencies, the “Works Progress

Administration” established in 1935, and its successor, the “Work Projects

Administration,” 1939-1943. As the available records seldom reveal the

agency involved, either agency is hereinafter usually referred to as “W.P.A. ”)

In terms of their own cultural background the Monongahela people were

probably the best adjusted to their environment of any of the prehistoric

people who ever lived in the Upper Ohio Valley. This is partly due to their

cultural heritage. The earlier people had learned about the area slowly and

passed on from generation to generation this body of accumulating knowl-

edge; but it is also due to the contact with southern culture centers which

were well developed agricultural communities with rather complex political,

economic and social institutions.
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Map 2. Late Prehistoric site distribution
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Map 3. Middle Woodland site distribution
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Middle Woodland period. This period is not as well known as the Late

Prehistoric but immediately precedes it and, in its last stages, is influenced

by the incipient Monongahela culture. Along the major streams, we find

small village sites representing this period. Subsistence was primarily from

hunting and gathering but agriculture was probably practiced in a limited

fashion. During this period there were great culture centers in the central

Ohio Valley and the Scioto River Valley of southern Ohio; for this was the

time of the major florescence of burial-mound building and the peak of the

“Hopewell” culture in Ohio. Wide trading contacts characterized the period

and so it is not unexpected to find influence coming from the Hopewell
centers to the Middle Woodland sites in the Upper Ohio Valley. Actually,

there is so little direct Hopewell influence that it looks as if most of the

Middle Woodland groups in our area were “country cousins” and had little

contact with the sophisticated Hopewell people.

In the northern part of the Upper Ohio Valley, on the upper Beaver and
upper Allegheny rivers, there are Middle Woodland burial sites which form

a cultural unit. This period is known primarily from burial-mound excava-

tions so we as yet have little understanding of everyday activities. The
burial mounds, however, are quite distinctive. They are often made of

stone and earth and sometimes only of stones, but most often they are of

simple earth construction. Various features such as rock tombs, crematory

basins and burials both in the flesh and cremated characterize these mounds.
A series of rather distinctive artifacts is usually found in such structures, the

most unusual being either importations from Ohio Hopewell culture or local

copies of such objects. Simple cordmarked pottery was most commonly made
although occasional attempts were made to copy the more complicated styles

popular in the Hopewell centers to the west.

One of the most important commodities which was traded during this

period was the brightly colored flint from “Flint Ridge” near Zanesville,

Ohio. This material was quarried and used by various prehistoric groups

but the Hopewell people used it most intensively. It was traded widely

and perhaps was even so much of an attraction as to draw Middle Wood-
land people from our area to the quarry itself. At any rate, sites in the

Upper Ohio Valley which were occupied during Middle Woodland times

often contain special small flake knives made of the pink and red varieties of

Flint Ridge material as well as teardrop-shaped blanks (later to be chipped
into spearpoints) of similar blue-gray material.

Distinctive stone ornaments or breastplates, various copper items as well

as unusual platform or T-shaped tobacco pipes are typical Middle Woodland
burial goods and serve to distinguish these mounds from earlier burial

mounds.

A scene showing what the building of a Middle Woodland burial mound
must have looked like is presented in Fig. 3. The locale is the upper Alle-

gheny Valley where so many of these mounds were placed on the broad
terraces near the river. In the right background is a stone mound which
has been completed for some time while in the foreground is a Middle
Woodland man preparing a stone-slab-lined cist as a tomb for the dead
individual who is stretched out on his back in the bottom of the pit.
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Another man brings additional stone slabs to roof over the tomb prior to

covering the area with earth to make a small mound. The nearby pottery

vessel is filled with food and will be placed in the grave along with the pipe,

ornaments and flint cache blades which lie on the skin. The dead man is

probably an important person in the political or religious life of the com-

munity and may be accompanied in burial by the cremated remains of other

less important individuals. Additional mounds and burials may be placed

near this mound in later years, to make one large mound area with several

burial structures in it.

Early Woodland period. An earlier time characterized by burial-mound

building is the Early Woodland period. Mounds and village sites of the

Early Woodland people are scattered along the shores of the Ohio River

with a concentration in the area near Moundsville, W. Va., where today

one can see the tallest and probably most famous mound built during this

period, the Grave Creek mound.

Other cultural centers during this period are known from the Charleston,

W. Va., area and the central Ohio Valley, especially in the Scioto Valley in

Ohio and in central Kentucky near Lexington.

In the central Ohio Valley many of these mounds have been excavated.

Much is known about the burial aspects of this culture, which is called the

Adena culture, but little is known about everyday activities except what can

be deduced from the burial evidence.
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Map 4. Early Woodland site distribution
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The Adena people lived in small hamlets near a special burial place which

was characterized by one or more earth mounds. Hunting and gathering

wild foods were important aspects of Adena economy but these people were

probably experimenting with farming, and they cultivated various plants,

especially the sunflower. There was evidently some kind of class structure

in the society since certain individuals were buried with special honors and
rites while others received only simple burial.

A chief or priest or other highly regarded Adena person was treated in a

rather special fashion upon his death. A burial pit or log tomb was con-

structed within the large circular house which had been his home. The
individual was often clothed in his finest regalia and accompanied by

deposits of leaf-shaped flint blanks for spearpoints. A small mound of

earth was raised over the grave inside the house which was then burned
down over the small mound. After the mound was hidden by a layer of

ashes and charred timbers, it was covered with clay to raise a conical earth

mound, the final monument to the deceased. Often these mounds were

rebuilt, additional major burials in tombs being added as well as minor
burials in which human remains were sometimes cremated. Careful excava-

tion of these structures has demonstrated their use over several generations,

as well as other facts which are the basis for the above description of events.

In the Upper Ohio Valley the Adena people were very similar but they

did have slightly different customs which we know from several excavations.

Although there is no evidence for Adena houses under burial mounds in our

area, the houses were no doubt much like those known further south. Fig.

4 shows one of these typical Adena houses with slanting side walls and bark

Fig. 4. Adena burial customs
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shingles on the roof. The Early Woodland people were the first to use

pottery in the eastern United States and there is some evidence to show that

the idea of making pottery came to the area from northeastern Asia. But it

was only the idea, since the shapes of this earliest pottery imitate the form of

the stone vessels which were commonly in use before the idea of fired-clay

pottery became well established.

In Fig. 4, a typical flat-based jar with lug handles sits in the fire near the

house while an Adena family prepares the first stage of a burial mound. The
dead person has been placed on his back in a pit which was dug into the

subsoil after clearing off the sod and topsoil from a small circular area. The
men wear woven tunics and stone or copper breastplates, much like the one

worn by the deceased. Stone tubes which were the earliest kind of smoking

pipe are included in the burial along with a skin full of spearpoints covered

with powdered red pigment. Basket loads of earth are used to cover the

grave and make a small mound on top of which fires are then built. After

the small mound is covered with a layer of ashes more earth is scooped up
and used to make a larger mound like the one in the left background.

Archaic period. This period precedes the Early Woodland but in its last

stages it is very little different from it. The ideas of pottery making, burial-

mound building and probably agriculture were added to the late Archaic

culture and it became what we call Early Woodland.
During Archaic times we see the first major occupation of the Upper Ohio

Valley. Nomadic hunters and gatherers of wild food discovered that the

rivers offered a constant supply of food in the form of fish and shellfish.

Climatic studies indicate that some 5000 years ago weather conditions in the

area were more humid than they are now and conditions were right for

abundant stream life. A group of these hunters in the early Archaic period

discovered the mussel shoals in the Ohio River near what is now Steuben-

ville, Ohio, and made their camps on the hillsides near the shoals. When
they wanted food it was a simple matter to wade out in the shallow water

and gather the shellfish. Fishing with nets, lines and harpoons provided

other sources of food supply but all these methods were rather easily

accomplished and, for the first time. Upper Ohio Valley man found himself

able to settle down in one spot. No longer did he need to roam the forests

tracking game. He continued to hunt in order to vary his diet, but when
game was scarce there was always the shellfish supply to fall back on.

The camp sites of these Archaic people are characterized by an abundance

of shells scattered about the site, the trash resulting from many an Indian

clambake. Mixed in with these shells are various broken tools and weapons
of stone or bone, lost amidst the general debris of camp life. These people

evidently had only vague ideas of sanitation—they scattered their discarded

shells and other debris right in the area where they lived in crude huts or

windbreaks. Sometimes a hillside slope was used as a garbage dump, but not

very often.

Several kinds of distinctive tools were made and used by the Archaic

people and have been found at their camps. Heavy stone tools were made
by pecking, grinding, and then polishing them smooth. The Archaic people
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Map 5. Archaic site distribution
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were the first to make such polished stone tools and most of the items were

woodworking tools such as gouges, axes and adzes. These items reflect the

important part that canoeing and boat building played in the culture.

Bows and arrows were not yet known at this early period; instead the

Archaic people used the spearthrower, a device which was used to give added
force and distance to a hand-thrown spear or dart. Various shaped stones

were made for use with the wooden spearthrower. They were used to give

balance and add momentum to the weapon and are the only part of the

spearthrower itself known from our area. Farther down the river, however,

antler handles and hooks for the spearthrower are known.
The scene depicted in Fig. 5 shows what the East Steubenville shell-heap

camp site must have looked like 5000 years ago when the original inhabitants

were living there. The camp itself was placed part way up the steep bluff

rising from the Ohio River. It had been the habit for many generations to

place a camp in such a position and this particular site gave a commanding
view of the river both up and down stream; it was a good lookout for either

enemies or game.

The people lived on a small flat shelf-like area projecting from the hillside,

and tossed their discarded shells near the edge of the living area where they

tumbled over the steep incline to form small dumps. A narrow trail winds

down the steep hill to the flat area opposite the shoals where dugout canoes

are made and beached. One man is using an adz to scrape out the charred

interior of a log destined to be a canoe, while a mother brings up a basket

of clams to her waiting boy who stands with his spear and dog. A fisherman

out in his canoe is poised, ready to thrust his bone-tipped harpoon from the

spearthrower he holds.

The dead were accorded no special burial treatment, merely being placed

in a pit dug into the ground or the shell deposit right in the camp area.

Dogs were known and evidently highly respected since they, too, have been

found intentionally buried in the shell deposits.

Paleo-Indian period. For several thousand years prior to the Archaic period

there were a few groups of nomadic hunting people who roamed the eastern

United States. They left very little evidence of their presence since they did

not stay for long in one place but were constantly on the move following

game.

Early in this period the first of these hunters probably entered North

America from Asia via Bering Strait and eventually moved into most of

North America. They developed a unique style of fluted spearpoint and it

is by this one trait that we know most about the distribution of these people.

They roamed the central western United States during the last stages of

the glacial period and hunted animals which became extinct more than 5000

years ago. Such creatures as the mammoth, mastodon, horse, camel, ground

sloth and other now extinct American animals were fair game to the early

Paleo-Indian people.

Over the 4000 or 5000 years that the Paleo-Indians were the only inhabi-

tants of North America, local changes in culture took place, and it was a

group of the late Paleo-Indian people who first discovered the possibilities
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Map 6. Paleo-Indian site distribution
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for riverine life that were to be the basis for development during the follow-

ing Archaic period.

In Fig. 6 two Paleo-Indian hunters watch a huge hairy mammoth at a

water hole and plan an attack that will catch the large animal off guard.

Fig. 6. Early hunters stalking animals now extinct

Summary. Brieffy, then, we can restate man’s history in the Upper Ohio

Valley starting back at the earliest time.

Some evidence is at hand to show the possible existence of man in North

America during the last part of the glacial period, some 15,000 to 20,000

years ago, but our best early evidence is for the Paleo-Indian hunters of

extinct animals who roamed the countryside some 9000 to 10,000 years ago.

About 5000 to 6000 years ago some of these hunting groups “discovered” the

mussel shoals and their assured food supply. These Archaic people were

then able to develop a more settled mode of life and began to have some

leisure time for activities other than the sheer struggle for subsistence.

Late in the Archaic period the idea of making pottery came into the area

and later, with influences from the central Ohio Valley, the custom of

building burial mounds became common. This was the Early Woodland
period, the first in a series of developments by pottery-making, village-

dwelling, agricultural people. The following Middle Woodland period

reflects influence from the Hopewell burial-mound builders of the Scioto
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Valley. The basic population of the Upper Ohio Valley, however, was

probably a fairly continuous occupation of the area from Archaic times

down to the end of the Middle Woodland period when an influx of people

and ideas from the south radically changed the simple culture of the Middle

Woodland people to the intensively agricultural, fortified-village complex of

the Monongahela culture.

It was this Monongahela culture which spread widely throughout the area

during the last 700 years before European materials penetrated to the region;

and it was Monongahela culture which received the first indirect impact of

European culture, but evidently no actual contact with the colonists or

traders. Wars, disease and probably other causes removed the Monongahela
people from the scene by the end of the 17th century and the last Indians

recorded for the area are the Shawnee and Delaware, and the Seneca whose
descendants still live in the upper Allegheny River area.

Studies of prehistory using archeological techniques often end up as

glorified style shows; that is, the material things made by the prehistoric

peoples are studied and give evidence for changes in style through the

passage of time. By recording and discovering these changes in style, the

archeologist can obtain insights into general cultural development.

Several kinds of things are particularly useful in recording the changes

which have taken place in the Upper Ohio Valley. Pottery is the primary

and the best indicator of cultural change, and pipes are also quite sensitive

to changes in style. Elint projectile points and various ground-stone tools

are also useful clues, especially during the span of time prior to the intro-

duction of pottery.

While there is not a simple one-to-one correlation between certain artifact

changes and the time periods established by the archeologist, there is a high

degree of correspondence here. The general picture of cultural changes is,

however, complicated by psychological factors. In the making of pottery,

for instance, it is to be expected that at any one time most of the Indian

women making pottery vessels will do them in the generally accepted style

of the times. A small proportion of the women, perhaps the older ones, will

prefer a style that was common in their childhood when they learned how to

make pottery. Another small proportion of the women will be experimenting

with style variations foreign to the customary pattern and some of these

variations may be accepted and become the “normal” style in later years.

Thus, at any given time, there is the most common style which predominates,

but at least two minor style groups, one representing older, more conserva-

tive ideas, the other the younger, more radical new ideas. This may
sometimes tend to confuse the picture, since archeological samples of a

given culture are rarely adequately random. But this concept of variation in

style also provides us with an understanding of some of the mechanisms for

cultural change which, incidentally, is always accompanied by a certain

amount of stability.

The study of changes in important artifact types in the Upper Ohio Valley

is only just beginning. Pottery changes are best understood at present but
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much more work must be accomplished on all the types illustrated in Fig. 7.

This illustration is largely based on the author’s hunches as to relationship

and developmental sequence, although there is good stratigraphic excavation

evidence for many of the pottery changes. Ail of the items shown are known
from actual specimens; it is their chronological and developmental relation-

ships which are the interpretations and speculations illustrated by this chart.

Not included in the chart are certain items which exhibit no change

through long spans of time and thus imply continuity of the various cultural

groups. Such items as antler flaking tools, bone beads and bone awls were

used by most groups from the earliest Archaic times on.

THE STORY OF THE SURVEY

History. Late in 1949, Carnegie Museum received an appropriation for

archeological work and at the suggestion of James L. Swauger, Curator of

Man, embarked on a program the ultimate purpose of which was the

definitive study of the Indians of the Upper Ohio River drainage basin,

particularly their prehistory.

In December of 1949, I was selected to conduct an initial three-year

survey, and actual work on this project began on February 1, 1950. The
background and history of the project, as well as the specific plans and
procedures developed, have been described in detail elsewhere (Swauger, n.d.,

1950fl, 19505; Mayer-Oakes, 1950a, 19505, 1951a), but are summarized below.

Theory. A preliminary understanding of the 1950 status of archeology in

the Upper Ohio Valley (gained by scanning the literature and consulting

with various professional archeologists) indicated an undeveloped situation

which was the result of a piecemeal approach to the area. Information

available in 1950 consisted primarily of sporadic and unintegrated items of

both surface and excavation data. The two major exceptions to this state-

ment were the unpublished manuscripts of Karl Schmitt (n.d.; subsequently

published in 1952) and Edmund Carpenter (n.d.). Since Carnegie Museum’s

program was to cover the area in a three-year period, an intensive survey was

the technique selected as most appropriate.

The desire of the Museum to play a vital part in encouraging and

stimulating amateur scientists and laymen generally, led to the belief that

our archeological survey program should further such a desire, on the

utilitarian assumption that benefits would accrue to each party.

The successful operation of a three-year intensive survey of the Upper
Ohio Valley should result in at least a preliminary understanding of the

prehistoric cultural developments of the area. With this information at

hand, an initial synthesis of Upper Ohio Valley archeology could be made
and might serve as a guide to future work if not as a contribution in itself.

Technique. The intensive survey technique is that familiar one which has

been so well developed in the last few years by the Smithsonian Institution

River Basin Survey program (Roberts, 1952). In essence, our program con-

sists of locating and recording sites, preliminary evaluation, and the test
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Fig. 7. Artifact changes in prehistory of the Upper Ohio Valley, with pro-

jectile points, pots and pipes as time markers
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excavation of sites selected for three main reasons:

1. The site is likely to be “pure”; that is, a single-occupation site.

2. The site is likely to be stratified with several cultures present.

3. The site is likely to produce information of particular or special

importance.

The value of this general survey method is that the results accord best

with the aims of our particular research program. Typological seriation of

surface materials (primarily pottery) and the plotting of a representative

distribution can result in a tentative scale revealing cultural relationships in

time and in space, by means of which other cultural elements may be put

in order. This is probably the only method which would approach covering

the area in the time allotted. The establishment of the time scale will

depend upon the judicious choice of sites to be excavated. The chronology

indicated by surface observations may be tested by excavation of the proper

types of sites. This procedure of tentative definition and classification

followed by testing, will not be possible in every case, but it will at least

provide the program with definite sets of problems and possible sets of

answers.

A recording technique which has been used by many archeologists employs

check lists or forms for standardized recording of data. The various forms

used by this Survey are illustrated in Fig. 8-14. All of these (except the

petroglyph record which is exactly that used by the University of California

Survey) were made up by myself, drawing heavily upon my acquaintance

with, and use of, similar forms prepared by the University of California,

University of Chicago, University of Oklahoma, and Smithsonian Institution.

A technique, and really an attitude, which has been employed in conjunc-

tion with the intensive survey has been to establish the systematic use of

amateur help. In most cases, this consists of contacts with local archeologists

and subsequent visiting and recording of sites known to them. In return

for this information which would take much time and footwork to obtain

unaided, we have tried to encourage all persons interested in local archeology

and have distributed published and other information on the area. A
Carnegie Museum publication, the Archeological Newsletter, was started in

1950 to serve the interests of this growing group of local archeologists and
to encourage them to communicate their ideas to others.

Additional means of focusing attention on the important function of the

amateur were the re-establishment of Allegheny Chapter of the Society for

Pennsylvania Archaeology (Alam, 1951), work with members of the West
Virginia Archeological Society, and support of the Grave Creek Mound
Museum, as well as the establishment of a card file of informants for the

Upper Ohio Valley.

Method of analysis. During the course of the survey, little detailed analysis

was attempted. Interpretations were phrased in tentative chronological

terms making use of such generalized and schematic frameworks as were

available, those suggested by Griffin (1946, 1952c) and by Witthoft (1949)

proving to be the most useful. Our emphasis, however, has been to observe

and record as objectively as possible the Survey data, waiting until the
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Fig. 8. Form 1. Site survey record
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Fig. 9. Form 2. Feature record
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Burial record
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a* M, F. Indeterminate*

15* Age

a. Infant* d. Adult*
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c* Adolescent, f. Senile*

16* Photo. No* "PIa.

17, Remarks, 1/m^
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Recorded by, ^ 20. Date*^k<?*^

Fig. 10. Form 3. Burial record
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Riotographer,

1. Site, 4^ ^ ^
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$, Film No.

7. Film or Roll No,

Negative No,
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Fig. 11. Form 4. Photograph record
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Petroglyph record

1, Site. 2. Cross-reference survey record.

3. Face. U* Dinenslons, decorated area.

5. Horizontal location.

6. Kind of rock.

7. Position of rock.

8. Method of decoration: pecked ( )j rubbed grooves ( )j painted ( )j other ( )

9. Colors.

10. Design Elements.

11. Superimposition.

12. Natural defacement.

13. Vandalism,

lii. Associated features,

13. Additional remarks.

16. Published references.

17. Sketch. 18, Scale of sketch.

19. Photo No,

20. Recorded by. 21. Date.

Fig. 12. Form 5. Petroglyph record
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Excavation record. Level summary

1. 3. Site. U. Date.

5. Excavated by. 3./^/. 6. Screened? ^
7. Floor troweled or checked for features?

8. Wall troweled or checked for features?

Floor plans drawn?

10.

Features present or indicated, ^

11. Nature of soil. ^
12. Artifacts recovered.

13* Non-artifactual debris. ^,i^d^~rz^ dd^SLA.

OAid didij Aziza du^ d<L/2AAad^ ^ dZiddAA dd). /

Hi* Remarks.

^y^rnad/ ^
7?u^^Ad ^ ^ /

15* Recorded by. (I. ^-

Fig. 13. Form 6. Excavation record. Level summary
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Excavation record. Unit summary

1, Unit. yi. 0 £. /<0 2. Site, 3¥-/ 3. Date,

Jl. No, of levels excavated. ^
5. Floor depth from surface at SW, stake, /

^

6. Floor depth from datum at SW. stake. /

^

7. Features found within unit, /

Features indicated on floor. ^£oZIc4l£

9,

Features indicated on profiles, ^ ^

,.<2^>-cuZA^ .^a££

10, Profiles recorded, N S E W (check v^ich)

11, Floor plans drawn, / Xy"

12, Summary remarks and other data concerning unit,

a. /<2Xu^'r?tyz^

^ /2Xc££

Me .czJ-eM- '/z. ^

13* Recorded ly.

Fig. 14. Form 7. Excavation record. Unit summary
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conclusion of the three years of field work to make explicit evaluations.

This procedure proved to be easier to suggest than to maintain since theory

and fact are so often inextricably connected, but we have retarded the

process of crystallizing impressions and the formation of types so that the

danger of premature conclusions has probably been lessened.

This approach has been prompted by my own desire to have thorough

command of the data before committing myself, and by the feeling that

archeology in the eastern United States is somewhat cluttered up with

concepts and terms which have been too hastily formed.

SUMMARY OF ARCHEOLOGY IN THE UPPER OHIO VALLEY

The natural setting

Landforms. The area of the Upper Ohio Valley, as we define it, consists of

all territory draining into the Ohio River basin up-stream from New Martins-

ville, W. Va. This region lies entirely inside what is known as the “Appala-

chian Plateaus” physiographic province (Fenneman, 1938, Plate II). Such

a vast area can naturally be subdivided into component sections and those

which are found in the Upper Ohio Valley are: “Unglaciated Allegheny

Plateau,” “Allegheny Mountains,” and “Glaciated Allegheny Plateau.” For

the state of Pennsylvania these sections have been arranged somewhat
differently (Murphy and Murphy, 1937, Fig. 4, and Leggette, 1936, Fig. 5),

but for our purposes the Fenneman classification is the most suitable. (See

Map 7.)

The “Appalachian Plateaus” area contrasts with the “Ridges and Valleys”

region lying just to the east as well as the “Central Lowlands” area to the

west. One of the most striking differences is in the drainage pattern. In the

“Ridges and Valleys” area of central Pennsylvania the streams parallel the

ridges, trending northeast and southwest; while in the Plateau area drainage

is elaborately dendritic, because the underlying rock strata are nearly

horizontal rather than tilted and folded as in the “Ridges and Valleys” area.

The topography of the Upper Ohio Valley thus could be broadly described

as a plateau (with elevations mostly higher than 1200 feet above sea-level)

rather maturely dissected by streams branching headward again and again,

forming almost a classic dendritic pattern of winding divides without

definite or consistent trend. Valleys are narrow, steep sided and with

indefinite trend. The whole area can best be described as “hill country,”

understanding that there is significant variation in the roughness of the

area, and that relatively flat areas do occur either as broad upland divides

or in the major stream valleys as flood-plain deposits.

Drainage. The major tributaries to the Ohio River (See Map 7) in its upper

basin are the Allegheny, the Monongahela, and the Beaver rivers. The
Allegheny River originates in Potter County, Pa., twists north into New York

state, then winds its way south to Pittsburgh through the unglaciated plateau

section. The Monongahela has its origin high up in central West Virginia

and drains to the north picking up both the Cheat River and the Youghio-

gheny River on its way. These two rivers have come down from the moun-
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Map 7. Upper Ohio Valley drainage and physiographic areas

1, Glaciated Allegheny plateau. 2, Unglaciated Allegheny plateau. 3,

Allegheny Mountains.
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tains, cutting through the westernmost ridges of the “Allegheny Mountains”

area. At Pittsburgh, the Allegheny and the Monongahela join to form the

Ohio River which drains first north and then south again until it passes the

boundary of our upper valley area. Before it does, however, it picks up a

final tributary, the Beaver River, with its two main constituents, the

Shenango in northwestern Pennsylvania and the Mahoning which originates

in eastern Ohio.

This picture of modern drainage is somewhat different from that which

prevailed early in the glacial period.

“About a million years ago, the plateau in northern West Virginia and western
Pennsylvania was channeled by about the same valleys as today; but most of the

streams were flowing at elevations 200 to 300 feet higher than at present, and some
flowed in reverse direction, for the regional drainage was northward into a valley

now hidden by Lake Erie. The old Monongahela, the master stream of the region,

had as its affluents the lower portion of the modern Allegheny (including the

Clarion River), the Youghiogheny, and the upper portion of the modern Ohio,
from New Martinsville, West Virginia to East Liverpool, Ohio. The old Monon-
gahela . . . emptied its waters into the Erie basin after traversing the valleys of

the present-day Beaver, Mahoning and Grand Rivers.” (Netting, 1951.)

The major streams of the Upper Ohio Valley characteristically exhibit

entrenched meanders, especially in the southwest section of the area where

dissection has been most extreme and the largest amount of sloping land

occurs.

CAimate. The Upper Ohio Valley lies in the area characterized by a humid
continental type of climate with its usual range of variations. In addition,

variations in elevation appear to have a significant effect on local weather

conditions. According to the 1941 “Yearbook of Agriculture” of the U. S.

Department of Agriculture (p. 1098), the area has changeable temperature

with annual precipitation ranging from 36 to 50 inches, but averaging

around 42 inches. For most of the area the precipitation occurs in small

amounts at frequent intervals. The topography is too rugged for a true

plateau type of climate, so it may be characterized as partaking of both
plateau and mountain-belt conditions. The growing season is variable,

ranging between 140 and 175 days, with variation here dependent upon
several interacting factors with elevation, latitude, and river valley location

being important.

Soils. Soils of the Upper Ohio Valley exhibit wide variability; at least seven

major types are illustrated on a map published by the U. S. Department of

Agriculture (1938). In general, the alluvial soils in bottoms of the major

valleys were the most productive and best suited for Indian agriculture.

Animal life. Animal life in the area during prehistoric times is best

described in reports by Gilmore (n.d., 1946) on remains from some of the

Monongahela culture sites excavated by the W.P.A. From this and other

studies, it is evident that deer, elk, and wild turkey must have been very

important items in the diet of these farming people. Other animals are

represented in the collections, but the above three constitute the main bulk

of refuse and probably reflect the meat-eating habits of the Monongahela
people.
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For present-day mammal distribution in western Pennsylvania, two recent

surveys (Richmond and Rosland [sic], 1949, and Grimm and Roberts, 1950)

are available. Colonial records and other early historic documents indicate

that the area was teeming with wildlife and game.

Plant life. In an extensive summary of the environment of northeastern

North America, Byers (1946) points out the three major forest regions which

represent the climax formations of vegetation for the area. In between the

northerly, coniferous “boreal” forest and the southerly, deciduous forest of

broad-leaved hardwood trees is a transitional forest with a mixture of hard-

woods and conifers. This transitional zone characterizes the Upper Ohio

Valley and is much complicated by local variations and adaptations to

specific habitats or ecological niches. Jennings (1939) has synthesized results

of extensive field work in western Pennsylvania and we may consider his

results to be applicable to the somewhat larger area of the Upper Ohio
Valley. In general. Dr. Jennings has described the natural successions of

plant associations which seem to be correlated with stages of physiographic

development. There are many complicating factors which enter this picture,

but the two main areas discussed by Jennings cover most of the region of

our interest.

“In approximately the southern half of western Pennsylvania, the main out-

standing vegetation which constitutes the forests naturally falls into a series of

seven stages beginning with that of some rocky exposed, semi-xerophytic habitat,

such as the top of Warriors Ridge in central Pennsylvania, and from there

proceeding westward over the more rounded ridges (Allegheny Mountain and
Laurel and Chestnut Ridges) to the hilltops, rolling uplands, slopes, and flood

plains of the Pittsburgh region. In general, each step westward has a less rugged
habitat and a more fertile soil with a more mesophytic vegetation; while at the

lowest level in the fertile soil of terraces and well-drained bottomlands there

occurs the seventh stage, the final climax [characterized by] the Beech-Sugar Maple
forest association.” (Jennings, 1939, p. 49.)

In the higher plateau area of northwestern Pennsylvania, especially the

area of the unglaciated Allegheny Plateau, another sequence of forest

associations is characteristic. It begins with a white pine forest which is

succeeded by a hemlock forest and finally by one dominated by beech, birch

and maple.

Time perspective. The conception of the natural setting given above is

largely that which characterizes the area today. During the 10,000 or more
years that man has lived in the Upper Ohio Valley there have certainly been
changes in his environment, some of them no doubt traceable to his own
activities. (See Day, 1953 and Byers, 1946 for a discussion of prehistoric

burning and clearing activities.) The problems of this sort which are as yet

only dimly perceived should receive increasing attention in the years to

come. A recent study of Pleistocene biogeography by Deevey (1949) indicates

the scope of the problems to be worked on and the necessity for co-operative

research by specialists in various fields.

Many of the results of such studies will not be directly useful to the study

of the history of man, but knowledge of such things as climatic changes or

animal and plant migrations has an immediate effect on interpretation
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and understanding of the archeological record.

For additional data on prehistoric ecology of the Upper Ohio Valley see

Carpenter (1950c) who has been particularly interested in the mound-
building cultures. He summarizes the basic work on prehistoric climatic and
ecological changes done by Sears (1931, 1932).

The cultural setting; a basic description

HISTORY OF ARCHEOLOGICAL WORK IN THE UPPER OHIO VALLEY

As an attempt to understand the historical background of our own work,

the work previously carried out may be organized into a developmental
sequence. This sequence indicates, in a schematic way, the successive stages

that have been accomplished.

The following chronological outline of important accomplished units of

work adumbrates the nature of these stages. (For a more generalized back-

ground of archeological work in Pennsylvania, see Witthoft, 1950a.)

1838.

1848.

1894.

1895.

1896.

1896.

1896.

1915.

1918.

1919.

1929.

1930-1942.

Stage of pioneer excavation

Grave Creek mound was excavated.

Squier and Davis casually mentioned the area.

Thomas reported the 1886 work of Smith in the Monongahela
Valley—the Adena-type Crall mound; various stone mounds; and

Late Prehistoric graves. He also reported Hopewellian mounds
and a contact Iroquois site on the upper Allegheny.

Carnegie Museum excavated the Oakmont mound.
Carnegie Museum excavated the McKees Rocks mound.
Hayden, in 1911 and 1941, reported earlier excavation of stone

cairns on the Cheat River.

George S. Fisher started his work in the Monongahela Valley.

This work continued up to the middle 1940’s, with a publication

in 1933 by Cadzow on the Pollock’s Hill mound and the forma-

tion of a group of interested workers known as “Pennsylvania

Indian Research’’. This latter group was especially active in the

1930’s and published a mimeographed bulletin The Research

Archeologist in 1941 and 1942.

Houghton, of Buffalo, made a reconnaissance in Erie and War-
ren counties, Pennsylvania.

Carnegie Museum excavated the Darlington mound.
Farabee excavated the Mapleton mound.

Stage of intensive excavation

Engberg and Fisher excavated several sites and made a survey

in Westmoreland and Fayette counties, Pennsylvania. This work
described the distinctive Monongahela pottery complex for the

first time.

The work of the Pennsylvania Historical Commission and vari-

ous federal relief projects is recorded in the Pennsylvania
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Archaeologist of this period. It was during this period that the

active formation of the state archeological society took place,

and also the formation of the first local chapter (Allegheny) in

1939.

1949-

1950. Carpenter reported on much of the above work.

Stage of integration and selective excavation

1950-

1955. The Survey work was initiated and continues.

Discussion of chronological outline

During the stage of pioneer excavation, interest was often purely antiquar-

ian. The idea was to collect “relics” merely for the sake of collecting them
with no particular or general problem in mind that this collecting would help

to solve. Chronological ideas made very little distinction between historic and
prehistoric Indians and rarely between earlier and later prehistoric groups.

Work was unsystematic, done rapidly, and at no great expense and never

with any long-sustained interest.

Chief attention during the stage of intensive excavation centered around
the finding and excavating of productive sites, usually under pressure of

having to use available W.P.A. labor forces. Only very brief information on
this tremendous amount of work has ever been published. Fourteen village

sites were excavated in southwestern Pennsylvania, and several sites, includ-

ing a large village and several mounds, were excavated in northwestern

Pennsylvania.

It was during this stage that the first attempt was made to break down
masses of raw information on artifacts into chronological units. In 1936

Butler described Erie County collections in terms of the then current scheme

for New York state. The material she presented consisted mainly of items

selected because of assumed diagnostic value. Carpenter in 1942 made a

similar study for a section of the upper Allegheny Valley, basing his typo-

logical and chronological comparisons on New York materials.

The third and present stage of work in western Pennsylvania archeology is

just beginning, and perhaps represents more accurately the interests and aims

of the Survey rather than a definitely accomplished result. We may call this

the stage of integration, interpretation, and selective excavation. For this

stage I refer to the Carnegie Museum program wherein the interest is on
the compilation of reliable site information on a broad scale, and upon the

preliminary interpretation of these data based upon an integration of them
with the work of the previous stages, all in the light of currently accepted

chronological concepts which indicate a greater complexity than had hitherto

been conceived.

Carpenter’s latest work (n.d.) certainly falls within the start of this third

stage as far as integration and interpretation go, even though it was largely

concerned with work done during the first two stages.

Such statements as have been made by the Carnegie Museum Survey have

been similar to those of Butler and Carpenter in the dependence upon
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initial comparison with adjacent better known areas and use of working

chronological schemes. They differ, however, in the degree to which an

individual localized chronological scheme has grown out of the examination

of Upper Ohio Valley materials. An additional factor of importance is that

now, in 1953, our expectation is for a much more complicated situation than

could have been anticipated in 1942.

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES

Throughout the three years of field work I have tried to observe and

record as objectively as possible all archeological information, using only the

most general kind of a temporal framework such as that suggested by

Witthoft (1949) and Griffin (1952c) for interpretive purposes. A very definite

emphasis has been placed on waiting until a considerable body of informa-

tion was at hand before suggesting artifact types, for instance, or discrete

local chronological sequences.

At least one reason for this is my belief that a certain amount of the vast

archeological detail which is accumulating for the eastern United States is

premature and should best be established on the basis of a broad under-

standing of a natural area.

With this point of view in mind in the winter of 1952-1953, after the

completion of all Survey reconnaissance work and the first of our selective

major excavations, I approached all of the information (notes, observations,

records, photographs, previous publications, and artifacts) assembled during

the three years as if for the first time. This information was systematically

re-examined county by county and the table in Appendix 1 is the result of

this study.

A main purpose of this procedure was to provide a fresh point of view

for the study of the assembled artifacts, especially the pottery. This was to

be an approximation to the time-honored practice of piling all artifacts

together and sorting them into reasonable categories. This was not to be

done without previous knowledge of the material, but rather with the back-

ground of the piece-by-piece gradual learning during the survey period. We
were going to try to get an intensive overall perspective of the area viewed

from the vantage point of a constant or given background of experience to

bring to the study. (This was not entirely possible, of course, since even as

this final restudy was made ideas changed and new insights were gained.)

While there was no guarantee that this approach would change or produce
any ideas, it would at least instill in the author a degree of confidence in the

artifact types and other conclusions which would result from the study.

So, the assembled horde of 45,020 artifacts was approached with some
trepidation and no formally defined types in mind. Candor compels us to

admit that several experimental pottery types had been tentatively defined

in the preparation of two site reports (Mayer-Oakes, n.d.d^ e) which were
worked up just prior to the final restudy of all artifacts.

Preliminary ideas on pottery were presented in a paper read at the Decem-
ber, 1952, meeting of the American Anthropological Association. As the

restudy progressed, various ideas of pottery typology were experimented with
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and an attempt to combine descriptive and interpretive categories was

expressed in a paper circulated to professional colleagues in March of 1953

(Mayer-Oakes, n.d. /).

This study took more than four months of almost full-time laboratory

work as each specimen was individually examined and re-evaluated. Notes

were made for each site, distinctive artifacts set aside for comparative study

and possible photographing. Chert flakes were re-examined and classified by

type of material and then set aside. Potsherds, however, were sorted into

piles of “look-alikes” and broken down as minutely as possible using general

paste, temper, thickness, surface finish and “feel” as distinguishing features.

When all this examination of artifacts was accomplished and correlation

of it with notes, photographs and publications had been completed we were

possessed of a rough version of Appendix 1 and a definite tendency to see

projectile points and potsherds in our dreams.

All during the course of this study we had at hand the statistically stratified

pottery evidence from the Georgetown site and, as a matter of fact, early in

April 1953, we conducted additional excavations at the site. As the pottery

seriation study took shape, and thinking and discussion on terminology

continued, it was decided that general time unit designations were the

simplest and most effective terms for use in our tables.

From the vast amount of information that has been successfully so organ-

ized by Griffin (19525) it is apparent that we will do best to make use of

these categories rather than set up a whole new series of terms which mean
essentially the same thing.

We would, however, like to make this scherne more general. Taking the

same line of thinking employed by Witthoft (1952a) we have found it useful

to expand and set up an overall temporal classification, on two levels, as

follows:

Early Hunter Epoch

Unknown period

Early Paleo-Indian period

Late Paleo-Indian period

Archaic Epoch

Early period

Middle period

Late period

Ceramic Epoch

Early Woodland period

Middle Woodland period

Late Prehistoric period

Woodland
Mississippi

Historic Epoch
Early period
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The following section of basic description and interpretation is arranged

first of all by major drainage areas and within these by the time periods

indicated above.

ALLEGHENY DRAINAGE

Early Hunter Epoch

Twenty-eight fluted projectile points have been recorded from the Alle-

gheny drainage; they probably represent weapons lost by a wandering hunter

occupation of early post-glacial times. The points clustered in two parts of

the valley—in the upper reaches and in the Conemaugh drainage.

Carpenter (1942) reports the presence of “Folsom” points in the upper
Allegheny area but does not describe any. Witthoft (19506) describes and
illustrates (Plates 1, 4-5) two specimens from the juncture of Sugar Run and
the Allegheny River. One of these is an unusual knife, evidently reworked
from a fluted point. Russell (1952) has described a fluted point from
Chautauqua County, N.Y. In the following paragraphs we describe the fluted

points recorded to date by this Survey.

Upper Allegheny area. Three specimens found by Walter Tennies of Lake-

wood, N.Y., are illustrated in Plates 1 and 2. They were all found prior

to 1941 and were not recognized as fluted points until Wesley Bliss examined

the collection in that year. “A,” Plate 1, was found on the large site at the

mouth of Kiantone Creek (30Ch8). The material is a fine-grained gray

chert. This point may not be a true fluted point; one face shows only basal

thinning, while the other (“A,” Plate 2) shows a psuedo-fluting in the form

of a smooth, curved, flake surface with edges worked to leave a slight groove.

There is no basal or edge grinding on this specimen. “B” on Plates 1 and 2

is fluted on only one face. It was found on the E. E. Mackey farm near

Little Valley in Cattaraugus County, N.Y. Material is a dark gray-blue

mottled chert, perhaps a weathered variety of Onondaga. The surface of the

point is dulled and may show some weather “varnish.” Base and edges are

ground smooth nearly half way up the point. Chipping was carefully con-

trolled and produced somewhat of a “ripple” effect, although this is not a

good example of parallel flaking. The general shape of the point seems

unusual for Upper Ohio Valley fluted points. “C” on Plates 1 and 2, is the

second fluted point to come from the Kiantone site. This one is made of

light and dark gray-and-tan chert, probably Onondaga, although it does not

look like the typical Onondaga from this area. This point is unquestionably

fluted on both faces; that shown on Plate 1 shows the scars and hinge frac-

tures of a fairly unsuccessful triple channel flake removal of the type

described by Witthoft (1952«) from the Shoop site. The base and edges half

way up are slightly ground.

Plate 3 illustrates four specimens which were not available for personal

examination but are good examples of fluted points. “A” shows both faces

of a point from the Fenton collection at the United States National Museum.

It is recorded as coming from the A. Arnold farm in Chautauqua County,
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Plate 1. Fluted points from the Walter Tennies collection

A and C, site 30Ch8. B, Mackey farm, Little Valley, N. Y.

Plate 2. Fluted points from the Walter Tennies collection

A and C, site 30Ch8. B, Mackey farm. Little Valley, N. Y.
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N.Y. “B” shows both faces of a point from the Fenton collection recorded

as coming from the shore of Chautauqua Lake, Chautauqua County, N.Y.

“C” and “D” show points now in the collection of William J. Congdon of

Hopewell, Va. They were found by Carl Haas of Salamanca, N.Y. “C” was
found at Cold Spring on the Allegheny Seneca reservation. It is very thin

and has a channel flake removed from only one face. Material is a gray

chert, probably Onondaga. “D” was found just south of Corydon, Pa., in

the Allegheny Valley. Material is again gray chert, probably Onondaga.

Plate 3. Fluted points from the Allegheny Valley

A, A. Arnold farm, Chautauqua County, N. Y., in the Fenton collection in

the U. S. National Museum (Photograph courtesy U. S. National Museum).
B, Chautauqua County, N. Y., in the Fenton collection in the U. S. National

Museum (Photograph courtesy U. S. National Museum). C, Cold Spring, N. Y.,

in the W. J. Congdon collection (Photograph courtesy W. J. Congdon).
D, Corydon, Pa., in the W. J. Congdon collection (Photograph courtesy

W. J. Congdon).

Carl Squire, resident owner of site 36Fo3, reports that his collection from

the site once contained three fluted points but these have disappeared and
were not available for our examination. E. S. Carpenter saw these points in

1941 and in a letter to me confirms the fact that they were fluted points.

Two specimens from another site in Forest County, Pa. (36Fo9) are shown
at “A” and “B” on Plate 4. Both of these specimens are from the private

collection of Carl L. Jones. “A” is a lanceolate point almost identical in

shape with the one illustrated by “B” on Plates 1 and 2. It is made of a

weathered gray-black chert, and exhibits a carefully controlled parallel

flaking technique on the upper half of the point. Grinding is pronounced
on the base and edges, extending one-third of the way towards the tip. The
point is unfluted, but is so similar in shape to certain fluted points that it is

included. This well chipped, thin lanceolate type may be a later develop-
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ment stemming from the tradition of the fluted lanceolate point. “B” is

probably a fluted point reject reworked into a scraper. It is made of Onon-

daga chert and shows little weathering. A long channel flake has been

removed, but it evidently broke the original point in two with a hinge

fracture. This blunted end was subsequently retouched, perhaps for use as

a scraper. It is significant that there is no basal or edge grinding on this

specimen. At this site as well as at 36Fo3, mentioned above, there are

plano-convex end scrapers and other tools which may belong to the Paleo-

Indian period, but there are also a great many other artifacts which definitely

belong to later groups.

Plate 4, “C” is a crude point made from an argillaceous material. It is

part of the Kenneth Pfirman collection from 36Erl5, on the head-waters of

French Creek. The point is of a lanceolate concave-base form, rather thick

in cross-section, and it has had at least two short channel flakes removed
from one face, both of these terminating in noticeable hinge fractures.

There is no evidence of grinding on base or edges. General shape and
definite fluting prompt the inclusion of this point under the Paleo-Inclian

period, but it is quite different in most other details from the usual fluted

point.

Plate 4. Points from the Allegheny Valley

A, Lanceolate point from site 36Fo9 in Carl L. Jones collection. B, Re-
worked fluted point from site 36Fo9 in Carl L. Jones collection. C, Crude
fluted point from site 36Erl5 in K. R. Pfirman collection.

Conemaugh area. Three fluted points have been recorded from Indiana

County, Pa., and these are illustrated on Plate 5. “A” was found by Richard
Kinter in the vicinity of 36In7 and was recognized in 1952 when his collec-

tion from this site was examined. It is made of a dull, rather coarse-grained

gray-blue chert, which is slightly translucent. The base and basal edges have
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been ground smooth approximately one-third of the way toward the tip.

Short thin channel flakes were removed from each face, and show definite

hinge fractures. “B” and “C” are from 36In8 and are a part of the collection

gathered from the site by H. H. Henderson. “B” is made of a light blue

mottled fine-grained chert. Base and edges are slightly ground, the smooth-

ing extending almost half way to the tip. Flaking is indistinct in the illustra-

tions but it is carefully controlled and done in parallel fashion. Thin
channel flakes were removed from each face; the one on the left shows

evidence for the pattern of triple channel flake removal. “C” is a well made
straight-based lanceolate point of tan chert. Flaking is carefully done; base

and lower edges are heavily ground. The left face shows removal of a very

short channel flake, which may have been incidental to thinning the base.

Plate 5. Fluted points from Indiana County, Pa.

A, Fluted point from site 36In7 in Richard Kinter collection. B, Points

from site 36In8 in H. H. Henderson collection.

Plate 6 illustrates two additional specimens from the Conemaugh area.

“A” was found at 36WmlO by Charles Hotham and is part of his collection

from the site. It is well made of a mottled blue-and-white chert and is

apparently much weathered. The base and lower one-fourth of the edges

have been ground smooth. The flaking pattern is rather indistinct but there

is evidence of removal of several short channel flakes from each face. “B” is

a specimen from the collection of the natural history museum, St. Vincent

College, Latrobe, Pa. It is labeled as coming from Cambria County, Pa.

The material is a fine-grained, weathered gray-blue chert with base and lower

one-third of the edges ground smooth. The pattern of channel flake removal

is well defined on both faces which show the primary removal of two short

lateral flakes and a final longer central flake.

In addition to the points illustrated, the base of a concave-based lanceolate

point with basal thinning and grinding was located in the local collection of

J. Kuntz of Derry, Pa. The basal section of a definite fluted point showing
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Plate 6. Fluted points from the Conemaugh Valley

A, Fluted point from site 36WmlO in Charles Hotham collection. B, Fluted

point from Cambria County in St. Vincent College collection.

the removal of two channel flakes was seen in the Elizabeth Settlemeyer

collection from 36Cb2 and 36Cb3.

Other points from the Allegheny Valley. W. J. Haffey of Verona, Pa.,

donated to the Survey a point which he found more than thirty years ago at

36A118. It is illustrated on Plate 7. The point is made of a fine-grained

black-and-yellow mottled chert. Flaking was done in fairly well controlled

parallel fashion. Side “A” shows a channel flake scar running the length

of the point. The deep scars of primary face chipping give the channel

flake scar a very irregular surface. Side “B” shows the removal of one rather

long channel flake which veered off to the right edge. Three very short,

narrow channel flakes were subsequently struck off. The tip of this point

has been broken off, possibly by a hinge fracture at the end of the long

channel flake. The sides of the point, from the middle up, have been chipped

to beveled edges. The base and basal edges have been ground smooth. An
unusual feature is the shape of this point; it has a definite wide section near

the middle, with regular taper from there to each end. Several fluted points

and lanceolate points from the area have been recorded but not yet personal-

ly examined. Fluted points from various localities are shown on Plate 8,

and lanceolate points which may represent late Paleo-Indian times are

shown on Plate 9.

Summary. The sample here presented (15 specimens) is quite small but a

few general statements can be made. Except for the specimens not seen
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Plate 7. Fluted point from site 36A118 in Carnegie Museum collection

personally all but one of the points recorded were found on camp sites of

an Archaic or later period. None of the sites gives any indication of being

a pure Paleo-Indian site, although there may be sections of these sites which

are pure. There are perhaps three general patterns of shape into which

these points fall—a broad-based lanceolate shape of medium length, the long

point similar to the Clovis type, and the point with pronounced maximum
breadth at or above the middle. Most of the points show that several chan-

nel flakes were struck off in the process of preparing one face, but three

definitely show the pattern of triple flake removal similar to that charac-

terizing the Enterline industry described by Witthoft from the Shoop site.

Archaic Epoch

The existence of recognizable traits for the Archaic Epoch has been re-

corded by Butler (1936a) for Erie County, Pa. Carpenter (1942) indicated

the presence of Laurentian and other generalized Archaic traits in the upper

Allegheny Valley. The Survey work in this same area, as well as other parts

of the Allegheny drainage, produced similar information. Narrow-bladed

stemmed and notched projectile points, plain and beveled adzes, and crude

chopping tools are like western New York materials. Collections from the

Kiantone area (30Ch8, 30Ch9) and Eorest County, Pa., sites 1, 2, 3, 7, and 9

showed a high proportion of these materials. Rather generally similar arti-

facts from non-ceramic sites in the Conemaugh drainage (36In7, 36In8,

36In9, 36Cb2 and 36Cb3) were examined and recorded. There is a good
possibility that the artifact types in the lower Allegheny Valley differ in

detail from those in the upper valley, but demonstration of this awaits

future work.
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Plate 8. Fluted points from the Allegheny Valley. Earl Parker collection

A, B, C, Reynoldsville, Pa. D, Punxsutawney, Pa. E, Onoville, N. Y.

F, Corry, Pa. G, Cochranton, Pa. H, Cockerton (Cochranton?) Pa.
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Plate 9. Lanceolate points from western Pennsylvania in the

Earl Parker collection

Most of our information about this epoch in the upper valley comes from

two major sites in Forest County. The Siggins site (36Fol) and the County

Home site (36Fo3) are very similar in physical and cultural character. Both

are large sites on high terraces along the Allegheny River that have been

used by many different groups of people. 36Fo3 has had fluted points

reported from it (See above). Both sites give evidence of Woodland occupa-

tions. Perhaps the bulk of the artifacts, however, represent a pre-pottery

time period. The Andrew J. Siggins collection from 36Fol was donated to

Carnegie Museum by Miss Alice N. Siggins in memory of her father who
had gathered the collection over a period of more than fifty years. A list

of this material follows.

Bone

1 worked horn

Chert

32 blanks, 76 broken points and fragments, 67 triangular points, 76 side-

notched points, 149 corner-notched points, 31 “Forest notched” points, 131

stemmed points, 12 bifurcated points, 4 lozenge-shaped points, 5 side-

notched blades, 4 large stemmed blades, 8 knives, 1 unusual point, 2 cache

blades, 1 “Sanclia” type point, 1 piece worked obsidian, 34 scrapers, 23

bunts, 24 drills, 1 pentagonal point
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Metal

1 copper pipe, 1 copper crescent, 1 iron trade ax, 1 bayonet base

Mica

1 piece

Pottery

20 cordmarked body sherds, 2 plain body sherds, 2 fabric-impressed body

sherds, 6 decorated body sherds, 6 rim sherds (All sherds are grit tempered),

1 pottery pipe and stem, 1 clay trade pipe

Stone

8 steatite sherds, 2 blocked-end tube fragments, 5 fragments of fireclay

tubes, 3 unfinished fragments of fireclay tubes, 5 worked fireclay frag-

ments, 1 stone elbow pipe, 3 stone pipe fragments, 1 stone pipe bowl, 4

gorget fragments, 1 slate pendant, 2 bannerstone fragments, 3 worked slate

fragments, 1 stone bead, 10 celts, 10 beveled adzes, 7 adzes, 3 large crude

adzes, 1 adz fragment, 2 adzes or celt blanks, 2 crude choppers, 5 mullers,

3 bi-pitted stones, 11 grooved net-sinkers, 10 hammerstones, 1 crude full-

grooved ax, 1 fragment of adz bit, 20 stone specimens, 1 stone blank, 2

worked stone fragments, 1 paint cup

The items from this collection which are considered to be Archaic types

are shown on Plates 10-12. Archaic items from the collection of Carl Squire

from 36Fo3 are shown on Plate 13. The collection of Martin Rhodes from

36Fo3, 36Fo7 and 36Fo9 included similar items as well as some not repre-

sented in the other collections. Of particular importance here are the small

plano-convex end and side scrapers shown on Plate 14, “F”. Fragments of

soapstone vessels were seen in all these collections and were worked into

gorgets in some cases (Plate 14, “B”). One complete steatite vessel has been

reported from Erie County, Pa., and is now in the collection of Albert

Wakefield of Youngstown, Ohio. Since the vessel fragments are so few and
the distinctive associated projectile points (Witthoft, 1953) are not present

in this area, we are not postulating a transitional period as Witthoft does;

rather, we are considering the use of soapstone vessels to be part of the

general late Archaic complex. Future work may well break the Archaic

Epoch in this area down into periods. The large collection from the Kinter

site (36In7) in the Conemaugh drainage, for instance, is generally similar

but contains a greater number of medium-broad stemmed points, no beveled

adzes, and a greater variety of side-notched points.

In summary, the Archaic Epoch is seen as the first occupation of the

Allegheny Valley to leave much direct evidence. Numerous small camp
sites, lacking pottery, probably belong in this time unit. Several intensively

occupied spots give a more rounded idea of the occupation. Projectile

points are stemmed, side notched and corner notched. Bannerstones, steatite

vessels, and plain or beveled adzes, as well as full-grooved axes were used.

Rather distinctive notched pebble net-sinkers characterize the Eorest County
sites. There is a suggestion that sites in the lower Allegheny Valley differ

from those in the north. They probably vary in the direction of the East

Steubenville complex.
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Plate 10. Archaic artifacts from site 36Fol in Carnegie Museum
A. J. Siggins collection

A, Stemmed points. B, Bifurcated-base points. C, Hafted scrapers. D, Drills.
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Plate 11. Archaic artifacts from site 36Fol in Carnegie Museum
A. J. Siggins collection

A, Side-notched points. B, Corner-notched points. C, Pentagonal point.

D, Parallel flaked point. E, Drills.
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Plate 12. Archaic artifacts from site 36Fol in Carnegie Museum
A. J. Siggins collection

A, Pestles. B, Full-grooved pebble. C, Hammerstone. D, Full-grcoved sand-

stone maul. E, Bi-notched pebble. F, Four-notched pebble. G, Soapstone
vessel rimsherd. H, Perforated object of fireclay. I, Fragment of slate ban-

nerstone.
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Ceramic Epoch

Early Woodland period. Carpenter (1942) has briefly described an “unclas-

sified aspect’’ from the Forest County area which he relates to Adena-Mid-

dlesex complexes. We covered this same area and were also impressed with

the number of gorget and tube fragments and a particular projectile point

which we have come to think of as a “Forest Notched’’ style. Most of this

material comes from the sites mentioned above as containing an Archaic

component (36Fol, 36Fo3, 36Fo7 and 36Fo9). During the Early Woodland
period there is an emphasis at these sites on work with fireclay. This was

probably available locally, since there are deposits in nearby Clearfield

County which have been extensively worked in recent years for commercial

purposes.

This material is most commonly worked into tubes of the “open-end” or

“blocked-end” variety, but was also made into gorgets and celts, and used as

polishing or abrading stones. The outstanding type of artifact is the tube

which is a duplicate of a major Adena type. The distinctive projectile point

is associated with tubes on several sites in this and other areas. Most of the

gorget forms from the Forest County sites seem to belong in the following

Middle woodland period, but the three from 36Cw3 shown on Plate 15

perhaps represent variants of Adena pendant, expanded center, and rec-

tangular types. A crude grit-tempered cordmarked pottery is found on these

sites and probably represents the earliest ceramics for the area. Some of the

sherds in the Siggins, Squire, and Rhodes collections have interior cord-

marking as well. This feature enables us to classify the pottery as a variant

of “Vinette I” (Ritchie and MacNeish, 1949), the earliest pottery in western

New York. Sherds of the same ware have come from 36In2, Jacks Island,

and other sites in the lower Allegheny Valley. There is no evidence of

mounds such as one would expect in an Adena complex. Nor is there yet

any evidence of graves such as the New York Middlesex produces (Ritchie,

1944). The Oakmont and Darlington mounds mentioned by Carpenter are

some distance from the above-mentioned sites and so little is known of them
that they can not be assigned to either Early or Middle Woodland.

Early Woodland artifacts from 36Fol and 36Cw3 are shown on Plate 15.

Unusual points of the “Ashtabula” type from a cache in Chautauqua County,

N.Y., are shown on Plate 16. Various fireclay objects from the Eorest County
sites are illustrated on Plate 17. On this plate, “C” shows a shaped and
polished tube in which drilling was faulty and split the entire piece. Another
tube fragment (not illustrated) from the Rhodes collection shows similar

breakage, but it occurred at the last stage of manufacture. The blank had
been shaped and polished to final form, the smaller orifice at the “blocked

end” drilled, and the large bore had almost joined the small bore prior to

breakage. Unfinished and completed specimens from other Allegheny Valley

areas are shown on Plate 18.

At the present time the key artifact for this period appears to be the tube

of fireclay or, rarely, banded slate. Open or blocked-end forms are the main
categories, and shape is either a straight cylinder or a cylinder with slight

flare at the “blocked end”. Cigar shaped “open-end” varieties have been
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recorded, and one slightly bent obtuse angle form is known from 36Fol

(Plate 15, “B”). A conventional interpretation of these tubes is that they

may have functioned as smoking pipes. This assumption is substantiated by

evidence from West Virginia Adena mounds (Bache and Satterthwaite, 1930;

Solecki, 1953). The fact that there are good local sources for the fireclay

material makes it likely that some of these objects were manufactured locally.

Certain it is that many of the specimens were at least finished locally since

the blank and partly finished forms are common. Some of the materials of

the Allegheny Valley specimens are remarkably like those from Beech Bot-

tom, Natrium, Half-Moon, (Fetzer and Mayer-Oakes, 1951) and other Ohio
Valley sites. A well known source for this fireclay exists near Portsmouth,

Ohio. It is often assumed that this is not only a source of material but also,

since Portsmouth is in the Adena area, a source of cultural influence. There
is almost an identity among the blocked-end tubes from this section of the

Ohio Valley up into New York, and fireclay was the favorite material up to

the head-waters of the Allegheny. The New York Middlesex tubes are most
often made from a local limestone or material other than fireclay. These
tubes seem definitely to be locally made and the Allegheny Valley specimens

are also probably of local manufacture. This indicates a weaker contact

with Adena centers and may help to explain the lack of other parts of the

distinctive Adena mortuary complex.

Work has been started on the problem of identification of fireclays and
with the assistance of the research staff of Harbison-Walker Refractories, Inc.,

we may be able to ascertain the local or non-local origin of specimens.

From a study of complete tubes and fragments in the Siggins, Squire,

Rhodes, and Parker collections there are several observations which can be

made on the manufacturing process. Rough blanks were apparently shaped
from the quarried material by sawing, gouging, and pecking. This blank was
then smoothed into final shape by rubbing and polishing, perhaps using

sand as an abrasive. Early and intermediate steps in this process utilized

both longitudinal and lateral motion (as indicated by scars) but the final

smoothing shows only longitudinal scars. Drilling was done in several ways
but with a conical drill in every case so far noted. Plate 18, “B” shows the

start of the small bore hole made prior to final smoothing of the tube, while

Plate 15, “G” shows a tube finished except for the drilling. One specimen

Plate 15. Early Woodland artifacts from the Allegheny Valley

A, “Forest notched” points from site 36Fol (A. J. Siggins collection).

B, Slightly bent elbow pipe of stone from site 36Fol (A. J. Siggins collec-

tion). C, Fireclay blocked-end tube from site 36Cw3 (William Henning
collection). D, Slate pendant from site 36Cw3 (William Henning collection).

E, Unperforated gorget from site 36Cw3 (William Henning collection).

F, Two-hole rectangular slate gorget from site 36Cw3 (William Henning
collection). G, Shaped and polished but undrilled cylinder of fireclay from
site 36Fol (A. J. Siggins collection). H, Open end of fireclay tube from
site 36Fol (A. J. Siggins collection). I, Blocked end of fireclay tubes from
site 36Fol (A. J. Siggins collection).
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Plate 16. “Ashtabula” type points from a cache on the Lavant site,

Chautauqua County, N. Y., in the Walter Tennies collection

Plate 17. Fireclay objects from Forest County, Pa., in the Martin Rhodes
collection

A, Rough cylindrical blank. B, Polished but undrilled cylinder. C. Polished

cylinder with conical drilling started. D, Smoothed and grooved fragment.

E, Polished gorget fragments. F, Small adz-shaped fragment. G, Faceted
piece (smoothing stone).
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Plate 18. Fireclay objects from the Allegheny Valley. Earl Parker collection

A, B, Unfinished blocked-end tubes from Kinzua, Warren County, Pa. C,

Blocked-end tube from Kinzua, Warren County, Pa. D, Cigar-shaped tube

from Meadville, Crawford County, Pa. E, Blocked-end tube from Arm-
strong County, Pa.

from the Rhodes collection showed that the undrilled tube had been

finished, the small hole made at the blocked end and finally the large bore

hole drilled as a final step. To date, no tubes which reverse this order of

drilling have been noted in the Upper Ohio Valley.

Middle Woodland periods The culture of this period is perhaps the best

known in the upper Allegheny Valley because of previous excavation work
and probably because it is concentrated in this part of the Upper Ohio
Valley. The basic description and compilation appear in Carpenter (n.d.),

and parts of this have appeared slightly revised in separate publications:

Carpenter and Schoff (1951) and Carpenter (1950a and 19505). Additional

data are supplied by Thomas (1894), Schoff (1939), Schoff (n.cl.d). Bliss

(1942), Guthe (1950) and Schmitt (1952). My analysis of this published

information can best be summarized by reference to Table 1, which has been
compiled from the literature, and a personal examination of parts of the

Spartansburg, Irvine, Sugar Run, and Williams mound collections.

In his manuscript. Carpenter (n.d.) decries the use of mechanical and
arbitrary devices such as trait tables, and with some real justification. In the

quest for new significances or relationships and as an exercise in alternative

procedure, I have done what he refused to do. My hope has been to cor-
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TABLE 1. TRAITS OF MIDDLE WOODLAND BURIAL MOUNDS IN THE
ALLEGHENY VALLEY

Key

A. Sugar Run (general) M. Cornplanter 1

B. Sugar Run 3 N. Poland Center
C. Sugar Run 2 O. Vandalia 2
D, Sugar Run 1 P. Vandalia 1

E. Irvine 5 Q- Killbuck
F. Irvine 4 R. Miller 3

G. Irvine 3 S. Miller 2
H. Irvine 2 T. Miller 1

I. Irvine 1 U. Lawson

J. Williams (Guthe) V. Clovna 2

K. Williams W. Clovna 1

L. Cornplanter 2 X. Nelson

FEATURES

A B C D E F GHIJKLMNOPQ R S T U V W X

Earth mound X X X X X X XXX xxxxxxx X

Stone mound XXX X

Earth and stone mound X X

Prepared floor XX X

Stone pattern X XXX X

Clay basin and artifacts X

BURIALS

Cist grave XXX X X X XXX X X

Rock-covered grave X X X X

Clay basin and cremation X X X

Subfloor pit and cremation X X X

Cremation XXX ? XX X xxxxx X X X

Flexed ? X X X

Extended

Bundle

Miscellaneous bones

Grave goods

Triangular point

Corner-notched point

Side-notched point

Crude cache blade

ARTIFACTS

X

XXX

X X

X X

X

X X

X

? X

?

XXX

? X X X

X ? X X

X X ? X X
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TABLE 1. (Continued)

Fine cache blade

Strike-a-light

Flint Ridge flake knife

Awl 1 copper)

Ear spool '
"

Bead "

Covered button
**

Sheet scrap •«

Worked laica

Unworked mica

Yessel

Cordmarked sherds

Zone-decorated sherds

Platform pipe

Elbow pipe

Rectangular E-hole gorget

Rectangular 1-hole, pendant

Pentagonal 1-hole pendant

Unperforated rectangular
gorget

Celt

Hammerstone

Net-sinker

Anvil stone

Steatite sherd

Hemisphere

Adze

Panpipe

Red ochre

Yellow ochre

Graphite

Iron pyrites

Galena crystal

ABC DEF GHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVV7X

X

X X X X

X

X

I

X X

X

X

X

X

X X ?

X

XXX

X

XXX
X

X

? X X X X

X X

X X X -X

X

X X

X

X

XXX
X

X
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roborate and perhaps supplement the personalized analysis which he made.
At the very least we have been able to condense what he gathered together

and to arrange in compressed form the material published in several different

sources. In order to meet Carpenter’s criticism we have endeavored to make
use of his own terminology when possible. Exceptions to this are “stone

pattern,” a term which seems best to describe the various finds; cache blades

have been broken down into classes based on quality of workmanship, and
“panpipe” is our identification of a unique specimen. Examination of this

table discloses certain traits which seem significant because of their recur-

rence. Such things as earth mounds, cremations, cist graves, cache blades,

red ochre, rectangular two-hole gorgets, celts and mica are the most frequent.

Other distinctive items which seem especially significant as indicators of

relationships with classic Ohio Hopewell are clay basins, extended burials,

Flint Ridge flake knives, copper items, decorated pottery, platform pipe, and
gorget forms.

In his 1942 article Carpenter mentions certain finds by collectors—the

flaring-bit copper celt, the copper crescent and fireclay platform pipe. Two
Crawford County caches of Flint Ridge and other blades now in the Penn-

sylvania State Museum were reported by Butler (1936a) and one of them is

illustrated by Ongley (1934). A copper crescent from 36Fol is illustrated on
Plate 19 along with other specimens recorded by the Survey and thought to

belong in the Middle Woodland period. The fragments of zone-decorated

pottery from Sugar Run have not been illustrated but they have been

examined in the Pennsylvania State Museum. I would interpret them to be

a locally or at least crudely made imitation of the distinctive Middle Hope-
well pottery. This material was evidently not examined by Griffin (n.d.)

since he makes no mention of it in his detailed analysis of Sugar Run
pottery. Judging by our findings to date, this distinctive Hopewell decorated

ware, as well as dentate and other stamped pottery, is very rare anywhere in

the Upper Ohio Valley. This seems surprising in view of the abundance of

the “Vinette 11” ware of the Point Peninsula culture in New York, and of

the stamped Hopewell ware of the Scioto Valley in Ohio; but the record is

slight as it now stands—one dentate-stamped body sherd each, from the Stran-

ahan farm site in Crawford County and from 36Fol and 36Fo3, a dentate-

stamped sherd from the Half-Moon site, and two cross-hatched rims from

Beech Bottom (Mayer-Oakes, 1952a). The sherds reported from Marietta,

Ohio, give promise that a Hopewell complex is present, but the rest of the

finds are apparently strays. For the time being, the problem of relationship

between the stamped ware of New York Point Peninsula and the Ohio Valley

Hopewell pottery is not cleared up by evidence from the Upper Ohio Valley.

Plate 19. Middle Woodland artifacts from the Allegheny Valley

A, Copper crescent from site 36Fol (A. J. Siggins collection). B, Mica from
site 36Fol (A. J. Siggins collection). C, Fine cache blades from site 36Fol
(A. J. Siggins collection). D, Crude cache blade from site 36Fol (A. J. Siggins

collection). E, Semi-platform pipe from site 36Fol (A. J. Siggins collection).

F, Gorgets from various Allegheny Valley sites and collections. G, Flake
knives of Flint Ridge chalcedony.
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Late Woodland period. Very little evidence is available for a late Woodland
occupation of the Allegheny Valley. Carpenter (1942) was unimpressed with

the evidence for this period, but he mentions Castle Creek type pottery

from along the Conewango flats. Our work recorded Owascoid pottery from
the Kiantone site (30Ch8 and 30Cli9) and also in the Forest County collec-

tions from 36Fol and 36Fo3. Prehistoric Iroquoian sites are not common
although Carpenter mentions some, and earlier work by Houghton (n.d.),

Parker (1920) and Ritchie (n.d.) recorded both historic and prehistoric

Iroquois sites. Schaeffer (1941) has reported an unusual Iroquoian pipe from
the area. Not much work has been done on these sites, and a major problem
exists here for the identification of such groups as the Erie, Neutral and
Wenro, who are presumed to have occupied the general upper Allegheny

and Lake Erie area.

Late Prehistoric period. Sites with shell-tempered pottery and generally

“Mississippian” traits (which we define as Late Prehistoric sites) are rare in

the Allegheny Valley, increasingly so as one goes up-stream. The best known
site with a shell-tempered pottery complex is the Westfield site (BOChl)

worked and reported by Ross Pier Wright (Anonymous, 1931). Recent work

at the site has been carried out by Alfred K. Guthe (1952) and we may
expect a detailed report on the site in the near future. The Wright work

produced a lot of pottery much of which has been reconstructed; some 65

pots are a major part of the collection. Guthe’s preliminary analysis indicates

the possibility of several components. This possibility is based largely on

the paste differences in sherds gathered at the site.

From a brief examination of the Wright collection of reconstructed pots,

and a study of photographs of these I have arrived at the same conclusion

on the basis of form differentiation. Two major, rather homogeneous, form

classes are apparent. The first is a globular to conoidal shaped vessel with

sharply constricted neck and often a short collar. The body of the vessel is

either cordmarked or fabric impressed. Decoration is confined to the collar

area or lower rim and most often consists of parallel horizontal incised lines

or cordwrapped-stick impressions. Two or more small castellations are

standard. Vessels representative of this form are illustrated on Plate 20, “A”.

The other major form is the simple vase-shaped (elongated globular) cord-

marked vessel (Plate 20, “B”) typical of the ware from southwestern Penn-

sylvania called “Monyock”—a locally coined term used to designate the

Monongahela and Youghiogheny river valleys. There are two other classes

of vessel form in the Westfield collection. One consists of small modeled
“toy” pots (Plate 20, “E”). These are often simple bowls, but some imitate

the two major jar forms. The other group may be called miscellaneous and

contains a few borderline cases which do not fit into the first three classes

(Plate 20, “C”). This miscellaneous group includes three pots with a slight

but high incised collar (Plate 20, “D”).

Determination of the significance of this analysis must await Guthe’s

report. From my limited knowledge of the New York materials the pots

in the first class look like a link in the late Owasco to early Iroquois
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Plate 20. Restored pottery vessels from the Westfield site in the Ross Pier

Wright collection (Photographs by Richard Wright)

developmental trend suggested by MacNeish (1952). Specifically this class of

vessel seems to be related to the pottery types “Ontario Horizontal” and

“Iroquois Linear” defined by MacNeish. The other major class is directly

related to the major form at the McFate site (See below) and both are part

of the “Monyock” ware to be described from the Monongahela Valley. The
small pots seem not to be as distinctive as the ones of normal size, but the

high-collared incised pots have duplicates at the McFate site.

The McFate site (36Cwl) was excavated in 1938 by Harry Schoff for the

federal Works Progress Administration. It proved to be a large stockaded

village with houses, burials, and refuse pits. A double line of an overlapping

stockade was partially excavated; it is evidence of a rebuilding of the village,

or possibly two separate occupations. A brief report on this has been made
by Schoff (n.d. c), and a charred cordwrapped paddle from the site has been
illustrated by Carpenter (1949ri). Most of the artifacts from this excavation

are stored at the Pennsylvania State Museum where I have examined many
of the reconstructed shell-tempered pottery vessels. Some of the material is

also on display at the Meadville Public Library in Meadville, Pa. Of the 27

vessels examined, 15 are examples of simple “Monongahela Cordmarked”
type with slight difference in lip treatment from the typical Monongahela
Valley “Monongahela Cordmarked.” Five are variations af this form which
seem limited to McFate, four are the collared and incised type described

from Westfield, and the other three are unique for the area. Several of the

pottery pipes from the site are of the “Monyock Cord-impressed” style while

others are plain elbow pipes. This village seeems to be most directly related

to the Monongahela components and is thus considered to be a northern
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outpost of this complex. Study and analysis of the artifacts will be made
and reported in the future, but on the basis of general impressions I would
say McFate was in the last third of Monongahela development, though still

prehistoric.

At the Siggins site (36Fol) Wesley Bliss evidently uncovered some evi-

dence for a Monongahela component but I have not yet examined this

material and can make no specific statements other than the fact that it

came from the lowest part of the site, right on the river bank and was
probably quite separate spatially from the earlier occupations.

A number of unusual potsherds from a Chautauqua County, N.Y., site were
brought to my attention by John Witthoft. They had been collected by
Carpenter and have now been turned over to the Rochester Museum. Plate

21 illustrates some of the rather distinctive body and rim sherds. Most of

the sherds are shell tempered but some are a fine grit. Surface treatment is

simple stamped evidently with a grooved or perhaps thong-wrapped paddle.

Plate 21. Simple-stamped potsherds from Chautauqua County, N. Y.

In most cases this treatment extends to the lip. Such surface treatment

evidently occurs as a minority on some late Owascoid and early Iroquois

sites. It is definitely present in the Whittlesey materials in the Ohio State

Museum collections, although Greenman (1935«, 1935h and 1937) does not

describe the material as simple stamped. This Chautauqua County material

lacks the added pinched rim strip typical of the Whittlesey sherds (Morgan

and Ellis, 1943). A simple-stamped vessel with an unusual high collar has

been reported from the Erie section by Carpenter (19496).

In the lower part of the Allegheny Valley, the area from Pittsburgh up-

stream to the mouth of the Kiskiminitas, scattered finds of shell-tempered

pottery have been made and components exist at several sites, the most

notable of which is at Logans Ferry (36A123). On the upper Kiskiminitas

drainage along the Conemaugh River two Monongahela sites have been

recorded and one of these (36In2) has been excavated.

The Johnston site (361n2) was first reported by Solecki (1951). Explora-

tory excavations at the site were jointly conducted in June and July, 1952,

by Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bauer and the Survey party. Surface materials

previously gathered from there had suggested a Monongahela component
and the results of the preliminary excavation corroborated this evaluation.

In addition, rather clear structural evidence was found for a multiple
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stockade line with an accompanying refuse-filled interior ditch (See Plate

22). On the basis of this work we were able to recommend the site to the

National Park Service for excavation, since it was in danger of destruction

by inundation due to the completion of the Conemaugh Reservoir flood-

control dam. A co-operative arrangement was thus entered into jointly by

Plate 22. Exploratory trench at site 36In2 showing stockade line and
interior ditch

the National Park Service and Carnegie Museum. Excavations were carried

out at the site during October and November 1952. This project was

undertaken as a salvage operation, but only because a site of this type would
be useful in evaluating much of the extensive W.P.A. excavation work done
in southwestern Pennsylvania. Fourteen village sites of this general type were

excavated by W.P.A. workers, but only preliminary reports of the work have

been published (Augustine, 1938a, 19385, 1938c, 1938d and 1940, and Cres-

son, 1942). Details of the house, pit, burial, and stockade at 36In2, essen-

tially duplicate those found in W.P.A. work. The structures and other finds

at 36In2 have been adequately recorded by current professional techniques

and will bs published in a formal technical report (Dragoo, n.d. and 1953).

Historic period. One of the best known sites of this period (although tech-

nically it is not in the Upper Ohio Valley) is the East 28th Street site
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(36Erl3) in Erie, Pa. (Cadzow, 1935a; Pfirman, 1952). Carpenter, Pfirman,
and Schoff (1949), summarize the work done here and conclude that the site

is probably an Erie occupation. It seems to be similar in many ways to the

Ripley site (30Ch6) reported by Parker (1907) and no doubt represents the

time prior to actual contact with Europeans but when trade articles of

European manufacture were available. Carpenter (1942) reports several

historic sites on the upper Allegheny, and in our own Survey work scattered

items of European trade material have been noted. Perhaps the best pos-

sibility for a documented historic site is the village of Buckaloons, which
Carpenter (n.d.) reports.

Other late historic sites are listed by Deardorff (1946), and two have been
reported by Schoff (n.d. a and n.d. h). Two of the pottery vessels illustrated

by Carpenter, Pfirman and Schoff (1949) as coming from the East 28th Street

site and illustrated in our Fig. 29, “C” (extreme right) and Fig. 29, “B”
(extreme left), are also illustrated in a series of photographs from the

Pennsylvania State Museum but are listed as coming from the Irvine site.

BEAVER DRAINAGE

Early Hunter Epoch

Seven bonafide fluted points have been examined from the Beaver Valley.

We have recorded, however, a number of unfluted lanceolate points, some
with very good parallel flaking and it is our belief that these points represent

the late period of Paleo-Indian development. One fluted point from this

area has been illustrated (Mayer-Oakes, 1953a, Fig. 22). It is a rather crude

lanceolate point of mottled gray and black chert with a definite channel

flake removed from one face. Base and edges show slight smoothing. This

point (Plate 23, “A”) is from the collection of W. J. Hitchcock made at the

Big Bend site (36Me24). Since publication of the Shenango report another

fluted point from the site has come to light. This one is from the collection

of Raymond H. Cox and is illustrated on Plate 23, “B”. It is a basal frag-

ment of a carefully fluted point made of a fine-grained blue, gray, and brown
mottled chert. The material is very similar to chert found at the Plum Run
quarry (33Stl) on the upper Mahoning. Base and edges of the point have

been heavily ground smooth. The left face shows the scar from removal of a

single, wide channel flake, while the right face shows an adjacent lateral

flake which may have been removed either before or after the central flake.

Two points in the Edward Freeman collection are fluted lanceolate forms.

Plate 24, “A” is a small point from 36Lrl4; “B” is a basal fragment from

36Me9. Both these points show basal thinning by the removal of central

flakes, and “B” is an example of rather crude multiple-channel flake removal.

“C” is a point base similar to “B,” and is from 36Me20, but shows no

definite removal of channel flakes. “D” is a fragment of a well made lanceo-

late point from 36Me23 with well controlled parallel flaking.

Two fluted points and several associated artifacts from 36Bt7 are illus-

trated on Plate 25. These items are from the collection of the landowner,

W. L. Kellogg. “A” shows both faces of the smaller of the two points.

It is made of a fine-grained gray-streaked chert which may be highly
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Plate 23. Fluted points from site 36Me24

A, Collection of W. J. Hitchcock. B, Collection of Raymond H. Cox.

weathered Onondaga. Flaking is well done with definite channel flakes

removed from each face. Base and edges up to the middle point are heavily

ground smooth. “C” is the longer point which is made of a fine-grained

blue-gray chert. Flaking is very well done with long channel flakes removed
from each face. That shown here exhibits two separate channel-flake scars

with a slight ridge down the center-line between them. “B” is a possible

fluted point reject—the basal section of a point which was broken before it

Plate 24. Points from the Beaver Valley. Collection of

Freeman
Prof. Edward
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was finished. Neither base nor edges are smoothed, and the break across the

mid-section is a clean one, not caused by a channel-flake hinge fracture. A
narrow channel flake has been removed from one face of the point, however.

“D” is a small pentagonal point or graver tool while in “E” are two plano-

convex end and side scrapers, both made from prismatic flakes or “blades”.

Plate 26 shows a fluted point found near Hubbard, Ohio, in the upper

Mahoning drainage. This point is from the collection of John Zakucia. It is

made of a fine-grained black chert and exhibits a careful flaking technique.

Channel flakes have been removed; each face shows two flake scars. On the

left face the left scar resulted from the last flake removal. On the right face,

the order of flake removal is uncertain. The tip of this point has a curved

section which has slight edge retouching as if for the working edge of a

curved scraper. Base and edges up to the middle point have been ground

smooth.

In addition to the points mentioned above, Edward Long reports a fluted

point from the New Castle, Pa., area and W. H. Magrath (n.d.) reports two

from the upper Mahoning Valley. Unfluted lanceolate points, some with

good parallel flaking and very similar to the Starved Rock Lanceolate (Mayer-

Oakes, 19516) have turned up on a good many sites in this area. They are

reported from the Shenango Reservoir (Mayer-Oakes, 1953a; Fig. 11, “A”;

Fig. 15, “D”; Fig. 20, “F”; Fig. 21, “A”) and have been recorded in the

Shenango and Mahoning drainage (See Plate 24). Although there is no good
associated local evidence to place these points in a chronological framework
they are found on sites which produce fluted points as well as sites which
produce Archaic artifacts. Typologically, they fit in as a step in the develop-

ment from fluted points to the crude lanceolate points of the East Steuben-

ville Archaic complex.

Archaic Epoch

Certain materials representing this period in the Beaver area have been

published (Mayer-Oakes, 1953a). Such distinctive Archaic artifacts as plain,

beveled, or grooved adzes appear on various sites. They are often accom-

panied by a variety of bannerstones, stemmed and notched points, scrapers

of various forms, full-grooved axes and fragments of steatite vessels.

Knowledge of this period is at such a rudimentary stage in this area that it

will be here presented as a complex of artifacts selected from various sites.

Several sites appear to be pure Archaic stations but too little is known of

them at the present. One important site is 33Mh4. It may have an Archaic

as well as an Early Woodland occupation or may perhaps be a site inter-

mediate between these two periods. Key Archaic artifacts here are the plain

and beveled adzes, bannerstones, scrapers and “Steubenville Stemmed” points

shown on Plate 27. Early Woodland items from this site are illustrated below
under that period. Another site which is probably a full Archaic site is

33Mhl and representatives of its points, scrapers and bannerstones are

shown on Plate 27. Such items as the plain adz, full-grooved ax, and steatite

vessels (Plate 27) appear on non-ceramic sites and probably represent the

Archaic Epoch.
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Plate 26. Fluted point from the Mahoning Valley. Collection of John
Zakucia

Most of the sites in the Beaver drainage area are small camps, producing

only chert or stone tools on the surface and with little indication of any

subsurface evidence. Certain sites which have produced artifacts of Archaic

type are thus placed in this period. Plate 28 illustrates a selection of the

outstanding stone artifacts from the area. The grooved adz shown at “E”
on Plate 28 is the northernmost example of this tool yet recorded, and at

36Me9 was associated with stemmed and lanceolate points reminiscent of the

East Steubenville forms. Full-grooved axes are much more common than the

three-quarter grooved ax but the favorite woodworking tool was the adz.

The plain adz is most common, but the beveled adz is well represented in

collections, while the grooved adz is known at only two sites in the area.

Bannerstones are quite common and occur in a remarkable number of forms,

some of which are also illustrated in the Shenango report (Fig. 2, “H”; Fig.

Plate 27. Archaic artifacts from the Mahoning Valley. Collections of John
Zakucia and Albert Wakefield

A, Full-grooved ax from site 33Tr8. B, Plain adzes from site 33Tr8. C,

Rimsherd of soapstone vessel from site 33Ah2 (Note interior scooped-out
hand hold). D, “Steubenville Stemmed” points from site 33Mh2. E, Plano-

convex end scraper from site 33Mh2. F, Unfinished bannerstone from site

33Mh2. G, Chert side scraper from site 33Mh2. H, Beveled adz from site

33Mh4. I, Plain adz from site 33Mh4. J, Unfinished crescent-shaped banner-
stone from site 33Mh4. K, Fragment of pick type bannerstone from site

33Mh4. L, “Steubenville Stemmed” points from site 33Mh4. M, Chert side

scraper from site 33Mh4. N, Chert end scraper from site 33Mh4.
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7, “A” and “B”; Fig. 16, “C”; Fig. 20, “M”; and Fig. 24, “E”). Albert

Wakefield and John Zakucia recently reported a site in Trumbull County,

Ohio, which produced fragments of a soapstone vessel. This material is

rare, but probably fits into the late Archaic period for the area. One of the

sites (36Me28) included in the Shenango report produced a lot of banded
slate scrap and gave the appearance of a workshop for the manufacture of

slate objects. This fits into the general picture of relative abundance of such

items. Birdstones and boatstones are rather rare but do occur and probably

are part of the Archaic complex for this area.

The overall impression one gets for this area is of an abundance of small

camp sites on benches or terraces along both major and minor streams. Most
of these sites represent very brief and probably intermittent occupations by

wandering hunters. Surface materials are of chipped and ground stone

with the lanceolate projectile points representing the continuation of late

Paleo-Indian styles into early Archaic times. The fuller complex of adzes,

axes, bannerstones, and “Steubenville Stemmed” points indicates an early

period within the Archaic. A later Laurentian-like unit possibly represents

a developed Archaic period.

Ceramic Epoch

Early Woodland period. An occupation during this period is indicated at

several sites by the presence of tube fragments of both pottery and fireclay.

The blocked-end or open-end tube of Adena type described above from the

Allegheny Valley has been illustrated (Mayer-Oakes, 1953a^ Fig. 2, “I”; Fig.

7, “D”; Fig. 16, “B”) for the Beaver Valley. Small amounts of a crude,

thick grit-tempered pottery have come from sites producing tubes and
expanded-center gorgets. This pottery is typologically a member of the

Half-Moon ware and sometimes exhibits the interior cordmaking characteris-

tic of “Vinette I”. Stemmed projectile points with a more pronounced

Plate 28. Archaic artifacts from the Beaver Valley

A, Full-grooved ax from site 36Lr2 (J. P. Buchanan collection). B, Full-

grooved ax from site 36Bt5 (C. W. Elliot collection). C, Full-grooved ax
from site 36Mel2 (A. E. Ball collection). D, Full-grooved ax from Cool
Spring Township, Mercer County, Pa. (Prof. Harry Kane collection). E,

Grooved adz from site 36Me9 (Prof. Edward Freeman collection). F, Beveled
adz from site 36Lr2 (J. P. Buchanan collection). G, Beveled adz from site

36Me6 (Carnegie Museum collection). H, Plain adz from site 36Bt5 (C. W.
Elliot collection). I, Pick type bannerstone from site 36Me28 (Carnegie

Museum collection). J, Flattened tubular bannerstone from site 36Lr7
(Charles Black collection). K, Unfinished geniculate bannerstone from site

36Mel2 (A. E. Ball collection). L, Unfinished slate bannerstone from Mizner
farm, Mercer County, Pa. (Prof. Harry Kane collection). M, Bannerstone
fragment from site 36Bt5 (C. W. Elliot collection). N, Bannerstones from
Cool Spring Township, Mercer County, Pa. (Prof. Harry Kane collection).

O, Birdstone from Beaver Falls, Pa. (Prof. Harry Kane collection). P, Bird-

stone head from McKnight farm, Mercer County, Pa. (Prof. Harry Kane
collection). Q, Boatstone from McKnight farm, Mercer County, Pa. (Prof.

Harry Kane collection).
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Plate 29. Early Woodland artifacts from the Beaver Valley in the Albert

Wakefield collection

A, Blocked-end tube of fireclay from site 36Mel6. B, Slate gorgets from site

33Mh4.

“A” on Plate 30 is a distinctive form of projectile point which appears more

frequently in the Beaver drainage than in any other part of the Upper Ohio

Valley. Jt is characterized by deep corner notching, large base, and steeply

beveled edges. The base and notches are most often rubbed or ground

smooth. No good evidence exists for the associations of this point, but it

does appear consistently on sites with Early Woodland gorgets and tubes.

In summary we find that the Early Woodland period is poorly represented
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shoulder and narrower stem than the Archaic type (See Mayer-Oakes, 1953a,

Fig. 1, “D”: Fig. 12; Fig. 19, “A”; Fig. 20, “B”; Fig. 26, “B”) and occasionally

examples of the “Forest Notched’’ type appear to represent this period.

There is some evidence for the association of the bifurcatecl-base points with

Early Woodland materials (Durrett, 1952). These are well represented in the

area especially at 36Mel6 (See Mayer-Oakes, 1953a, Fig.l3). Very few

mounds are known from the Beaver Valley and those on which any data

exist are Middle Woodland rather than Early Woodland. Varieties of gorgets

are found on the more heavily occupied sites. Expanded-center and reel-

shaped variations are considered to belong in the Early Woodland period.

Plate 29 and Plate 30 show some of the typical Early Woodland artifacts.
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Plate 30. Early Woodland artifacts from the Beaver Valley

A, Deeply corner-notched, alternate bevel points from the Sebacik farm,

Mercer County, Pa. (Prof. Harry Kane collection). B, Gorgets from site

36Mel2 (A. E. Ball collection). C, Gorget from site 36Lr2 (J. P. Buchanan
collection). D, Gorget from Sebacik farm (Prof. Harry Kane collection). E,

Gorget from Mercer County, Pa. (Prof. Harry Kane collection).

in the Beaver Valley. Pottery of the Half-Moon ware has been recorded from

sites in six counties—33Ali2; 36Bt2 and 36Bt3; 36Bv60 and 36Bv61; 36Lr21;

33Mh2 and 33Mh4; 33Tr4 and 33Tr9. The most distinctive artifact of the

period is the blocked-end tube of fireclay. This item, projectile points and
Adena-like gorgets have been selected (as representative of this period) from

the collections made in the area.

Middle Woodland period. Several items have been published which relate

to this period. In the “Annual Report of the Board of Regents” of the

Smithsonian Institution for 1877 two pertinent articles appeared. Taylor

(1878) reports a mound on the west side of the Mahoning River in what
must be the area of our site 36Lr3. He describes a small earth mound 35

feet in diameter and five feet high which contained skeletons, some of which
had been placed in stone cist graves. Artifacts listed were “implements, bone
beads, mica, etc.” (p. 306). The site on which this mound existed is large

and gives scattered evidence of occupation. Grit-tempered potsherds of the

Mahoning ware are common on certain parts of the site and the distinctive

“Raccoon Notched” type of projectile point characterizes the collections

examined from here. A fine-grained steatite platform pipe of the “Intrusive

Mound” type has been found in this area and may well have come from the

excavation of this mound.
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Miller (1878) reports a mound in Trumbull County, Ohio, which is just

outside of the Mahoning drainage but is included here because of its

proximity and the fact that we have additional information about it. He
reports the finding of red paint and skeletons “in circular tiers, with their

heads in the center and the feet outward. Above and below each there was

placed flat stone, which must have been brought at least six or seven miles

from here, as none of that kind is found in this vicinity” (p. 268).

What is probably the same mound (33Tr5) was partially excavated in 1951

by Platt, Wakefield, and Zakucia. From their notes and observations and my
personal examination of the specimens recovered, the following statements

can be made about the mound. It was some sixty feet in diameter and
approximately four feet above the present ground surface, although this is

difficult to determine since it was built on a slight natural elevation and has

been leveled out by repeated plowing. The mound is definitely of artificial

construction and contained areas of artifact deposit and areas of deposit of

cremated bone. Charcoal structures indicating either a central tomb or

primary mound structure were also encountered. Polished stone gorgets and
chipped-stone tools found in the mound are illustrated on Plate 31. Addi-

tional items not illustrated include copper hemispheres, grit-tempered cord-

marked potsherds, a pentagonal gorget pendant, and additional rectangular

gorgets and projectile points.

A mound with a great many classical Hopewell characteristics has been

reported by Magrath (1945) from the upper Mahoning drainage. This site,

the North Benton mound, was a large complicated structure with many
special features which set it apart from the other Middle Woodland sites of

both the Beaver and Allegheny valleys. Such traits as prepared floors; stone

pattern; clay basin and artifacts; cist grave; clay basin and cremation;

cremated, extended and bundle burial; Flint Ridge flake knife; copper ear

spools and beads; worked mica; panpipe; platform pipe; celt; red ochre; and

galena, however, link this site with the Allegheny Valley mounds. North
Benton seems to have most of the distinctive traits usually found more
sparsely distributed on the few other Middle Woodland sites known from

the Beaver Valley. The absence of typical rectangular and pendant gorgets

is striking, but its significance is as yet unknown. What must have been a

small Middle Woodland mound or perhaps an individual grave is repre-

sented by the artifacts illustrated on Plate 32 and Plate 33. These materials

are in the possession of Mr. and Mrs. George F. McConnell of New Castle,

Pa., and came from Mrs. McConnell’s former home under circumstances that

are not quite clear. From early newspaper clippings and the recollections of

Mrs. McConnell (formerly Miss Tillie Morrow) it is clear that archeological

finds were made on the Morrow farm in December 1880 or January 1881.

The following note appeared in the Pittsburgh Chronicle on January 8,

1881:

Monrovia, Pennsylvania, January 7, 1881

George V. Morrow, a farmer of this vicinity, was working in a stone quarry on
his farm a few days since. He had removed a large quantity of earth and stone

and reached the surface of the rock to be quarried when he came upon a large

number of round stones different from any found in the neighborhood. They
were from 6 to 8 inches in diameter. They were laid so as to enclose a regular
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Plate 31. Middle Woodland artifacts from site 33Tr5 in the John Zakucia
collection

A, Slate gorgets and chert projectile points from general mound digging.
B, Slate gorget and chert points in association with a cremated burial.
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oblong space 6 feet long and 2 feet wide. This space was filled with earth
entirely unlike that surrounding it and covering the quarry. Mr. Morrow
removed the earth which was a foot deep. He found beneath it a ball of pure
lead weighing 8 pounds, a number of curiously formed instruments and figures,

made from the hardent [sic] specimens of rock, and hundreds of flint arrow-
heads, spear heads, and axes. The relics filled a bushel basket. No human
remains of any kind were found. The singular deposit was 4 feet below the

surface.

Mrs. McConnell recalls that skeletons and artifacts were found in the

excavation for a basement at the old Morrow home. Either or both of these

excavations may account for the artifacts. It seems fairly certain that the

finds came from the site (36Lr5) since they constitute an heirloom and are

not a part of a larger artifact collection.

The materials on Plate 32 constitute a homogeneous assemblage of Hope-
wellian artifacts. The cut mica form is an unusual shape, somewhat remi-

niscent of diamond-shaped or expanded-center gorgets. The copper crescent,

“C” is unique in its construction—evidently a crescent-shaped piece of mica

was covered by a surrounding layer of hammered copper. The break at the

base of the curve shows this interior construction. The copper bead is large

and heavy, made from a three-inch strip of copper which has been rolled up
on itself for a bead or possibly a ring. With the exception of “E,” which
looks water worn, all the gorgets are well made of a dark gray-green banded
slate. All of the holes have been made by perforating with a conical drill

from each side, with the exception of the repair holes on “L” which were

perforated from only one side. What was originally the longest gorget, “M,”
has been broken and reworked to a beveled edge. The notched-end gorget,

“K,” is unique for this area.

Accompanying these distinctive items were a number of chert items shown
on Plate 33. These can be classified as follows:

Projectile points

4 bifurcated base

11 corner notched

12 side notched

3 “Raccoon Notched”

9 stemmed
1 triangular

2 lanceolate

3 single shoulder

1 expanded-base drill

11 crude blades

6 flakes

The presence of the “Raccoon Notched” points in this context is an
important clue to their cultural association. These points are a very dis-

tinctive form which we have recognized from the Beaver and Ohio valleys.

Originally noted in 1952 as coming in quantities from one site (36Bv24) on
Raccoon Creek, small numbers of the type have been recorded at scattered

locations in the Beaver Valley. Sites 36Lrl, 36Lr3, 36Lr5 and 36Lr21 have
produced the points in some quantity. Plate 34 illustrates a sample of the

“Raccoon Notched” points from the Edinburg site (36Lr3). Another sample
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Plate 33. Chert artifacts from site 36Lr5. Collection of Mr. and Mrs.
George F. McConnell
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Plate 34. “Raccoon Notched” projectile points from site 36Lr3 in the

collections of R. E. Fleming and R. H. Cox
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Plate 35. “Raccoon Notched” projectile points from site 36Lr21 in the

John Zakucia collection

Another distinctive Middle Woodland artifact is the teardrop-shaped

cache blade which is found in isolated caches. This is most often made of

gray varieties of Flint Ridge material. One such cache has been reported

from 36Mel6 (Mayer-Oakes, 1953a;, Fig. 5). A sample of these blades is

illustrated on Plate 36.

Late Woodland period. Several sites in the area have produced triangular

arrowpoints and thin, cordmarked grit-tempered pottery. This pottery

differs very slightly from some of that found on Middle Woodland sites.

Some of the rims, however, are notched with a paddle-edge much like some
rims of “Monongahela Cordmarked”.

of these points from the Bolinger site (36Lr21) is shown on Plate 35. Diag-

nostic characteristics are as follows. Material is almost always a fine-grained

exotic or brightly colored chert which has been very carefully flaked by

pressure from a thin cache blade. The notches are most often square side

notches, though one variety is corner notched. The base is very square,

either straight or concave, and not ground smooth. Many of the complete

specimens show a break in the contour of the sides which gives the whole

point (disregarding notches) a pentagonal appearance. While there is very

little direct evidence to associate this type of point with Middle Woodland
mounds, it appears on camp sites which appear to represent this period and
will be so considered for the time being.
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Plate 36. Middle Woodland cache blades from site 36Mel6 in the Ellis

J. Stewart collection

Late Prehistoric period. Two sites on the Shenango River give evidence of

an occupation during this latest prehistoric period. Shell-tempered pottery

and triangular points have been illustrated from 36Mel7 (Mayer-Oakes,

1953<7, Fig. 18). During 1951, test excavations were carried out at 36Me8
revealing a Late Prehistoric midden on this site. Materials from both of

these sites seem to be closely related to that described by Greenman (19355)

from the Boice Fort site near Kinsman, Ohio. The pottery is a member of

the “Monyock” ware while the points are most similar to those found at

Monongahela sites on the Ohio River. These upper Beaver sites are perhaps

the connecting links between the southern units of Monongahela and the

northern outliers such as McFate and Westfield. In addition to Mononga-
hela units, an Iroquois site has been reported for the area (Anonymous,

1934).

Historic period. One well documented Delaware town of the period 1760-

1777 and a grave (of the French and Indian War period) have been reported

for this area (Mayer-Oakes, 1953a). Taylor (1878) mentions the finding of

iron tools, and there is good documentary evidence of the late historic

location of several Delaware, Mingo, or Shawnee villages in the Beaver

Valley, probably in the vicinity of Edinburg, New Castle, West Middlesex,

and Aloravia. Several trade beads of glass, and a cast-silver sword-belt buckle,

probably made before 1680, have been reported from the general area.
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MONONGAHELA DRAINAGE

Early Hunter Epoch

No fluted points definitely known to have come from this area have yet

been reported, but Witthoft (19505) illustrates one from Allegheny County
which may have come from this drainage area. Cresson (n.d.) illustrates

one fluted point which is probably from the Somerset County area. Another

fluted point (Plate 37) has been recorded as part of the owner’s collection

from the Bruckner site (36Grl5). It is evidently a stray here since most of

Plate 37. Fluted point from site 36Grl5 in the Roy Bruckner collection

the material from the site represents a Monongahela village.

Additional fluted points from the Monongahela Valley are illustrated on
Plate 38. “A” shows both faces of a small fluted point of white chert which

was found in Bushy Run State Park, Westmoreland County, Pa. and given to

the Museum by James Miller. The point is very short and stumpy but

shows definite channel flaking on each face, the left one giving definite

evidence of multiple flaking. The base and edges up to the middle point

are smoothed. “B” shows both faces of a fluted point found by Hume
Livengood on his farm near Bruceton Mills, Preston County, W. Va., and
brought to our attention by Albert Bauer. The material is a rather coarse-

grained gray-blue chert, similar to the material from the Meadow Mountain
Quarry (18Ga25). Three short channel flakes have been removed from the

left face of this point while the opposite face shows only short basal thin-

ning flakes. The lower edges and base are slightly smoothed. This point

is one of the narrowest and shortest fluted points recorded from the Upper
Ohio Valley.

A rather long, Clovis-type fluted point has been found in Greene County,

Pa., and is now a part of the collection in the museum at Waynesburg
College.
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Plate 38. Fluted points from the Monongahela Valley

Three additional fluted points are known to have come from one site

in Allegheny County (36A126). They are part of the collection of Glenn
Hoskins and one of them is made of clear quartz crystal.

Archaic Epoch

The pre-pottery time period which followed the Paleo-Indian Epoch is

not well known in the Monongahela drainage. The numerical predom-

inance of Late Prehistoric sites so overshadows sites of all other periods

that we are only just beginning to recognize earlier complexes. On terraces

in small valleys there are a good many small camp sites that were not used

by Monongahela villagers. These have produced much evidence of work-

shop activity and a rather limited amount of information on projectile

points, scrapers and ground-stone aspects of culture.

Impressions gained from seeing a good many small collections from the

area lead me to believe that there are at least three different Archaic units

to be dealt with. The earliest of these is the East Steubenville complex

known from Ohio River shell middens. The characteristic “Steubenville

Stemmed’’ and “Steubenville Lanceolate’’ projectile points occur in limited

amounts, especially on sites to the west of the Monongahela River. The
grooved adz, a diagnostic trait for the East Steubenville complex, is found

at several sites in the lower and middle Monongahela drainage. What
may be a later pre-ceramic unit is represented at 36Grll, a site near

Waynesburg, Pa., which is currently being worked by Dr. Paul R. Stewart

of Waynesburg College. Materials found here are primarily short, crudely

made stemmed and notched points, with a few scrapers, drills, and the

full-grooved ax. A report on this material is currently being prepared but

the unit is quite different from the projectile point, scraper and cache

blade complex reported by Corliss (n.d. h and 1951) from the shores of
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Deep Creek Lake on the head-waters of the Youghiogheny River in Garrett

County, Md. This latter complex is composed of a variety of artifact types

including cache blades, drills, hammerstones, pestles, mullers, scrapers

and knives. The most distinctive form of projectile point is a lozenge or

diamond shape, but side-notched, corner-notched, stemmed, and lanceolate

forms also occur. Corliss found a cache of rough argillaceous blades at

18Gal. These are illustrated on Plate 39. A polished slate bannerstone

found at 18Ga2 is probably par^ of this same complex and is illustrated on

Plate 40. A very well made pop-eyed birdstone from California, Pa., now
in the collection of John Zakucia is also shown on Plate 40. This item

may represent late Archaic or Early Woodland workmanship.

Ceramic Epoch

Early Woodland period. Sites and artifacts of this period have been recog-

nized and reported from the area. Carpenter (1951) gives us the most

up-to-date summary. Information on the Crall mound is slight, but its

classification as Adena by Greenman (1932) and Webb and Snow (1945)

seems justified by both the structural evidence (Thomas, 1894, p. 494-496)

and the artifacts shown on Plate 41. A slight clue to Adena-Hopewell
relationships is offered by Thomas’s description of an intrusive or later

burial in the Crall mound which was accompanied by a flake knife of

Flint Ridge flint. Other mounds mentioned by Thomas produced evidence

too scanty for even tentative placement. Some of those reported may refer

to Middle Woodland stone-mound structures, and the cemeteries and
individual burials definitely pertain to villages of the Monongahela culture.

Farabee (1919) reports the excavation of a burial mound near Mapleton
in Greene County, Pa. On the basis of size, and the fact that it is composed
of earth, we are inclined to call this mound Early Woodland, although

there are no very distinctive traits to go by. The Sheppler mound reported

by Engberg (1930) was evidently another of the simple earth mounds typical

of this period. The report that it contained grit-tempered pottery which
Engberg recognized as “radically different from that found on any of the

[Monongahela] sites investigated during the summer” (p. 72), is certainly

in favor of this view.

Several low-lying stone slab or boulder mounds are inadequately known
from the area. The only report of excavation of such a mound was made
by Cadzow (1933). The most distinctive traits found were rolled copper
beads, but the general structural and burial features seem to ally this

mound with such more specifically Early Woodland mounds as the C. L.

Lewis mound (Kellar 1953). One of the five projectile points illustrated

by Cadzow appears to be a “Raccoon Notched,” but the rest are Early

Woodland forms.

Another small mound of this same type, the Linn mound, was excavated

by G. S. Fisher and various items from it are now in the Carnegie Museum
collection. This site has recently been relocated and a report on it will

be made in the near future.

Local traditions and an early manuscript (Schooiey, n.d.) relate that

a large earth mound once stood at the mouth of Peters Creek in Allegheny
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Plate 39. Cache blades from site 18Gal in the collection of F. R. Corliss, Jr.
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B

Plate 40. Archaic artifacts from the Monongahela Valley

A, Slate bannerstone from site 18Ga2 (Hubert Foy collection). B, Birdstone
from California, Pa. (John Zakucia collection; photograph courtesy of Mr.
Zakucia).
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Plate 41. Early Woodland artifacts from the Crall mound. Approximately
natural size. (Photograph courtesy U. S. National Museum)

A, Copper reel-shaped gorget. B, Fragment of stone tube.

County, Pa., a spot which is now completely covered by the Clairton works

of the United States Steel Company. Two copper plates reported to have

come from an 1890 excavation of this mound are illustrated on Plate 42.

The excavation, as described by Schooley, indicates that a primary mound
covered with a layer of ashes contained at least two burials accompanied
by three stone celts, one ax, 28 large and 60 small shell beads, a stone cone,

two areas of red ochre each containing a copper plate, a perforated jaw of

a bear, two bear canines one of which was sheathed in copper, a copper

sheath for a canine tooth and three pieces of folded copper. This primary

mound was covered with clay to make a mound originally about eight feet

high and forty feet in diameter.

On the basis of the mound structure, the copper plates and tooth sheaths

of copper, it seems possible to classify this site as Early Woodland. The
copper plates, part of the Luther Higbee and Noah Thompson collection,

are now on display at the Fort Necessity National Monument near Farming-

ton, Pa. The present whereabouts of the other artifacts is unknown.
A small earth mound (36Wh7) on the north bank of Ten Mile Creek

was excavated some years ago by Frank Giles of Waynesburg, Pa. A semi-

keeled gorget of the Adena type was found in the mound and is now on
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Plate 42. Copper artifacts from the Peters Creek mound in the collection
of Luther Higbee and Noah Thompson. Approximately one-half natural size
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display in the museum at Waynesburg College. Another small mound
(36Gr4) is reported on the opposite side of Ten Mile Creek and slightly

down stream but no information is available on associated artifacts. Site

36Gr4 is characterized by the remains of a small Monongahela village but

many Flint Ridge chips were found on the surface and this may be signifi-

cant since such material is almost never found on sites of the Monongahela
complex.

Another clue to this period is the appearance of early pottery of the

Half-Moon ware. Sherds of this sort are few and far between but have been
found in interesting associations. The only sherd of this ware known from
Greene County was found many years ago at 36Grll, which has produced
a definite chert and stone complex described above as belonging to the

Archaic Epoch. Several dozen sherds of this ware, including some with

heavy limestone tempering and interior cordmarking, have been found in

the middle levels of the stratified site 36A12. Thin chert-tempered exam-

ples of this ware, typified by clearly impressed cordmarking on both interior

and exterior surfaces have come from the lower levels of the Savage Rock
shelter (18Ga24) and definitely underlie a sandy paste ware, Watson ware,

and “Monyock” ware sherds.

The tubes so characteristic of this period occur very rarely in the Monon-
gahela watershed. In this Survey, fragments are recorded from central

Washington County and by Butler (1939) from Somerset County, Pa.

Middle Woodland period. Sites and materials which appear to belong in

this period are not well known. Carpenter (1951) has reviewed the cairn

and stone mound evidence, most of which was presented by Thomas (1894)

but few additional conclusions can be made at this time. There are some

similarities to the Hopewellian mounds of the upper Allegheny but Carpen-

ter does not stress this point and with his intimate knowledge of the

Allegheny mounds this is important. Slab-lined and slab-covered individual

graves are known to occur on Monongahela sites. Materials from a Garrett

County, Md., stone cairn (Corliss, n.d.c) plus the evidence of bone beads

(a Monongahela trait) in the stone mounds reported by Hayden (1941) hint

at a possible continuation of Middle Woodland burial practices into the

Late Prehistoric period.

Definite Middle Woodland artifacts from the area are restricted to the

distinctive cache blades of Flint Ridge material. The cache illustrated on

Plate 43 is the property of J. Penn-Hall. It was found by Cyrus Penn-Hall

and Robert T. Anderson in the late spring of 1903 on the east bank of the

Monongahela opposite the mouth of Peters Creek. The blades were found

cached in earth which had slumped from the bank; ten were found together

at one time, and three upon a return trip. In material, form and technique,

all of these blades are nearly identical with the ones from the Shenango

area illustrated on Plate 36, with the exception of one extremely elongated

blade. The blades are characterized by their good workmanship, thin cross-

section and general teardrop rather than triangular shape. The occurrence
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Plate 43. Middle Woodland cache blades from the Monongahela Valley
in the collection of J. Penn-Hall
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of this cache just across the river from the site of the Peters Creek mound
is interesting but of unknown significance at the present.

The distinctive “Raccoon Notched” points assumed to be of Middle
Woodland age have not been noted in going over photographs of collections

from the area. It is possible, however, that they do exist here since most
Monongahela Valley collections were examined prior to the recognition of

this form as a distinct entity.

Late Woodland period. In reporting the excavation of three late sites from
the Monongahela drainage, Butler (1939) has defined what she called

“Monongahela Woodland Culture,” categorizing it as the Monongahela
aspect or phase of the Woodland pattern. She recognized the fact that the

materials lumped together were not entirely homogeneous and some units

showed more “Mississippi”—to use the term in the sense of patterns of the

midwestern taxonomic system, (McKern 1939)—similarities than others. On
the basis of the Survey studies of Ohio River and Monongahela River sites,

the bulk of Monongahela culture is thought to be more clearly Mississippi

(stockaded village, plaza, and especially shell-tempered pottery being impor-

tant characteristics here) than Woodland. On the basis of this work we
propose dropping the term “Woodland” and referring to the major Late

Prehistoric unit as merely “Monongahela”. The recognition of a limestone-

tempered pottery ware (Watson) and its relative chronological position

make it appear likely that the sites considered by Butler and Cresson to be

“Woodland,” may well be the last stages of the Watson period and the

earliest development of what becomes full-blown Monongahela with the

exclusive use of shell-tempered pottery. A more detailed discussion of this

is presented in the pottery analysis section of this report.

Late Prehistoric (Mississippi) periods This period is the one which is best

known and most abundantly represented in the Upper Ohio Valley, particu-

larly in the Monongahela and Ohio drainages. The earliest detailed

references to this period appear in the reports of Engberg (1930, 1931) who
was aided in his work by George S. Fisher, an amateur excavator from
Finleyville, Pa. Fisher dug and collected at practically every site in the

Pennsylvania portion of the Monongahela River valley during the course

of his fifty years of activity. His notes (Fisher, n.d.) are particularly

important as a source of information on burial practices at Monongahela
sites. Correlation of his site numbers with those of this Survey is in an
early stage but retracing of much of his information is an important prob-

lem for future work.

The major field work accomplished on sites of this period was done by

the Pennsylvania Historical Commission in a program extending from 1934

through 1941, most of which was done with the help of various federal

relief funds (Cadzow, 19356 and 1935c). Butler (19366) has reported the

early stages of this work and produced the first site reports (1939) while

Augustine (1938a, 19386, 1938c, 1938d and 1940), the field supervisor for

most of the work, has published a series of progress reports on the relief

project work. Some discussion of and additional information about Butler’s
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“Monongahela Woodland” complex is found in Weslager (1939 and 1948).

Corliss (n.d.a) has given a brief description of a Maryland site of this

complex. The major basic description of the Monongahela complex is

found in an unpublished summary report by Cresson (n.d.) on the W.P.A.

excavations in southwestern Pennsylvania. This is briefly paraphrased in

a published article (Cresson, 1942) which was written before his major

report was completed. In this descriptive sludy the section on bone analysis

has been published (Gilmore, 1946) and it provides good information for

comparative and other uses. In an analysis of the Late Prehistoric period

(Mayer-Oakes, 19525) the Cresson and Butler reports were summarized and
criticized. The statements which follow are based on the 1952 paper plus

additional information and analyses—especially the pottery seriation study—
which have taken place since then.

The 14 village sites excavated by W.P.A. workers (See Map 8 for Cresson
sites) and recorded by Butler and Cresson were, with two exceptions.

Map 8. W.P.A. sites excavated in southwestern Pennsylvania
(Courtesy Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission)

located in Somerset County, Pa. The Phillips and Martin sites were in

adjoining Fayette County and all but the Phillips and the Powell sites were

in areas drained by the Youghiogheny River. Phillips is in Monongahela
drainage. Powell is in Conemaugh drainage. The Troutman and Emerick

sites may not be within the Ohio drainage area since they are very near

to the Potomac-Ohio divide, and have not yet been relocated. Nine of

the sites were located on hilltops while five occupied high bottoms near

major streams. All the sites were shallow, averaging ten inches in depth.
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the top six to eight inches being disturbed by plowing. Various structural

features and associated artifacts were the main results of the excavations.

Evidence of agriculture was found in the form of charred corn. Abundant

animal bones, especially deer and turkey, plus charred nuts and mussel
|

shells indicate that agriculture was supplemented by hunting and gathering.
j

The record shows 226 burials uncovered and recorded but reburied without

study.

Of the 14 sites, 12 were stockaded with an oval-shaped palisade of posts

driven into the subsoil. In almost all sites there is ample evidence of house

and palisade rebuilding (See Peck, Map 11), indicating occupation over

a period of years, perhaps by different groups. This latter possibility is

exemplified by the Fort Hill site. Map 9. One of the sites, Powell No. 2

(Map 10), is probably a pure single occupation and two others, Powell No. 1

and Troutman, might be. Openings in the stockade were provided either

by a gap or by overlapping. No evidence was found to indicate the use of

ditches and embankments accompanying the stockade.

Each of the villages was composed of several circular houses, the number

ranging from 20 to 64 but averaging 25 per site. (The Montague site

reported by Butler in 1939 had rectangular houses.) The typical house was

10 feet to 20 feet in diameter; some were larger, measuring 20 feet to 25

feet. As a rule, the houses were close to the stockade line leaving an open

area or plaza in the center of the village. There was much evidence of

house rebuilding and enlarging which, when combined with stockade

rebuilding, makes the archeological situation more complicated than is here

indicated.

Pits for fire, burial, refuse and storage occured both inside and outside

houses. Post-lined shallow storage pits of elongated oval or pear shape,

sometimes attached to the houses, are peculiar to this complex. Refuse pits

of amorphous structure occur in the house areas, and are the ones most

frequently encountered.

Of the 226 burials found at the sites considered by Cresson, 50% were

juveniles, 39% adults, and the rest unclassified. In his western sites some

of the infant skeletons were placed in pits lined or covered with stone slabs.

The juvenile burial posture was evenly divided between flexed and extended

but the adults were 86-% flexed, with the extended 14% confined to the

three easternmost Youghiogheny Valley sites. A certain amount of grave

goods was present, mostly with adults. Ornaments were more frequent

burial items than tools, and may reflect clothing rather than burial practices.

Butler (1939) reports flexed adult burials and extended juvenile burials

from the Montague site, and flexed juvenile burials with bone beads in

the hip area from the Clouse site.

Stewart (n.d.) has reported on 43 burials from the W.P.A. work, most of

the specimens coming from the Martin and Phillips sites (36Fa23 and

36Fa22). Although the series is small, there are important facts presented

which in various ways lend support to artifact evidence. The presence of

one syphilitic skeleton from the Martin site suggests to Stewart that the

individual lived in the post-Columbian period. Comparative evidence on the

frequency of this disease, indicates to Stewart that the culturally similar
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Keyser and Madisonville sites are younger since they have yielded more
diseased individuals. Cranial measurements indicate that the Monongahela
sample is not typically longheaded as is common in other northeastern Late

Prehistoric units. Cranial deformation is present in juveniles and as a

residual element in adults, especially females. This probably indicates

southern influence since, according to Stewart, deformation is more com-
monly found in the southeast.

Cresson’s analysis (n.d.) of the artifacts from these sites is based on his

belief that “all the village sites may be considered to have been of the same

general culture and were probably close to the same time period”. With this

in mind, he lumps the artifacts from all these sites together into one unit

for his detailed study. The pottery sample from his 11 sites is composed of

20 whole pots and 1597 rimsherds. From this material he proposed four

types—“Plain,” “Cordmarked,” “Punctate” and “Incised”—defined entirely

on the basis of surface treatment, disregarding differences in paste, especially

temper. An extensive group of artifact types is listed but he sees all the

artifacts as well as the pottery as indicators of “a cultural uniformity and
probably contemporaneity for these villages”.

This position seems to me to be an extreme case of “lumping”. Inspec-

tion of Cresson’s distribution tables shows, for instance, the “Punctate” and
“Incised” pottery types to be limited to the northeastern sites while the

shell-tempered pottery is most abundant on the western sites. Grit-tempered

pottery is predominant on some of the sites, and probably reflects the

strength of earlier ceramic styles. Although there are indications that shell

tempering has a geographic as well as a temporally restricted distribution,
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Map 11. Peck no. 1 (36Sol), excavated by W.P.A.
(Courtesy Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission)
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shell-tempered pottery sites are known from the upper Youghiogheny
(Corliss n.d.a) area, northern Virginia (Manson, MacCord and Griffin, 1943)

and the upper Potomac (Goldsborough, 1938).

From the excavation evidence presented by Cresson we would make
somewhat different assumptions. There is ample evidence for multiple

occupation at several sites and good evidence from most sites for a lengthy

occupation as denoted by rebuilding activities. Inter-site ceramic variations

offer sufficient evidence to suggest that a sequence of occupation is more
likely to be the case than contemporaneity. Ceramic relationships to Monon-
gahela River sites are seen in the western sites while similarities to central

Pennsylvania and the Piedmont area have been noted for the eastern sites

(Witthoft and Farver, 1952). The sites reported by Cresson have been

tentatively used in the seriation study reported below and additional infor-

mation on ceramics is included in that section.

The absence of trade materials from these sites indicates that they were

occupied prior to 1600 A.D. but all seem to follow the classic Middle Wood-
land period of this area.

While we may agree with Cresson in a lumping which implies that these

sites are all of the same general level of cultural development, the time

period involved may be of the order of 500-1000 years and certainly there

is room for much significant variation in such a span.

The trait list which Butler compiled for the original definition of the

Monongahela complex has been expanded by Cresson. The present Survey

work has independently derived a Monongahela trait list which will be

discussed in the Ohio Valley section of this report.

Because of the concentration of previous work in the Monongahela Valley,

it was decided at the outset of the Survey to avoid stressing this area. The
idea was rather to get into the unreported and more unknown sections. This

goal was not completely achieved but we were able to de-emphasize concern

with these obvious, known and productive sites. The Survey’s samples from

the many Late Prehistoric sites of the Monongahela Valley consist largely of

pottery. When plotted, the pottery from these sites constitutes the upper
portion of the pottery type seriation chart.

Three sites are now well enough known to merit special consideration.

The Newell site (36FalO), may be taken as a typical classic Late Prehis-

toric Monongahela site. It was reported to the Survey by Albert Bauer and

John Leppla and a large part of our collection from the site was donated by

these two men. Their material came from the excavation of a small midden
area on the site and is a very homogeneous sample. Non-ceramic artifacts

from the site are shown on Plate 44, and sherds of the major pottery type

are illustrated on Plate 45. Of the 1765 sherds from the site, 1749 or 99.1%
are “Monongahela Cordmarked”; 11 or 0.6% are “Monongahela Plain”; 4 or

0.2% are “Scarem Plain”; and 1 or 0.06% is “Watson Cordmarked”. Such

percentages boost the site way up on the seriation chart and disclose it to be

a very late unit in Monongahela development. It is significant that charred

corn kernels appeared at this site, for while agriculture is assumed as an

economic basis for these late villages, actual evidence of cultivated plants has

been found on only a few sites.
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Plate 44. Non-ceramic artifacts from site 36FalO in the Albert Bauer
collection

A, Projectile points. B, Antler flaking tool. C, Bone beads. D, Perforated
canine teeth. E, Chert scraper. F, Charred corn kernels. G, Rough sand-

stone disks.

Another site, Bunola (36A14), appears on the type seriation chart as an
intermediate step in Monongahela development. A breakdown of the sample
of 1783 sherds in our surface collection is as follows:

Number Per cent.

‘Monongahela Cordmarked” 1622 90.9

“Monongahela Plain” 134 7.5

“Monongahela Incised” 11 0.6

“Monongahela Punctate” 2 0.1

“Scarem Plain” 1 0.06

“Watson Cordmarked” 8 0.5

“Watson Plain” 5 0.3

This site is one of the best known in the lower Monongahela River Valley

and it has been collected from by various persons. Fisher (n.d.) mentions it

in his notes and the site was reported to the present Survey by more than

half a dozen individuals. The largest part of our collection comes from two

visits to the site in 1951 when conditions were right for surface hunting.

The site is located on a large terrace area on the east bank of the Monon-
gahela River. When freshly cultivated it has the appearance of a large black

circle with brown soil in the center and outside of the circle. It is in this
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black area that artifact concentrations are found and, even though the site

has been plowed for many years, this structure still shows. In all probability

the village plan is one of houses arranged in a large circle, perhaps with a

stockade surrounding it. Flexed burials in shallow slab-covered pits have

been reported from the site and various characteristic Monongahela artifacts

#
Plate 45. “Monongahela Cordmarked” potsherds from site 36FalO in

Carnegie Museum collection

A, Decorated lip. B, Plain lip.

have been seen in private collections from the site. Projectile points and

other items from the Survey collection are shown on Plate 46. Items from

the Albert Bauer collection are illustrated on Plate 47 and Plate 48.

A final site which seems to represent an early step in Monongahela devel-

opment is the Speers site (36Wh25). Albert Bauer brought the site to my
attention and his surface hunting and excavation at the site have produced

most of the items known from it. The pottery sample from the site repre-

sents the combined surface and excavation collections of Bauer and this

Survey. Use of this excavated material has been justified on the basis of the

lack of significant difference shown by the excavation levels. The breakdown
of 2414 potsherds is as follows:

Number Per cent.

‘Monongahela Cordmarked” 1397 57.8

“Monongahela Plain” 856 35.5

“Monongahela Incised” 109 4.5

“Monongahela Punctate” 42 1.7

“Scarem Plain” 10 0.4

Bauer’s excavations have been confined to an area revealing a midden and
possibly a house. One badly disturbed flexed burial was found, and a straight

line of post molds of the size characteristic of house walls has been traced

for more than twenty feet. It is interesting to find what may be part of a

A
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Plate 46. Carnegie Museum artifacts from site 36A14

A, Cannel coal pendant. B, “Monyock Plain” pipe bowl. C, Stone pipe

bowls. D, “Monyock Cord-impressed” pipe bowl. Others are projectile

points of chert.

rectangular house on this site. With regard to house pattern, Speers is similar

to the Montague site (Butler, 1939) and it is also similar to Montague in

ceramics. The most distinctive fact about this site at present is the large

number of plain and incised sherds. This feature, noticeable from the very

first examination of material from the site, has been substantiated by re-

peated surface and excavation collections. Sherds from the site are illustrated

on Plates 49, 50 and 51. Projectile points and other items are shown on
Plate 52. Several fragments of pottery pipes have been found at the site and
some of these are illustrated on Plate 53. The presence of a collar on most

of the pipes, either the plain or decorated types, may be a distinctively

early characteristic in the development of the “Monyock” pipe complex.

There appear to be several distinct lines of development in the pottery

pipes which characterize the Monongahela complex. At present we have no
stratigraphic and very little seriation evidence for such developments but on
the basis of seeing and handling many examples from scattered sites my
impressions may help to establish a useful typology which can be applied

and tested in future work.

Because these pipes appear to be at least as definite as pottery in charac-

terizing the Monongahela complex, they, too, have been grouped together

under the general term “Monyock”. The pipes are generally obtuse-angle

elbow forms, although some of them, especially the plain surface type “Mon-
yock Plain,” shown on Plate 54, “A,” frequently appear in right-angle form.

Collars appear on both the “Monyock Plain” and Monyock Cord-impressed”

types, but appear to predominate on the plain type. Stems are either
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flattened oval, oval, or circular in cross-section. The flattened oval such as

illustrated on Plate 53, “C” seems to characterize both the plain type and the

simple silhouette form of the cord-impressed type. The greatest variation in

shape occurs in the cord-impressed type. The simple silhouette with overall

unified decoration such as “B” on Plate 54 is a minority form. The major
shape in the cord-impressed type is a compound silhouette which varies from
an almost cylindrical bowl through several intermediate steps to a definite

composite bowl. All of these pipes are characterized by a definite bifurcation

in the decoration pattern which conforms to the shape. Examples of these

variations are shown at “C,” “D” and “E” on Plate 54.
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Plate 47. Albert Bauer collection from site 36A14

A, Projectile points. B, Drills. C, Bone awls. D, Bone beads. E, Antler flak-

ing tools. F, Cannel coal pendants. G, Unusual grit-tempered potsherds.

Within the types outlined above there is a certain amount of variation,

especially in size, but the form patterns appear to be well grounded in

Monongahela culture. The typical pottery pipe is the obtuse-angle, dec-

orated compound form such as that shown on Plate 55, “A”. Unusual shapes

are rare but bird effigy (Mayer-Oakes, n.d. e), imitation sea shells and a

“fiddle” shape pipe have been recorded. The last of these is shown on Plate

55, “B”. It is from the Gordon site (36Grl3) and in plan looks like the

outline of a violin. As far as can be determined, this specimen is unique for

the area. Most of the unusual pipes are done in stone with bird effigies
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Plate 48. Albert Bauer collection from site 36A14
A, “Monongahela Cordmarked” rimsherds. B, Unusual grit-tempered rim-

sherds.

being the favorite form. One very unusual pipe which has been in the

Carnegie Museum collection for many years is illustrated on Plate 56. The
pipe is reported to come from Washington, Pa., and it is possible that such
a pipe could have come from a Monongahela village but it certainly is a

strange find for this area.

Additional information on Monongahela pipes will be found in the

section containing type descriptions below.

Several kinds of artifacts not yet illustrated occur with some frequency on
Monongahela sites and may be considered typical. Plate 57 illustrates some
of these items.

The most useful and most common artifact on Monongahela sites is, of

course, pottery. While most sites produce many pot fragments, a few

complete or restorable vessels are known. By definition, all Monongahela
pottery (the “Monyock” ware) is shell tempered. There is, however, varia-

tion in shape of vessel, surface finish, and decoration. These differences have

been formalized as pottery types and they are described in a later section.

For the present we merely illustrate the major types. These are shown on
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Plate 49. Carnegie Museum and Albert Bauer collection from site 36Wh25
A, “Monongahela Cordmarked” rimsherds. B, “Monongahela Punctate” rim-

sherds.

Plate 50. Carnegie Museum and Albert Bauer collection from site 36Wh25
A, “Monongahela Incised” sherds. B, “Monongahela Punctate” sherds.
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Plate 51. Carnegie Museum and Albert Bauer collection from site 36Wh25

A, Loop handle. B, Fragment of “Monongahela Cordmarked” jar. Others

are “Monongahela Plain” rimsherds.
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Plates 58-62. The most common form of “Monyock” vessel is shown by

examples of the type “Monongahela Cordmarked” on Plate 58, “A” and “B”
and Plate 59, “A,” and as a small “Monongahela Plain” jar on Plate 61, “B”.

Unusual forms of “Monongahela Cordmarked” are shown on Plate 59, “B”
and Plate 60. Unusual water-bottle and jar forms of “Monongahela Plain”

are shown on Plate 61, “A” and Plate 62, “A”. A large rim sherd of an
unusually well planned and executed “Monongahela Incised” jar is shown
on Plate 62, “B”.

Additional information on the Monongahela complex will be found in

three recent site reports (Dragoo, n.d., and Mayer-Oakes, n.d. d and e);

these reports are summarized, however, in the following section on the Ohio
Valley proper.

Plate 52. Carnegie Museum and Albert Bauer collection from site 36Wh25

A, Antler projectile point. B, “Monyock Plain” pipe fragment. C, Reworked
“Monongahela Plain” potsherd. D, “Monyock Cord-impressed” pipe frag-

ment. E, Weathered hematite celt. F, Chert projectile points.
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Plate 53. Carnegie Museum and Albert Bauer collection from site 36Wh25
A, “Monyock Cord-impressed” pipe fragments. B, “Monyock Plain” pipe
bowl. C, Stem fragments, probably from “Monyock Plain” pipes.
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Plate 54. “Monyock” pipes in Carnegie Museum collection

A, “Monyock Plain.” B, “Monyock Cord-impressed,” simple silhouette, uni-

fied decoration. C-E, “Monyock Cord-impressed,” compound silhouette with
bifurcated design.
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Plate 55. “Monyock” pipes from Greene County, Pa., in the collection

of the museum at Waynesburg College

A, “Monyock Cord-impressed.” B, “Monyock Plain” of unusual shape.
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Plate 56. Unusual stone pipe from Washington, Pa., in Carnegie Museum
collection
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Plate 57. Selected Monongahela artifacts

A, Highly polished and perforated, bi-concave discoidal. B, Reworked “Mon-
ongahela Cordmarked” sherd. C, Bird-bone beads. D, Worked elk tooth.

E, Cannel coal pendants.
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Plate 58. “Monongahela Cordmarked” pottery vessels from Nemacolin,
Greene County, Pa., in the collection of the museum at Waynesburg College
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Plate 60. “Monongahela Cordmarked” pottery vessels from Greene County,
Pa., in the collection of the museum at Waynesburg College

Plate 61. “Monongahela Plain” pottery vessels

A, Rare bottle form from 36Wh9 (Glenn Hoskins collection). B, Typical
small jar from child’s grave on Crouse farm near Rogersville, Greene County,
Pa. (Waynesburg College collection).
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Historic period. Documentary records indicate that groups of Delaware and
Shawnee were in the area in the last half of the 18th century. No precisely

located sites are yet known and artifacts distinctive of the period are not well

known. However, several Monongahela sites in Greene County, Pa., have

produced scraps of brass and copper (including riveted fragments), ornaments

formed out of such scraps, and a few blue glass beads. Engberg (1930, p, 78)

reports one burial with copper beads which may be either native or European
copper. The copper reported from the Keyser site (Manson, MacCord and
Griffin, 1943, p. 400) is definitely native but since much of the Greene
County metal is brass, and obvious kettle fragments do occur, it seems likel)

that the metal was obtained indirectly from Europeans, possibly through a

chain of intermediate Indian groups. The glass beads are definitely of

European manufacture so there seems little doubt that these sites represent

occupations during the earliest part of the Historic period.

Butler (1936f?) first recorded historic items from the White site (36Grl6)

but the importance of these finds was not emphasized and no additional

work was carried out. Jones (1945) has briefly described some of this material

and illustrated some of the historic Monongahela artifacts which we have not

been able to examine. On a map which accompanies “The Horn Papers”

(Greene County Historical Society, 1945) many archeological sites are plotted,

most of which are probably prehistoric and Historic Monongahela.

A fair amount of European trade material has come from at least five

sites which are clustered in the area just south of Waynesburg, Pa., and much
of this I have examined in the museum at Waynesburg College. On the

basis of many years of collecting from these sites. Dr. Paul R, Stewart,

President of Waynesburg College, feels that it is possible to arrange these

historic Monongahela sites in order of amounts of trade material. The
Eisiminger site (36Gr2) has the greatest quantity and assuming this to

represent 100, the others follow in sequence (going back in time towards the

prehistoric) as indicated below.

36Gr2 100

36Grl7 50

36Grl 35

36Grl5 5

36Grl6 5

36Grl3 0

The most common forms of trade copper or brass are the cylindrical bead

and the conical jangler or “tinkling cone”. A few of these forms are very

carefully made and possibly are of European manufacture. Most of the

metal artifacts, however, appear to have been made by the Indians from

pieces of scrap. Ornaments of unusual form which are quite distinctive are

illustrated on Plate 63. The “salamander” forms (Plate 63, “A”) are found
at no other site in the Upper Ohio Valley, but are duplicated from the

Clover site (46Cb40) which will be described in the following Ohio Valley

section. The copper spiral is found in the Clover complex and at the Her-

riott farm site (MacCord, 1952) and is also a diagnostic for early Historic

Seneca (Wray and Schoff, 1953) sites in western New York. The spiral and
other items probably come from the Ingraham site.
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Plate 63. Copper and brass artifacts from Greene County, Pa., Historic

Monongahela sites in the collection of the museum at Waynesburg College

A, Salamander-shaped pendants. B, Pendants. C, Spiral ear ornament.

Items on Plate 64 were found with burial 10 on the Ingraham site accord-

ing to the field notes of Butler (n.d.). No information is available on type

of burial but 19 janglers, 3 short and 4 long tubular beads, 2 circular disk

pendants, 1 rectangular pendant and 1 hawk bell comprise the copper items.

A “double-pointed iron needle,” two bone combs and one antler ladle are

also reported with the burial. I have seen none of these items but Butler

photographed the specimens and her photograph was used for Plate 64.

Another group of trade items recently added to the Waynesburg College

collection was collected years ago from the Eisiminger site (36Gr2) and
consists of blue glass beads, two red beads with a blue core, and several

perforated fragments of small copper spheres, perhaps crudely hand-made
bell fragments. In addition, a small scrap of silver has been found on this

site and may pertain to the Historic Indian occupation.

Historic Monongahela sites have produced many bone and shell orna-

ments, some of which are shown on Plate 65. Bone beads (Plate 65, “A”)

tend to be shorter and thicker than on prehistoric sites and are often made
of young deer cannon bone as well as bird bone. Perforated canine-tooth

pendants are quite common and represent several kinds of animals. The
perforated, ground and polished “shoe shaped” bear molars on Plate 65, “F”

are unique in the Upper Ohio Valley (The one at the left is stained green,

evidently from copper). They occur only at 36Grl, but are found on several

Late Prehistoric or Early Historic Iroquois sites in western New York
(Parker, 1920, Plate 36). MacCord (1952, Fig. 4) has reported these same
items as well as brass artifacts (MacCord, 1952, Fig. 2) which are duplicated

on the Greene County sites. Shell ornaments are varied and of both marine
and fresh-water shell. Cannel coal pendants are also common and the major
shapes are shown on Plate 65, “I” and “J”. Projectile points found on these



Plate 64. Artifacts from burial 10, Ingraham site, 36Grl7

A, Antler ladle. B, Bone combs. C, Copper cone (jangler). D, Cylindrical

copper bead. E, Rectangular copper pendant. F, Circular copper pendant.
G, Copper hawk bell (Photograph courtesy Dr. Mary Butler).

VOL. 34Annals of Carnegie Museum
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Plate 65. Historic Monongahela artifacts from Greene County, Pa., in the

museum at Waynesburg College

A, Mammal bone beads. B, Bone worked to resemble deer canine pendant.
C, Elk canine tooth pendants. D, Wolf canine tooth pendant. E, Bear
canine tooth pendant. F, Shoe-shaped bear molar pendants. G, Rectangular
shell pendant. H, Circular shell pendant. I and J, Cannel coal pendants.
K, Grooved shell pendant. L, Shell worked to resemble deer canine.
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village sites are triangular and almost always made of local cherts. Examples
from 36Grl and 36Gr2 are shown on Plate 66.

Plate 66. Historic Monongahela projectile points from sites 36Grl and
36Gr2 in Carnegie Museum collection

An abundance of “Alonyock” pottery characterizes these sites and several

complete or nearly complete vessels have been recovered from various

desultory excavations. The specimens illustrated on Plates 67-69 are from

the collection in the museum at Waynesburg College. Major type is

“Monongahela Cordmarked,” but there is a variety in the forms of vessels

that is not seen on most prehistoric sites. Bowls, as on Plate 67, “B” and
“C,” Plate 68, “C,“ and Plate 69, “B,” are next to simple jars in popularity.

Plate 69, “A” shows an unusual bottle evidently made for burial purposes,

while Plate 68, “B” is a side sherd of a vessel which was either a vertical

compound pot or one with an extremely high and unusual collar.

Many burials have been uncovered on these sites over the years. Most of

them were probably flexed and there is some evidence of the use of stone

slabs as lining and covering of graves in juvenile burials. In 1951, parties

from Waynesburg College excavated at 36Gr2 and uncovered two rectangular

areas (Features No. 1 and No. 2) seemingly paved with small stone slabs and
broken potsherds. These possibly represent house floors. There was evidence

of fire pits and storage pits along the edge of the paved area, but no post

molds were found to indicate a superstructure.

Four of the five historic sites are located on hilltops and spill over the

edges. While there is little evidence either way, it is possible that these sites

were not stockaded.
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Plate 67. Historic “Monongahela Cordmarked” pottery vessels in the

collection of the museum at Waynesburg College

A, Reconstructed jar from Feature no. 1, “Pottery House,” at site 36Gr2.
B and C, Reconstructed bowls from Feature no. 1, “Pottery House,” at site

36Gr2.
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Plate 68. Historic “Monongahela Cordmarked” pottery in the museum at

Waynesburg College

A, Reconstructed large jar from Feature no. 1, “Pottery House,” at site

36Gr2. B, Section of vertical compound vessel from Feature no. 1, “Pottery

House,” at site 36Gr2. C, Reconstructed bowl from Feature no. 2, “Little

Pottery House,” at site 36Gr2.
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Plate 69. Historic “Monongahela Cordmarked” pottery vessels in the museum
at Waynesburg College

A, Bottle found with burial at site 36Grl. B, Reconstructed bowl from site

36Grl.
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OHIO DRAINAGE

Early Hunter Epoch

There is no published information available on fluted points from the

Ohio River section of our Upper Ohio Valley area. The Survey has located

several, however, and these are illustrated on Plates 70 and 71. A fine fluted

point from McKees Bottoms, the area around the site of the McKees Rocks

mound, and now the city of McKees Rocks, Pa., has been in the Museum
collection for many years. It is illustrated on Plate 70, “A”. Made of a

deeply weathered light-gray chert, the point shows that short channel flakes

have been removed from each face, but gives no evidence of multiple flaking

here. The base and edges about one-third of the way to the tip have been

ground smooth. Two additional fluted points from this same area are shown
on Plate 70, “B” and “C”. These two points are in the Thomas Harper
collection at the United States National Museum and were brought to my
attention by Mrs. Margaret Blaker of the Division of Archeology. The
points are listed as coming from Brunot Island which is in the Ohio River

opposite the mouth of Chartiers Creek and only 100 yards from the McKees
Rocks mound. Both points show the removal of long channel flakes, but

only from “C” can we get an idea as to overall shape of point. Although I

have not personally examined these specimens it appears from the photo-

graph that “C” perhaps shows a pattern of removal of several channel

flakes.

The two points shown on Plate 71 are from private collections and “A” has

not been examined by me. Point “A” shows the pattern of removal of triple

channel flakes with center flake removed last on the left face and possibly

also on the right face. Point “B” shows the removal of an extremely long
channel flake from each face.

A long parallel-sided fluted point was found at 46Hk34 by Elmer W.
Fetzer, and is now on display at the Grave Creek Mound Museum in

Moundsville, W. Va.

Archaic Epoch

Until quite recently nothing has been known about a pre-ceramic occu-

pation of this section of the Ohio Valley. In a report on an Adena mound
(Fetzer and Mayer-Oakes, 1951), surface indications of a distinctive West

Virginia Archaic complex had been suggested. This was followed by prelim-

inary reports (Mayer-Oakes, 1951^ and n.d.6) which outlined the complex

in detail, especially as it appeared at the one excavated site, the East

Steubenville shell midden (46Br31). Prior to the 1953 excavation at Globe

Hill, our information about this complex had increased only slightly in the

year since the last report was made but we here describe and illustrate the

materials in detail for the first time.

At present four main sites of this complex are known. They were brought

to the attention of the Survey in 1950 by Elmer W. Fetzer of Weirton,

W. Va. Three of the four sites are small hilltop shell heaps or middens and

one is a large, thinly occupied lowland area.
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Plate 70. Fluted points from the Ohio Valley

A, Carnegie Museum specimen from McKees Bottoms, Pa. B and C, U. S.

National Museum specimens from Brunot Island, Allegheny County, Pa.

(Photograph of B and C courtesy U. S. National Museum).

Plate 71. Fluted points from the Ohio Valley
A, Point from Columbiana County, Ohio (John M. Cameron collection). B,
Point from Belmont County, Ohio (Elbert Davis collection).
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The New Cumberland Heights site (46Hkl) is a small shell midden on
the top of a bluff overlooking the Ohio River just north of New Cumber-
land, W. Va. The site is about 310 feet above the present river level,

approximately one-half mile east of the river. It was recorded by Fetzer

in the late 1930’s. Fetzer’s collection of artifacts and that of A. Michael,

the landowner, are the only ones available for study. Both collections were

gathered from the surface of the site over a period of years. Items from the

Fetzer collection from this site are shown on Plate 72. Artifacts from the

Michael collection are not illustrated here but they were examined, classified,

and added to the Fetzer collection to make a trait list for the site. This

list constitutes Table 2.

The Globe Hill site (46Hk34-l) is a small shell midden, about sixty feet

in diameter, on a bluff overlooking the Ohio River about three miles up-

stream from New Cumberland. The site is about 140 feet above the

present river level and approximately 600 yards east of the river bank.

Mr. Fetzer recorded this site more than ten years ago when some local

people were digging into it. His small collection, shown on Plate 73, is

the only one reported in this study. This site is one of five such shell

heaps located on hills bordering an extensive bottom-land area (46Hk34)

which gives ample evidence of heavy Woodland occupations. General

reports on the excavation describe the material as similar to that found at

the East Steubenville site. The point base shown on Plate 73, “A” is a

well made lanceolate form very much like the one on Plate 24. The point

is much thinner and better made than the standard “Steubenville Lanceolate”

type. Excavations at this site in 1953 confirm its position as a pre-ceramic

shell heap and demonstrate significant differences from the East Steuben-

ville material. This information will be presented in a future site report.

The Half-Moon site (46Br29) is an extensive bottom-land site in Brooke
County, W. Va., about four miles southwest of Weirton. The site consisted

of four small Adena mounds and several village and camp-site areas, but

recent building construction has destroyed large areas of the site and all

the mounds but one. This site has been described (Fetzer and Mayer-Oakes,

1951) in terms of a general surface collection and the information gleaned

from the excavation of one of the mounds. In that report, artifacts con-

sidered to belong to the Archaic Epoch were separated, typologically, basing
this procedure on the fact that the artifact types did appear in at least one
of the three single-occupation non-pottery sites (46Hkl, 46Hk34-l, and
46Br31) reported in this section. No shell middens are known from the Half-

Moon site, but Archaic people no doubt hunted and lived on the site and
left some of their artifacts (Fetzer and Mayer-Oakes, 1951, p. 24).

The East Steubenville site (46Br31) is a shell midden situated on a small

shelf projecting from a steep hillside rising from the east bank of the Ohio
River opposite Steubenville, Ohio. While the site is about 250 yards away
from the river it is more than one hundred feet above the present water-

level and the trail leading up to the site is quite precipitous. The site is

located in such a position that it is very unlikely that it was ever used by
more than one group of people. In 1938 Walter Caldwell of Wellsburg,
W. Va., began excavations at this site. During the summer and fall of that
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Plate 72. Archaic artifacts from site 46Hkl in the collection of Elmer
W. Fetzer

A, Slightly grooved adz. B, Notched pebble “sinkers”. C, Bar spearthrower
weight. D, Worked piece of slate. E, Unfinished crescent bannerstone. F,
Fragment of highly polished bannerstone. G, Scraper knives. H, Straight
drill. I, Scraper.

J, Broad-stem points. K, Narrow-stem points. L, Side-
notched points. M, Corner-notched point.
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TABLE 2. PANHANDLE ARCHAIC TRAITS

46Br31 46Hkl 46Hk34-l 46Br29

Antler

Conical drift 2

Cylindrical drift 5

Conical projectile point 1

Worked piece (handle?) 1

Unworked tine 3

Bone

Cylindrical bead 2

Splinter awl 17 1

Joint awl 9

Notched splinter awl 4

Split and perforated cylindrical awl 1

Perforated stemmed point 2

Cut, polished, perforated bear jaw 1

Fish-hook 1

Human skeleton 1

Dog skeleton 2

Miscellaneous bone refuse x

Disk or spatula 1

Chert

Triangular point 5

“Steubenville Lanceolate” point 36

“Steubenville Stemmed” point 30

Narrow stem point 1

Side-notched point 15

Corner-notched point 1

Straight drill 3

Expanded base drill 1

Projectile point fragments (unknown type) .... 17

Scraper

Scraper knife

Leaf-shaped blanks 13

Core chopper 1

Rectanguloid 1

Crude flake knife 1

1 1

5

1

1

1

4

2

11

3

5

1

1

Refuse midden

Shell

X X X

Stone

Three-quarter grooved adz (pointed poll) .... 3

Three-quarter grooved adz (round poll)

Plain adz 1

4
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TABLE 2. (Continued)

Three-quarter grooved ax

Full-grooved ax

Notched ax

Full grooved celt

Crescent bannerstone

Perforated pebble bannerstone

Grooved pebble bannerstone ..

Bar weight

Hematite plummet
Notched pebble net-sinker

Disk

Disk hammerstone
Bi-pitted stone (anvil)

Bi-pitted hammerstone
Hammerstone
Sandstone concretion

Concretionary chopper

Polished hematite concretion ..

Red ochre

46Br31 46Hkl 46Hk34-l 46Br29

1

1

1

2 4

1

1

? 1

1

1 2 2

1

2

1 1

1

8 1

1

1

1

X

Plate 73. Archaic artifacts from site 46Hk34-l in the collection of Elmer
W. Fetzer

A, Well made lanceolate point base. B, Side-notched point. C, Expanded-
base drill. D, Bone splinter awl.
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year he and Wilbur Harris of Short Creek, W. Va., dug at the site. They
were aided on various occasions by Walter Singer of Wellsburg and Elmer

W. Fetzer of Weirton, who recorded the site at that time (Fetzer, n.d.b).

The Harris, Singer, and Fetzer collections have been examined and Mr.
Singer has donated a group of specimens to Carnegie Museum. Most of the

items from the Harris, Singer and Survey collections are illustrated on Plates

74 to 80.

The Fetzer collection is not illustrated but has been classified and included

in Table 2 which summarizes the artifact traits found at 46Br31 and the

other sites. Until further work is done at sites of this type we may best

consider them to represent one general cultural complex, the “Panhandle”

Archaic, since all of the sites are located in the northern Panhandle of

West Virginia. Chipped-stone artifacts are the most numerous artifacts with

projectile points making up the bulk of this category. Two major forms of

points, the square-based lanceolate and the square-based broad stemmed,
account for 72% of the points. Straight drills, scrapers and chopper forms

constitute the remainder of the chipped-stone tools.

Plate 74. Archaic artifacts from site 46Br31, in the combined collections of

Wilbur Harris, Walter Singer and Carnegie Museum

A, Conical antler drift. B, Cylindrical drift. C, Conical antler projectile

j)oint. D, Worked antler piece (spearthrower handle?). E, Bird bone beads.

F, Triangular chert points. G, Cut, polished and perforated bear jaw. H,

Perforated stemmed bone point or harpoon, broken and reworked to awl

point. I, Reconstruction of H. J, Split and perforated cylindrical awl.
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Materials utilized for these tools were probably local in origin, although

on the basis of our present knowledge of the sources, 57% of the material

was chert of unknown origin. Onondaga chert was the most important

known source, accounting for 36%. Hematite, shale and Flint Ridge mate-

rial were the other types of stone used. Smoothing of the base and lower

edge was noted for five each of the stemmed and lanceolate points but the

majority are roughly made with sharp edges all around. Three of the points

from 46Br31 appear to be altered by the action of intense heat.

Plate 75. Archaic bone artifacts from site 46Br31 in the combined collections

of Wilbur Harris, Walter Singer and Carnegie Museum
A, Notched splinter awls. B, Splinter awl (from scapula). C, Joint end awls.

D, Splinter awls.

Bones were worked into various forms of awls, fish-hooks, ornaments, and
a very distinctive perforated stemmed projectile point or harpoon head.

Antler was used as projectile points, flaking tools, drifts and possibly as

spearthrower handles. There was a definite emphasis on ground-stone tools

with full and three-quarter grooved axes present and two types of very

distinctive grooved adzes as characteristic. Crescent-shaped bannerstones
were probably a major form of spearthrower weight, but other grooved or

perforated types are known. Rough stone material was used for sinkers and
hammerstones. No pottery was found on the three pure sites (46Hkl,
46Hk34-l, 46Br31).
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Refuse bones indicate that fish, turkey and other birds, deer, elk and

turtle were hunted and used for food to supplement the shellfish which

were probably the standard diet. A flexed human burial was found in the

midden at East Steubenville as well as two burials which were apparently

dogs. The human must have died a violent death because of a spear thrust,

since a chert point was found lodged in a vertebra.

The East Steubenville site is the only one which has produced enough
material to give a fair idea of the types of artifacts in use. Some items,

however, are common to two or more sites. The grooved adz is found at

New Cumberland Heights, East Steubenville and Half-Moon. This unique
artifact is known to occur in New England, Long Island, and New Jersey

in contexts which are not very similar to the Panhandle Archaic and in

forms that differ in details. We have been tracing local distribution since

ills i II

Plate 76. Archaic chert artifacts from site 46Br31, in the combined collec-

tions of Wilbur Harris, Walter Singer and Carnegie Museum. All are

“Steubenville Lanceolate” type projectile points

1950 when these distinctive tools were first recognized by the Survey. They
are concentrated in the Panhandle area and in addition to the above four

sites have been recorded from the Watson farm site (46Hk34) where two
have been found. An unusually formed specimen was found by John Leppla
at 460h7 (Mayer-Oakes, n.d.d) and two others have been recorded farther
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Plate 77. Archaic chert artifacts from site 46Br31, in the combined collec-

tions of Wilbur Harris, Walter Singer and Carnegie Museum. All are

“Steubenville Stemmed” type projectile points

down the Ohio River—one from the Parkersburg, W. Va., area in the

Parkersburg High School collection, and one from Indiana illustrated in

Lilly (1937) on p. 135.

The Beaver County, Pa., area along the Ohio River just up-stream from

the Panhandle seems to be the region of next most important concentration.

Grooved adzes have been recorded from 36Bv30, 36Bv52 and 36Bvl7. The
distribution carries on up the Ohio and the Monongahela with specimens

being known from the McKees Rocks mound (36A16), 36A126 on the Monon-
gahela, and the Montague site (Butler, 1939, Plate 13, c). None has been

recorded for the Allegheny Valley, but two have been noted for the upper
Beaver drainage (36Lr20 and 36Me9) where they overlap with the southern

limit of the distribution of the plain and beveled adzes. Three examples are

shown on Plate 81. “A” is a stereotype example of the pointed-poll variety;

it is of unknown Upper Ohio Valley provenience and is in the early collec-

tions of Carnegie Museum. “B” is from the Emil Alam collection from
36Bv30. “C” is part of Elmer W. Fetzer’s collection from 46Hk34.

Within the small sample of adzes now known there seem to be two definite

types. The pointed-poll form is predominant over the round-poll form. A
round-poll form was illustrated on Fig. 14d in the Half-Moon report and
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another example is known from 36Me9 where it is at present the northern

limit of the grooved-adz distribution.

Plate 78. Archaic chert artifacts from site 46Br31, in the combined collec-

tions of Wilbur Harris, Walter Singer, and Carnegie Museum
A, Side-notched points. B, Triangular points. C, Expanded-base drill. D,
Straight drill. E, Core chopper. F, Corner-notched point. G, Leaf-shaped
blanks.

Additional artifact traits which seem to be distinctive for this complex
are the broad-stemmed and lanceolate projectile points which we are tenta-

tively typing as “Steubenville Stemmed” and “Steubenville Lanceolate”.

These points appear at all the sites of the complex except 46Hk34-l. The
crescent bannerstone or spearthrower weight occurs only at New Cumber-
land Heights and Half-Moon, but is such a distinctive artifact that it

probably can be considered a diagnostic trait. The stemmed and perforated

bone point illustrated on Plate 74, “H” is duplicated by another point from
46Br31 which is not illustrated. These are unique items and although they

both came from East Steubenville, they may serve as a characteristic for

the Panhandle Archaic complex.

While it is quite likely that these four West Virginia sites were not all

occupied at exactly the same time, they are probably of the same general

time period and definitely members of the same general cultural complex.

Another component of the Panhandle Archaic complex is here postulated

to explain a large part of the material in our Museum collection from
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Plate 79. Archaic stone artifacts from site 46Br31, in the combined collec-

tions of Wilbur Harris, Walter Singer, and Carnegie Museum
A, Bi-pitted hammerstone. B, Hammerstones. C, Notched pebble net sinker.

D, Polished hematite concretion. E, Bar spearthro^er weight (?).

excavation of the McKees Rocks mound. Carpenter (1951) has made a study

of the notes and specimens from this excavation and on the basis of struc-

tural evidence he concludes that there was an occupation of the site prior

to the initial construction of the mound by an Adena group. On the basis

of our knowledge of the East Steubenville materials many of the mound
artifacts, some of which came from the fill and some of which, no doubt,

lay on the pre-mound surface, can be ascribed to the Panhandle Archaic

complex. These items are illustrated below in the description of the McKees
Rocks mound; the most distinctive ones are the “Steubenville Stemmed”
and “Steubenville Lanceolate” points and a grooved adz.

Several Beaver County sites have produced only stone and chert tools and

two of these appear to be definite Archaic sites. Site 36Bv22 has produced

a beveled adz as well as two three-quarter grooved axes, a crescent banner-

stone, and plain adzes. Some of the items from this site are shown on
Plate 82. From another site (36Bv52) has come a grooved adz and several

examples of the “Steubenville Stemmed” and “Steubenville Lanceolate”

points. Plate 83 illustrates some of the items from this site which are now
in the collection of Emil Alam. The collection of John Bush, the owner of

the site, contains more than a dozen points of the “Steubenville Stemmed”
type.
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Plate 80. Archaic stone artifacts from site 46Br31, in the combined collec-

tions of Wilbur Harris, Walter Singer and Carnegie Museum

A, Grooved-adzes (pointed-poll type). B, Concretionary chopper. C, Disk

hammerstone. D, Hammerstone. E, Bi-pitted anvil stone.

In addition to sites which appear to be definitely of the Archaic Epoch
a good many sites have given evidence of the presence of distinctive Archaic

artifacts. Some of these are illustrated on Plate 84. Of special interest here

are items “A” and “D,” evidently stone bowl fragments since both are rim

sherds and each has a lug for carrying purposes.

Ceramic Epoch

Early Woodland period. For the Ohio Valley proper, this period is defined

by the presence of the Adena culture (Webb and Snow, 1945). Perhaps the

most famous component of this period is the Grave Creek mound at

Moundsville, W. Va., which has been mentioned by many writers. For more
than ten years Delf Norona of Moundsville has been compiling information

on the mound and is preparing a monograph on it. His findings indicate

that this is one of the largest Adena mounds known. One recent report

(Norona, 1953) contains a good deal of information about the various

excavations made in the mound. Evidently the mound was built in various

stages with several primary extended burials perhaps similar to the Wright
mound, Mm6, reported by Webb (1940).
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Plate 81. Grooved adzes from the Ohio Valley

A, Extremely well made and stereotyped form of the pointed-poll type in

Carnegie Museum collection. B, Small, well made form in the Emil Alam
collection from site 36Bv30. C, Carefully polished adz from site 46Hk34 in

the E. W. Fetzer collection.
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Plate 82. Archaic artifacts from site 36Bv22 in the collection of Emil Alam
A, Broad-stem points. B, Highly polished crescent bannerstone. C, Fragment
of three-quarter-grooved ax. D, Rough beveled adz. E, Five plain adzes.

D E F G

Plate 83. Archaic artifacts from site 36Bv52 in the collection of Emil Alam
A, Three-quarter-grooved ax. B, Grooved adz. C, Broad-stem points. D,
Three side-notched points. E, Corner-notched point. F, Corner-notched
points. G, Expanded-base drill.
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Four other Adena mounds from this upper section of the Ohio Valley

have been excavated and reported. The earliest report is on the Beech

Bottom mound (Bache and Satterthwaite, 1930) near Wheeling. A small

component evidently quite similar to Beech Bottom was reported from the

Half-Moon site (Fetzer and Mayer-Oakes, 1951) and by using the infor-

mation now published by Solecki (1953) on the Natrium mound we were

able to suggest certain traits which appeared to be particularly diagnostic

for Adena in the northern West Virginia area of the Ohio Valley. Another
mound which has recently been reported by Carpenter (1951) is the McKees
Rocks mound on the west side of the Ohio River at the mouth of Chartiers

Creek. This site was partially excavated by Carnegie Museum in 1896 and
most of the artifacts collected at that time are available for study. Some

Plate 84. Archaic artifacts from the Ohio Valley

A, Soapstone bowl with horizontal lug from site 36A15 (Harper collection in

U. S. National Museum. Photograph courtesy U. S. National Museum).
B, Grooved adz fragment from site 46Hk34 (E. W. Fetzer collection). C,
Crescent bannerstone fragment from site 46Hk34 (E. W. Fetzer collection).

D, Sandstone bowl fragment with mammiform lug from Beaver County, Pa.
(Carnegie Museum collection). E, Deeply grooved stone “sinker” from
Beaver County, Pa. (Carnegie Museum collection). F, Full-grooved ax from
site 46Hk6 (Vincent Mrozoski collection). G, Three-quarter-grooved axe
from site 36Bv9 (Vincent Mrozoski collection).
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of the chert items were not examined by Carpenter and not all were illus-

trated. On Plates 85 to 92 we have shown the total group of artifacts now
available from the excavation.

Plate 85. Early Woodland artifacts from the 1896 excavation of McKees
Rocks mound (site 36A16) in Carnegie Museum collection

A, Long antler flakers. B, Bone gouges. C, Cannon bone awls.

Plate 86. Early Woodland bone artifacts from the 1896 excavation of

McKees Rocks mound (site 36A16) in Carnegie Museum collection. All are

scapula awls
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Plate 87. Archaic and other chert artifacts from the 1896 excavation of
McKees Rocks mound (site 36A16) in Carnegie Museum collection

A, “Steubenville Stemmed” points. B, “Steubenville” and other lanceolate
points. C, Leaf-shaped blanks.

m
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Plate 88. Projectile points from the 1896 excavation of McKees Rocks

mound (site 36A16) in Carnegie Museum collection
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Plate 89. Early Woodland artifacts from the 1896 excavation of McKees
Rocks mound (site 36A16) in Carnegie Museum collection

A, Slate reel-shaped gorget. B, Truncated cone of hematite. C, Banded
slate reel-shaped gorget.

Plate 90. Stone artifacts from the 1896 excavation of McKees Rocks mound
(site 36A16) in Carnegie Museum collection

A, Hammerstones. B, Beveled adz. C, Grooved adzes. Others are celts.
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Plate 91. Early Woodland shell artifacts from the 1896 excavation of
McKees Rocks mound (site 36A16) in Carnegie Museum collection

A, Marginella shell beads. B, Fresh water pearl beads. C, Marine shell disk
beads. D, Marine conch columnella tubular beads.

Plate 92. Copper artifact from the 1896 excavation of McKees Rocks
mound (site 36A16) in Carnegie Museum collection. Sheath for wooden
image of bear canine, with fabric preserved on exterior.
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Only very sketchy field notes were left in the Museum files and these have

been thoroughly reviewed by Swauger (1940). At present we have a rough

field catalogue of specimens numbered from 273 to 298, the 12 photographs

which were used by Carpenter as illustrations, the published reports of

Swauger and Carpenter, and a file of newspaper clippings about the excava-

tion in addition to the following artifacts.

Antler 3 tine flakers

9 long worked flakers

Bone

Chert

Metal

17 scapula awls

3 cannon bone awls

2 awl tips

3 bone gouges

1 worked jaw

1 perforated bone

5 triangular points

11 corner-notched points

16 side-notched points

23 stemmed points

6 rounded stem points

15 “Steubenville Stemmed’’ points

6 “Steubenville Lanceolate’’ points

8 point fragments

38 lanceolate blanks

1 triangular cache blade

1 straight drill

2 expanded base drills

1 end scraper

1 worked flake (fragment of flake knife?)

1 copper sheath

Pottery 3 “Monongahela Plain’’

2 “Monongahela Cordmarked’’

1 “Watson Plain’’

73 “Watson Cordmarked’’

79 “McKees Rocks Plain”

5 “Half-Moon Cordmarked”
3 “Mahoning Incised”

2 “Mahoning Plain”

Shell 92 fresh-water pearl beads

153 marginella shell beads

187 disk marine shell beads

51 tubular conch colunmella beads
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Stone 2 reel-shaped gorgets

1 hematite cone

2 grooved-adz fragments

1 beveled-adz fragment

1 adz

3 celts

1 net-sinker

2 hammerstones

5 spheres (hammerstones)

1 abrading stone

3 worked pieces

In general we would agree with Carpenter’s interpretation of the mound
structure since an independent study of the newspaper accounts, especially

those which record the observations of F. W. Putnam and of Thomas H.

Johnson, has led us to the conclusion that there were three main stages in

building the mound. There is some question as to whether an original

ground surface was ever found. Carpenter (1951, p. 337), presents contra-

dictory evidence on this. A primary mound structure was built over a

previously occupied area and included burial 26, the major burial. This

individual was accompanied by various ornaments and grave goods, the

exact number and location of which will never be known. According to the

'

Pittsburgh Connnercial Gazette of September 5, 1896, “With this skeleton

were found 517 beads and a number of instruments, including five excellent

perforators, one bone scraper, two flakers, one gorget or amulet, one toma-

hawk, one tusk, encased in a copper sheath, and several other instruments

which they are unable at present to classify.” Other newspaper accounts

indicate that the copper item was associated with the tubular and disk shell

beads in a necklace arrangement, while the marginella beads were at the

feet. The bone awls may have been skewers pinning a cloth or skin covering

over the body, but there is no direct evidence of this.

There is also good evidence of a layer of sod paralleling the mound surface

some three feet underneath it. This was the locus of most of the burials but

the profile shown by Carpenter (1951, Fig. 107) is perhaps too schematic;

several burials are listed as lying at depths which would place them between
the primary mound and the upper humus line. While I do not have

information on the datum point, it appears that all depths were taken from
the highest point of the mound. If this is so, burials 1, 21, 23?, 24, 25, and
27 must have been placed in the mound while the primary structure was
being covered. Subsequently the majority of the remaining burials were
placed on the mound surface in stone cists and the mound enlarged a third

and final time. Perhaps burial 8 was the latest burial, intrusive into the

mound and accompanied by a shell-tempered pot.

The specimens available now are not catalogued in any way except by

accession number. We know that they came from the excavation but there

is no way to tie them to the specific catalogue numbers which Carpenter

mentions or which are available to me. It is not possible for me to ascertain

which of the reel-shaped gorgets, for instance, belongs with burial 26, or

which of the bone awls.
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In summary, then, the mound construction appears to have been in the

following fashion. A camp-site area was selected for the building of a low

mound
( 81/2 feet by 65 feet) which contained burial 26. This low mound

may have been covered with fires or have been inside a house which was

burned down over it. It was covered with a definitely burned compact layer

of earth and was subsequently covered by a large pile of midden earth which

contained, in addition to miscellaneous artifacts, several burials, at least one

of which was similar to 26. This second structure was a mound for a long

enough time to acquire grass, and build up a sod surface before it was used

again as a burial place. Finally, stone cists were distributed over its top and

sides and all were covered to make essentially the mound dug by Gerrodette

and Harper in 1896.

Assuming that the above building sequence is correct we can try to cor-

relate the artifact types. Some of the material from the fill and the burials

is evidently similar to the Panhandle Archaic complex (Plates 87, 88 , and

90, “C”). The “Steubenville Stemmed” and “Steubenville Lanceolate” points

and a grooved adz are particularly diagnostic. This as well as the beveled

adz (the most southern example known) may be a clue to the pre-mound
occupation of the site. Presence of such artifacts in the mound fill indicates

that the source of earth was a nearby Archaic camp site. Several of the

burial artifacts are definite Adena types. Such things as the reel-shaped

gorgets, hematite cones, shell beads, bone awls and some of the stemmed
points are Adena forms. Some of the bone and antler work is unusual for

an Adena mound, and the copper sheath is known elsewhere only from the

Peters Creek mound described above. While these items indicate variation

in the direction of a Hopewell complex we do not feel that there is enough
evidence to suggest, as Witthoft (n.d.) does that McKees Rocks is a Hope-
wellian rather than an Adena component.

The presence of stone cists in later burials may be a clue to an Adena
priority over Hopewell since the cists are quite commonly associated with

Hopewellian units in the Upper Ohio Valley. Allocation of pottery is

difficult but the shell-tempered sherds now in the collection appear to be

associated with one of the shallowest burials. This material probably came
from the Late Prehistoric village site which adjoins the mound. This village

is characterized by shell-tempered pottery some of which looks very much
like that coming from the Wellsburg site described below.

The limestone-tempered pottery is most like the Watson farm pottery but

the rim form with a thickened strip below the lip is unusual. Perhaps this

pottery belongs with the cist graves on the second surface of the mound.
The “McKees Rocks Plain” pottery is a type of the Half-Moon ware, charac-

terized by chert tempering and a flat disk base, about six inches in diameter.

Vessel form is not known. This material should characterize the earliest

burials.

An attempt to assign the McKees Rocks mound to a specific culture is not

very satisfactory. Part of the reason for this is the obvious stratification

which seems to indicate use by at least two major cultural groups. In

addition, while some of the burial artifacts are distinctly Adena types, others

are not. Some of the distinctive Adena features from Upper Ohio Valley
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mounds are lacking (See Table 3). All factors considered, however, the

primary and secondary mounds appear to be more closely related to Adena

culture than to any other.

TABLE 3. SELECTED ADENA TRAITS
Mound number

Br3 Mr2 Br29 A 16

Prepared soil base or floor . X X X ?

Primary mound built of midden . X X X
Primary mound locus of burial features . X X X X
Central sub-floor pit

Clay cap for primary mound
. X X X

X X
Cremations X ? X
Body extended in flesh . X X X X
Red ochre deposits

Leaf-shaped cache blades deposited in

. X X X

red ochre . X X X
Stemmed ovate base (beaver tail) blades

Gorgets (including reel-shaped and semi-

. X X X X

keeled) X X X X
Tubular pipes (blocked-end tube variety) .. X X X
Celts of igneous rock X X X X
Celts of hematite X X X
Hematite hemispheres X X X
Copper beads .. X X X
Half-Moon ware pottery X X X

There are quite a few additional mounds known which are probably of

Adena type. A concentration of these sites appears in the Moundsville,

W. Va., area. One now destroyed was recently described (Norona, 1950).

Others are found scattered along both sides of the river going up-stream but

the number and concentration decreases. An early account is available

(Hays, n.d.). One such mound is shown on Plate 93; others are listed in

Appendix 1.

In addition to mounds, there are several sites on which has been found

pottery characteristic of the period. These sites are largely known only

through pottery and are thus treated below in the pottery section. The most

important ones, however, appear to be Browns Island (46Hk6), the Watson
farm (46Hk34), 36Bv32, 36Bv29, 36Bv9, and the sites on both sides of the

mouth of Raccoon Creek. Blocked-end tube fragments and reel-shaped

gorgets seem to be diagnostic artifacts and they have been recorded for

scattered localities up to Pittsburgh. Pottery studies, particularly those

substantiated by the stratified excavations at 36Bv29, indicate that this Early

Woodland pottery was prior to both the limestone-tempered and shell-

tempered wares.

Middle Woodland period. This period is perhaps the least well known for

this area. What is known depends almost entirely on mound or burial sites.
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Plate 93. Hewitt mound (site 46Hk3), Early Woodland burial structure

distinctive pottery, or a few distinctive artifact traits. While this is also true

of the Early Woodland period it is even more so for the Middle Woodland.

Slight indications of a Middle Woodland occupation in this area have been

noted (Mayer-Oakes, 1952^^ and n.d.aj.

Cache blades of Flint Ridge material similar to the Beaver Valley and

Allegheny Valley cache blades have been found in the area and are illus-

trated on Plates 94, 95, and 96. The workmanship as well as the distinctive

non-local material indicates a Middle Woodland period for these items.

Simple rectangular gorgets and fragments of platform pipes occur rarely in

surface collections from the area. A very unusual item which no doubt

represents this period is the copper celt shown on Plate 97. It is an unassoci-

ated surface find from an area near site 46Ohl0 which is apparently a Middle

Woodland stone mound.

One of the sites (36Bv24) reported from the Raccoon Creek drainage has

a heavy Aliddle Woodland component as well as a Monongahela occupation.

This is the site from which the distinctive side- and corner-notched points

termed “Raccoon Notched” were first recognized. Some of these distinctive

points from this site are illustrated on Plate 98, “B”. The site has produced

Hopewellian flake knives of Flint Ridge chalcedony, a thin chert-tempered

cordmarked pottery, and many gorget fragments, some of which are also

shown on Plate 98.
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Plate 94. Middle Woodland cache blades from the Ohio Valley in Carnegie

Museum collection

Burial mounds definitely of Middle Woodland age are not known, although

there are several sites which may qualify upon excavation. The distinctive

Watson ware pottery is definitely intermediate to the Adena “Half-Moon”

ware and the shell-tempered “Monyock” ware and is associated with small

stone burial mounds at the Watson site (46Hk34). The Watson ware may
be a Middle Woodland utilitarian pottery in this area. The “Watson Plain”

type is very similar to plain limestone-tempered sherds from the Tremper
site now in the collection of the Ohio State Museum.

Late Prehistoric period. Components of this period were first mentioned by

Griffin (1943a) and Solecki (1950). Two recent site reports (Mayer-Oakes,

n.d.d and e) have been prepared as additional evidence. The presence of

shell-tempered pottery and triangular projectile points are diagnostic indi-

cators of this period. Pottery is the most abundant and distinctive artifact

type and the pottery types set up in the above-mentioned reports are in-

corporated in the pottery section which follows. In general, the Late

Prehistoric sites in this area are very much like Monongahela sites and most
of them can be considered to be Monongahela sites for the time being. See

Guiiday and Mayer-Oakes (1952) for an ecological link shared by Monon-



Plate 95. Middle Woodland cache blades of Flint Ridge material from
Coraopolis, Pa., in Carnegie Museum collection
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Plate 96. Middle Woodland cache blades of Flint Ridge material from
Coraopolis, Pa., in Carnegie Museum collection
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Plate 97. Middle Woodland copper celt from Ohio County, W. Va., in the

collection of Wilbur Harris

gahela and Ohio Valley sites. There is, however, a greater variety in pottery

at the Monongahela sites on the Ohio River than at the same type of site

in their home territory. On some of these sites—for example, the Speidel

site—there is some evidence of a contact between a limestone-tempered

pottery style and the earliest shell-tempered style, perhaps indicating

temporal continuity between the Watson and Monyock wares. This is

corroborated by the stratified evidence from the Georgetown site which is

presented in the pottery section.

Table 4, the Monongahela trait list, has been compiled by selection from
the lists at Scarem and Speidel, with a few additions from observations of

numerous small Monongahela collections. Also consulted in preparing this

table, were the lists compiled by Cresson (n.d.) for W.P.A. sites and by

Mayer-Oakes (n.d.e) for the Clover complex. The frequency statement is

intended to convey an impression of the numbers of sites on which the trait

occurs. This impression comes from my observations of many collections

in addition to the quantified lists mentioned above.

The most distinctive Monongahela items are:

1. The pottery complex. Preliminary seriation studies show significant

temporal variation in pottery but much more excavation must be done

before other artifacts can be so treated and correlated.

2. The pottery-pipe complex. It appears that the plain pipe was most

popular in early Monongahela times but the major type is the compound
form of “Monyock Cord-impressed” and this item is significant, for instance,

in distinguishing a Monongahela site from a Clover site.

3. Bird bone beads are almost universal in their distribution on Monon-
gahela sites as are such items as the various awls, perforated deer toe bones

and perforated canine teeth of various animals (fox, wolf, dog, raccoon, bear
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Plate 98. Middle Woodland artifacts from site 36Bv24 in the collection of

Emil Alam
A, Flint Ridge flake knife. B, “Raccoon Notched” points. C, Gorget frag-

ments.
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TABLE 4. PREHISTORIC MONONGAHELA TRAITS
Category Trait Popularity

Antler Conical projectile point frequent

Flaker common
Drift frequent

Hoe rare

Worked tine frequent

Bone Bird bone head common
Mammal bone bead rare

Beadstock frequent

Splinter awl common
Turkey joint awl common
Deer ulna awl frequent

Cannon bone beamer frequent

Chisel rare

Cup (turtle carapace) frequent

Flute rare

Fish-hook frequent

Triangular projectile point rare

Cut bear canine frequent

Grooved tooth pendant frequent

Perforated turkey digit pendant frequent

Perforated deer toe common
Perforated canine teeth common
Perforated imitation elk canine rare

Grooved pin rare

Spatulate pin rare

Cannel coal Pendant, imitation bear canine common
Pendant, imitation elk canine common
Pendant, simple diamond frequent

Chert Triangular projectile point common
Triangular projectile point (Scarem type) rare

Triangular projectile point (Speidel type) rare

Pottery “Monongahela Cordmarked” common
“Monongahela Plain” frequent

“Monongahela Incised” rare

“Monongahela Punctate” rare

“Scarem Plain” frequent

“Wellsburg Simple Stamped” rare

Sherds reworked to disks frequent

Pottery pipe “Monyock Cord-impressed” (simple form) frequent

“Monyock Cord-impressed” (compound form) common
“Monyock Cord-impressed” (effigy) rare

“Monyock Cord-Impressed” (effigy) rare

“Monyock Plain” frequent

“Speidel Plain” rare

Vasiform rare
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TABLE 4. (Continued)

Category Trait Popularity

Shell Bead (short cylinder) rare

Bead (long cylinder) rare

Bead (small disk) frequent

Bead (large disk) rare

Bead (marginella) rare

Pendant, imitation elk canine rare

Stone Sandstone abrader rare

Celt common
Discoidal (perforated) rare

Discoidal (polished) rare

Discoidal (rough) frequent

Elbow pipe rare

Vasiform pipe rare

Claw shape pipe rare

Bird effigy rare

Structures Oval stockade common
Round house frequent

Oval house frequent

Rectangular house rare

Refuse pit common
Fire pit common
Post-lined, pear-shaped storage pit rare

Flexed burial common
Extended burial rare

Slab-covered burial rare

Vegetal Corn rare

Beans , rare

Pumpkin rare

and deer). All of these items are known to be traits of earlier cultures but

the emphasis on beads and perforated canine teeth, set the Monongahela
traits apart as quantitatively distinct.

4. The cannel coal pendants are identical with Fort Ancient types but

have a more restricted range of forms.

5. Forms of projectile points are not well enough known for positive

classification, but the triangular shape predominates. Several varieties of

triangle appear to cluster; the long form recognized at the Scarem site is

quite distinct, as is the curved-base form from Speidel. Very small equi-

lateral points seem concentrated in the middle Monongahela Valley.

6. The pattern of stockade line with oval or round houses surrounding

an open “plaza" probably characterizes most Late Prehistoric sites in the

eastern United States. The post-lined pear-shaped storage house which often

is attached to the regular house is a distinctive Monongahela trait.
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Many Monongahela sites have produced evidence of warfare and violent

death in the form of burials with associated projectile points or with points

imbedded in the bone. Two of these have been reported from the Shipping-

port site (Alam and Mrozoski, 1951; Mayer-Oakes, Mrozoski and Alam, 1952).

Plate 99 is a close-up view of the distinctive triangular points in association

with the ribs of burial 3. Two sites in the area have produced examples of a

Plate 99. Unusual Monongahela burial from site 36Bv4. Note three

triangular points in rib cage

rare pottery type which is characterized by an added filleted rim strip often

made by finger pinching. The surface treatment over the body of vessels

characterized by these rims is most often a simple stamping, but is sometimes

cordmarking. Examples of this from the village site adjacent to the McKees

Rocks mound (36A116) are shown on Plate 100, “B”. Other rather unusual

pottery items from the Ohio Valley are shown on the same plate. “A” is an

unusually globular “Monongahela Plain” vessel from 36Bv4; “C” is a

“Monongahela Cordmarked” sherd from 36Bv9 with a thick strap handle

which is quite rare; “D” shows two small bowls from the vicinity of Sewick-

ley. The right one is a typical “Scarem Plain” bowl, but the left-hand one

is a unique “Monongahela Plain” tripod vessel with a filleted rim strip.
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Plate 100. “Monyock” ware from the Ohio Valley

A, “Monongahela Plain” sherd from site 36Bv4 (Emil Alam collection). B,
Filleted rim sherds of “Monongahela Cordmarked” from site 36A116 (John
Potochniak collection). C, “Monongahela Cordmarked” sherd from site

36Bv9 (George Beggs collection). D, Unusual “Monongahela Plain” tripod

bowl from Sewickley, Pa. (Carnegie Museum collection). E, “Scarem Plain”
bowl from Sewickley, Pa. (Carnegie Museum collection).
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Historic period. General references to late Historic Indian groups in this

area are known, but artifactual evidence of such an occupation is not yet

at hand. One unsuccessful attempt has been made (Augustine, n.d., and

1942) to locate the late Historic village known as “Logstown”.

Evidence of an early Historic occupation has been noted for the section of

the Ohio Valley just south of our Upper Ohio Valley area. This material

has been called the Clover complex (Mayer-Oakes n.d.c) of Fort Ancient

culture, and a brief summary is included here because of its basic relation-

ship with Monongahela culture. This relationship has been mentioned

before in the discussion of early Historic sites from Greene County, Pa.

Representative items from the Clover complex are illustrated on Plates 101

through 108.

Plate 101. Clover complex pottery from the Sayre collection at Campus
Martins Museum, Marietta, Ohio

A, Effigy water bottle fragment. B, Pottery trowel. C, Cordmarked bowl
rimsherd. D, Strap handles.

This unit was briefly described by Griffin (1943rt, p. 240-245), but except

for one brief article (Mairs, 1950) it has remained largely unknown and
undescribed in detail. The report presented here is preliminary to an inten-

sive study which was started in 1953 by the West Virginia Archeological

Society.

There are at least eight major sites of this complex, distributed from
Huntington up to Marietta on the Ohio River and to Charleston on the
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Plate 102. “Clover Cordmarked” pottery vessels from site 46Ms61 in the

collection of O. L. Mairs

Kanawha River. Major sources of information to date are the collections

of J. J. Adams and S. F. Durrett from the Clover site (46Cb40), that of O. L.

Mairs from the Orchard or Parsons site (46Ms61), and those of C. L. Paxton

and R. E. Barnett from the Buffalo and Orchard sites. Additional items

from several sites have been examined in the collection of Elmer W. Fetzer.

In addition to specimens there are notes made by Mairs on 70 burials which
have been excavated from the Orchard site, from what is apparently a small

cemetery or accretional burial mound. Also consulted were the field notes

of Martin (n.d.) and Fetzer (n.d.a) The Clover site may have small burial

or platform mounds on it; the existence of a truncated pyramidal mound,
possibly in association with a unit of the Clover complex, has been noted

(Griffin, 1952a). From the various past excavations at these sites it is apparent

that this unit was an intensive village type occupation but the details of

village structure must await systematic investigation. Burials are predomi-

nantly extended or semi-flexed, and 13 of them (Mairs, n.d.) give evidence

of the use of rows of bone beads as skirt ornaments.

Clover sites are rather productive of artifacts, especially fragments of

pottery. Sherds from the Sayre Collection at Campus Martius Museum,
Marietta, Ohio (Plate 101) are the kind of material which may be in

association with the pyramidal mound illustrated by Squier and Davis (1848).

The presence of a hooded water bottle (Plate 101, “A”) and a pottery

trowel (Plate 101, “B”) are particularly significant since such items are

extremely rare on Fort Ancient sites, though common on some Middle
Mississippi sites.

Fifteen complete pottery vessels have been examined from the Orchard
site and examples of the major forms are shown on Plates 102 and 103.

Typical cordmarked vessels with smoothed neck area and strap handles are

shown on Plate 102, while the less common lugged and effigy-handle forms
as well as bowl and simple-stamped forms are shown on Plate 103. As a
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Plate 103. Clover complex pottery vessels and pipes from site 46Ms61 in

the collection of O. L. Mairs

A, “Clover Plain” bowl. B, “Wellsburg Simple Stamped” jar. C, Stone vase-

shaped pipes. D, Stone disk pipes. E, “Clover Cordmarked” jar with tongue-

like lugs. F, “Clover Cordmarked” jar with two effigy, and two plain, strap

handles.
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Plate 104. Clover complex artifacts

A, Bird head bowl appendages from site 46Cb40 (J. J. Adams collection).
B, Human figurines of pottery from site 46Cb40 (S. F. Durrett collection).
C, Quadruped pottery figurine from site 46Cb40 (S. F. Durrett collection).
D, Marine conch shell ear ornaments from site 46Ms61 (O. L. Mairs collec-
tion). E, Knobbed conch shell ear pins from site 46Ms61 (O. L. Mairs
collection). F, Marine shell pendants. G, Shell masquettes with weeping
eye design incised.
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pottery complex the Clover material looks very much like that described by
Griffin from Madisonville and the Fox farm. Items not illustrated include
both cordmarked and plain toy pots, a plain-surfaced horizontal compound
bowl, and fragments of large saltpans which are like Fox farm saltpans in

having no fabric impressions on the exterior. They were evidently made by
the simple expedient of scooping a depression in the soil, lining it with
shell-tempered pottery clay, and then building a fire on top to fire the clay.

Plate 105. Incised shell gorget from site 46Ms71 in the collection

of Ronald E. Barnett (Photograph courtesy of C. L. Paxton)

The simple-stamped jar shown on Plate 103, “B” is a rare vessel, although

simple-stamped sherds occur in minor amounts on several sites. This vessel

is the type which is represented in sherds from the Wellsburg site and

described below in the pottery section.

Pottery pipes are rare; most pipes are made of stone and are either vase

shaped, keel shaped, disk shaped or a modified platform. Examples of stone

pipes are shown on Plate 103, “C” and “D”.

Many of the pottery bowls had bird heads affixed to the rim. Some of

these appendages are illustrated on Plate 104, “A”. Perhaps the most

unusual pottery items are the small baked-clay figurines, some of which are

shown on Plate 104, “B” and “C”. These objects are sometimes made of

shell-tempered clay, but most often the clay is untempered. Forms repre-

sented are human male or female figures either in standing or sitting

posture and sometimes with incised designs on the chest and back. Some of
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the heads are hollow and contain small pebbles (Plate 104, “B”). Leg and

arm fragments are commonly found and indicate a figurine with total height

varying from about three inches to about eight inches. Most of these frag-

ments have come from the Clover site.

Other unusual pottery items are known, including a pestle-shaped object

which is somewhat similar to the artifacts illustrated by Titterington (1938)

from Cahokia (Plate 108).

Plate 106. Weeping eye shell mask and conch shell ear ornaments from site

46Ms71 in the collection of C. L. Paxton (Photograph courtesy Mr. Paxton)

Shell ornaments are rather common burial accompaniments, and they

demonstrate the use of several marine forms. Some of the more distinctive

items are shown on Plate 104, “D,” “E,” “F” and “G”. The shell mask or

masquette with engraved “weeping eye” design has occurred in several

instances and one shell gorget with an engraved “rattlesnake” design is

known. Plates 105 and 106 illustrate unusual shell items from the collections

of R. E. Barnett and C. L. Paxton.

Typical bone items include such artifacts as shown on Plate 107. The
spatulate pin (Plate 107, “A”) is identical with those found at the Speidel

site. Cut and polished bone beads are very common on Clover sites and

were certainly used as part of a clothing or ornament complex as indicated

by burial associations. In contrast with the Monongahela use of bird bone
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Plate 107. Clover complex artifacts

A, Spatulate bone pin from site 46Ms61 (O. L. Mairs collection). B, Bone
pin from site 46Ms61 (O. L. Mairs collection). C, Bone chisel from site

46Ms61 (O. L. Mairs collection). D, Ulna awl from site 46Ms61 (O. L. Mairs
collection). E, Cannon bone beamer from site 46Ms61 (O. L. Mairs collec-

tion). F, Cannel coal pendant in shape of elk canine from site 46Cb40 (S. F.

Durrett collection). G, Cannel coal pendant in shape of canine tooth or claw
from site 46Cb40 (S. F. Durrett collection). H, Cannel coal in shape of shell

ear pin from site 46Cb40 (S. F. Durrett collection). I, Fish pendant in brass

from site 46Cb40 (S. F. Durrett collection). J, Brass or copper pendants from
site 46Cb40 (S. F. Durrett collection). K, Salamander-shaped effigy pendant
of brass or copper from site 46Cb40 (S. F. Durrett collection).

beads, the Clover emphasis was on the use of mammal bone, especially the

cannon bone of young deer. Some of these bone beads have been decorated

with incised parallel lines. Other bone traits not illustrated include per-

forated pin, turtle-shell rattle, perforated raccoon penis bone, two-hole

gorget, flute, rasp, cannon-bone awl, turtle-shell cup, needle and compound
spearhead.

Plate 107 also shows the metal and cannel coal items in the Clover
complex. The major Monongahela types of cannel coal pendant are dupli-

cated, several other types are known and a knobbed pin, possibly an ear

plug, is also made from cannel coal.
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Both brass and copper fragments occur on several Clover sites. Some
fragments are definitely parts of kettles of European manufacture as shown

by the use of rivets. The most common artifacts worked from these scraps are

conical janglers, cylindrical beads, and pendants in various geometric forms.

Animal pendant forms are also known, and a fish is illustrated on Plate 107,

“I”. One of the most significant forms of pendant is the salamander-shaped

one from the Clover site shown on Plate 107, “K”. This item is an exact

duplicate of pendants found on the Eisiminger site in Greene County, Pa.,

and illustrated on Plate 63. Small spherical blue glass beads have also been

found on the Clover and possibly other sites of the complex. They are

identical with the glass beads from Greene County, Pa.

Plate 108. Pottery pestles (?) from site 46Cb40 in the collection

of J. J. Adams
A, Cordmarked. B, Plain.

A preliminary trait list based on my intensive examination of three collec-

tions is found in Table 5. A great deal of additional artifact material has

been examined in the high school collection at Parkersburg, W. Va. Most of

it came from Blennerhassett Island and it all appears to belong in the

Clover complex, judging by its approximation to the above trait table.

When comparing this Clover material to known archeological units one is

impressed with the Monongahela and Fort Ancient resemblances. The
whole complex looks very much like the historic part of Monongahela,
especially in the proliferation of vessel forms and the trade goods. The
Clover pottery vessel complex, however, is more closely related to the

Madisonville focus of Fort Ancient, and in most of its traits appears to fit

into this focus. On the basis of trade goods the Clover complex is similar to

the historic Fort Ancient unit recently reported from the site of Fort St.

A B
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TABLE 5. CLOVER COMPLEX TRAITS

Antler

Conical arrow point

Conical spear point

Conical spear point (perforated)

Harpoon
Flaker

Drift

Small chisel

Large chisel or hoe

Comb (unfinished)

Two-hole gorget

Bone
Cylindrical bead (bird)

Cylindrical bead (deer)

Cylindrical bead (deer, incised)

Cylindrical bead stock

Disk bead

Cut bear canine

Perforated bear canine

Perforated elk tooth

Perforated dog tooth

Grooved tooth pendant
Pin (spatulate)

Pin (grooved)

Pin (perforated)

Cut deer toe

Cut and perforated deer toe

Perforated raccoon penis

Two-hole gorget

Flute

Rasp (perforated)

Awl (splinter)

Awl (deer ulna)

Awl (turkey leg)

Awl (worked joint)

Awl (deer cannon)

Chisel

Beamer (deer cannon)

Fish-hook (plain)

Fish-hook (knobbed)

Cup (turtle shell)

Rattle (turtle shell)

Needle (short)

Needle (long)

Compound spear?

Cannel Coal

Claw-shaped pendant
Tooth-shaped pendant
Other pendant
Pestle shape (ear plug?)

Incised disk

Chert

Triangular arrow point

Ovate knife

Drill

Glass

Blue bead

Metal

Brass or copper

Rectangular pendant
Triangular pendant (plain)

Triangular pendant
(edges notched)

Disk pendant
Animal effigy pendant
Salamander effigy pendant
Shoe-shaped pendant
Cylindrical (rolled) beads (long)

Cylindrical (rolled) beads (short)

Cone
Tool
Scraps (from kettles?)

Riveted scrap

Wire
Spearpoint or spatulate pin

section

Pottery

Pot types (all shell-tempered)

Cordmarked jar

Cordmarked jar (plain neck)

Cordmarked bowl

Plain bowl
Cordmarked toy pot

Plain toy pot

Plain compound vessel (bowl)

Salt pan
Sherd types (all shell-tempered)

Cordmarked
Plain

Simple stamped
Incised-over-plain

Incised-over-cordmarked
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TABLE 5.

Pottery (Continued)

Pipes

Plain stem

Plain elbow (bowl)

Effi^ elbow (fish)

Figurines

Human (male and female)

Limbs (plain)

Limbs (incised)

Heads (solid)

Heads (rattles)

Trunks (plain)

Trunks (incised)

Quadruped (dog?)

Unusual items

Plain pestle

Cordmarked pestle

Small “foot” with hole

Disk, perforated, reworked sherd

Disk, plain, reworked sherd

Decorative features

Strap handles

Effigy quadruped strap handle

Lugs
Bird head on bowl
Added rim strip

Rectilinear incising

Shell

Bead (large disk)

Bead (small disk)

Bead (cylindrical)

Bead (conch columnella)

(Continued)

Shell (Continued)

Bead (marginella)

Bead (olivella)

Pendant (claw shape)

Pendant (conch shell)

Ear pin (conch columnella)

Ear plug (conch columnella)

Gorget

Mask
Masquette (weeping eye)

Pearl (fresh water)

Hoe
Engraved gorget

Stone

Pipe, tubular

Pipe, intrusive platform

Pipe, vase

Pipe, elbow

Pipe, disk (calumet)

Pipe, keel

Pipe, effigy animal head

Gorget

Discoidal (plain)

Discoidal (bi-concave)

Celt

Hammer
Chisel

Bi-pitted

Abrader

Vegetal

Corn

Louis at Starved Rock, 111. (Orr, 1950 and Keller, n.d.). Unusual items such

as the pottery figurines, fancy shell work and some of the pottery decorative

features, and the disk pipes hint of strong Middle Mississippi relationships.

In a personal communication to me, T. M. N. Lewis of the University of

Tennessee has stated that some of this Clover material has counterparts in

Tennessee Late Mississippi cultures. Figurines are like those of the Gray
focus which may be prehistoric Chickasaw. Pottery and shell work are simi-

lar to some parts of the Dallas culture, while some of the trade items occur

on Cherokee sites of the early 1700’s. This dating conflicts somewhat with

that suggested by comparison with historic Monongahela. While historic

Monongahela would be dated prior to 1650 on the basis of cross-ties with

central Pennsylvania and western New York (Personal communication from
Kenneth E. Kidd to the author, 1954), the temporal similarity to Clover is

not underscored by comparing Clover with Tennessee early historic sites.
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In summary, we might emphasize that this complex of traits and sites is a

“lumped” unit which no doubt contains parts that are temporally distinctive.

There is the suggestion of stratification at several sites and the accumulation

of deep refuse heaps may indicate length of occupation. In addition, some
of the sites do not produce trade goods and thus may be prehistoric, while

those which do produce trade material produce varying amounts. This may
indicate different time levels within the Historic period. Future work will

no doubt be able to demonstrate these differences.

POTTERY STUDIES

In the Upper Ohio Valley, as in most other sections of the eastern United

States, fragments of pottery (potsherds) are the most numerous single kind

of artifact found. Of more than 45,000 items collected in three years of the

Survey, 23,525 were potsherds. In addition to specimens actually collected,

catalogued, and studied, were the many potsherds examined and recorded in

private collections. On the basis of a laboratory study of loan materials from

several private collections, 3406 sherds have been added to the above total.

With this quantity of material on hand we felt some assurance in starting

a detailed study of pottery of the Upper Ohio Valley.

The basic idea in this study was indicated above in the general section on
artifact analysis. Our attempt was to observe, record, and collect without

formally defining or establishing “types”. That went on for three years and
then in the winter of 1952-1953 all of the collected material was re-examined

and sorted into groups of sherds which were as nearly identical as possible.

These groups were not thought of as “types” but rather as units consisting of

clusters of distinctive features.

Taking a clue from a good deal of the previous work in the eastern

United States, temper or general paste differences were considered as the

basis for sorting. These paste groups were further subdivided on the basis of

surface finish. These groups were in turn subdivided using decorative or

other special features. These units were in turn divided into body or rim

sherds and at the end of this process of splitting into as fine a category as

possible there were 74 groups of sherds, each group constituting what we
might call a “recognizable variation”.

With this sorted material at hand we were now ready to think about

defining types of pottery. The concept which we have developed and used

in this study has grown out of the general attitudes prevailing among the

professionals working in the eastern United States as well as our own obser-

vation of the middle ground between what we may take to be two opposite

points of view.

These opposing views may be indicated briefly by the following discussion.

Krieger (1944) has explained in detail the concept of type which we would
characterize as the “real” or cultural type; that is, a type is considered to be

an attempt to get back to a historical reality, perhaps a pattern of behavior

consciously followed by the artifact maker. Or, as Krieger puts it, a type

has “demonstrable historical meaning in terms of behavior patterns.” The
ideas proposed by Rouse (1939) and modified by Fowler (n.d.) are along

these same lines.
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There is very definitely an opposing school of thought which we may
characterize as conceiving a type to be an “artificial” or empirical concept.

This idea has been expressed by a number of individuals. A recent very

lucid exposition of this attitude is to be found in Phillips, Ford and Griffin

(1951). They define a pottery type as “a named abstraction, representing a

combination of selected characters, susceptible of recognition from sherds

alone” (p. 66). Stress is laid on the creative and arbitrary part the archeolo-

gist plays in the production of a pottery type. A similar position pushed to

the extreme has been taken by Emerson (1953).

There is very definitely a middle ground between these two extreme

positions and it is apparently recognized by both sides. I believe the arbi-

trariness and the personal creative element can be admitted and openly

expressed. This factor is perhaps minimized by a procedure of sorting such

as we have followed; that is, a re-examination and study of all materials

gathered on the Survey. The “real” unit or approach to a cultural unit can

be expressed best as a goal of the study but more positively by an under-

standing of cultural patterns as the result of largely unconscious factors

operating in the living culture. Thus our pottery type “Monongahela Cord-

marked” may be demonstrable as an arbitrary descriptive unit empirically

valid and showing a distinctive pattern of distribution in space and time.

This does not preclude the possibility that the various features which we
have decided must define the type were not the same features which made
up the pattern (conscious or unconscious) which was in the mind of the

maker of the pot. The catch here is that we will never be able to prove that

we have recaptured this cultural reality. Willey (1953) has provided stimu-

lation for some of my thoughts on this problem, but he has not emphasized

the largely unconscious nature of pattern factors.

This problem of the kind of type to be used is related to the general

scientific problem of communicating information of a descriptive or an

interpretive nature. In general oral communication it is customary to

combine these two aspects of information and in a good deal of the arche-

ological literature terms are used in both senses simultaneously. This is

sometimes confusing, especially if the author does not state what his terms

mean. Much of this sort of communication goes on unconsciously.

My approach to this problem in the past has been to attempt to group

my observations into discrete sections in which the emphasis is on one or the

other factor. This type of approach seems most suitable for a limited study.

In a work of the scope of the present one it was decided to combine descrip-

tion and interpretation and label it as such. The reason for this rests pri-

marily on the assumption that the report would be more meaningful if

presented as a pioneer synthesis of known data integrated with our Survey

information. An attempt has been made to concentrate (in both text and

illustrations) the primarily descriptive material and then to offer a summary
which is mostly interpretation.

In addition to this, certain terms used in the description of pottery have

been assigned rather specific meanings both in the descriptive and the

interpretive sense.
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First of all, the attitude and practices carried out on this Survey have made
it useful to have a broad ceramic term to describe a group of specific pottery

units which share certain fundamental features. The term used in this sense

is “ware”. There is some precedent for the use of this term (Haag, 1942 and
Deuel, 1952), but it has not been seriously or systematically applied to the

pottery of the eastern United States.

For the descriptive purposes of our study a ware may be defined on the

basis of paste characteristics; these are shared by the members of the ware.

Form of the vessels often has a restricted range which characterizes the types

making up the ware.

For purposes of interpretation a ware is considered to be composed of

genetically related types. This is substantiated by the evidence that wares

exist over a larger geographic area, a longer span of time, and a wider range

of culture types than a pottery type. It appears that a ware or a pattern of

wares defines a time period.

This concept of ware is particularly useful in the preliminary stages of

survey work where quantities of detailed information are lacking. The
concept is also useful to persons unfamiliar with the detailed pottery prob-

lems of an area but wanting to make generalized comparisons or to consider

the data from many areas for a broad problem.

The concept of pottery type as we employ it conforms to the definition

quoted above from Phillips, Ford and Griffin but with the added proviso

that our goal in the type formation has been a category that approaches a

cultural reality. One way to check the validity of a type is to plot its dis-

tribution in space and time. If it does have a significant distribution, and
especially if this distribution makes a reasonable pattern, the type is probably

a good one. If such a distribution does not exist it may be due to either

faulty construction of the type or an insufficient amount of distributional

data.

The first step in our method of pottery analysis was the initial sorting

described above. The 74 categories were reduced by combining the rim and
body sherds which agreed in other characteristics. Inspection of the remain-

ing units showed that certain categories did not have a significant distribu-

tion in space, and they were thus lumped with the most similar unit and
considered a variation. Most of these cases had to do with the members of

the Half-Moon ware. Several varieties of specific material were used for

tempering this ware and these were all originally separated out. As the

types stand at present, they consist of major varieties plus the sub-varieties

which have been lumped with them until the time when such a sub-variety

can be shown to have chronological or geographic significance.

This process resulted in the formation of 18 tentative pottery types to be

tested for validity by submitting them to the tender mercies of a seriation

study. The type of seriation study which we undertook is essentially that

so admirably described and illustrated by Ford (Phillips, Ford and Griffin,

1951). Since this study by Ford will not be available to many of the readers

of this report I shall explain the procedure in some detail, acknowledging

my dependence upon his work for this explanation.
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A seriation study is essentially an arrangement o£ data so as to show
stylistic changes through time. It depends upon the use of a theory of

patterned change to help arrange in order, or make a series out of, material

the relative date of which is unknown.

We assume that pottery styles are derived from former styles and that at a

point in time in any given community there will be a certain style or styles

and a range of acceptable variations from the style pattern. Ceramic devel-

opment over the years takes place by the selection and fixing of certain

trends growing out of this range of variation. Thus at any given time a

community will be characterized by potters who may be divided into three

groups. The majority will produce pots of the most popular styles; one
minority group will still be making the pots in a style more popular in the

past, while a second minority group will be experimenting and making pots

in styles some of which will become the popular favorite in the future. This
is a simplified approach to the problem at hand but it seems to be a useful

way to explain the theory which supports a seriation study. As stated by
Ford (p. 219-223), the assumptions underlying the seriation approach may
be paraphrased as follows:

1. Populations we are studying were relatively stable and changes were
the normal, gradual ones to be expected.

2. The surface collections used represent occupations for very short

periods of time.

3. Cultural continuity in time and space is the expected normal state of

affairs.

4. Our pottery types are sensitive units for measuring cultural change

in space or time.

5. In the normal course of events the life history of a pottery type should

be a normal bell-shaped curve. The type appears first in small amounts,

increases to a maximum of popularity and then gradually diminishes as it is

replaced by a subsequent type.

6. Whenever a complex of cultural materials representing a space-time

continuum is classified consistently, the popularity curves of the components

will form a pattern each portion of which will be peculiar to a particular

time and area.

Some of the general ideas about a seriation study and about this last

assumption in particular can best be demonstrated by reference to a sample

seriation chart using data on a more commonplace subject than prehistoric

pottery.

The popularity of various types of indoor illumination in Pennsylvania

in 1900 might have been something like this if expressed in percentages:

Type Percent.

Candle 5

Kerosene lamp 10

Gas lamp 65

Incandescent electric lamp 20

For purposes of illustration we have made up a set of popularity figures

which indicate the changes in indoor lighting in Pennsylvania over the
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period from 1850 to the present. These figures are theoretical but if

research to determine the actual popularity figures had been carried out,

a similar pattern would probably have been the result. We have consulted

Watkins (1952) and Westinghouse engineers in order to present a chart

with reasonably accurate information.

It can be seen from the diagram (Fig. 15) that each type of lighting has

a pattern of its own. It can also be seen that the arrangement of these

patterns is distinctive. If, for instance, we had only the figures on popular-

ity at a given time but did not know just what that time was, we could

plot the figures and determine where they best fitted into the chart. If we
knew, for example, that at a certain time the popularity figures were,

candle, 40%, kerosene 20%, and gas 40%, we could plot this (sample “x”.

Fig. 15) on a horizontal line and slip it up and down over the chart until

we saw that it fitted in best at about the 1865 level.

This is essentially what we have done with the samples of pottery from

a number of sites. The surface collection from a site was treated as a unit

to be plotted in terms of types on a horizontal strip of graph paper. The
arrangement of the axis for each type had to be determined experimentally

and changed from time to time as more of the strip graphs were added to

the chart. These strip graphs were moved up and down until the best fit

was obtained to give a pattern similar to what our theory leads us to

expect. As an aid to the vertical placing of the individual strips we also

had the information from the stratapit excavations (indicated by hatched

strips) at the Georgetown site.

The Georgetown site was worked in August 1952, and again in April

1953. A total of six five-foot squares was excavated to levels varying from

3 to 6
1/2

feet. The longest sequence of pottery came from two excavation

units (TP5 and TP6), and the material from these was typed and used as

part of the seriation chart. Each of the 11 levels was treated as a separate

horizontal unit, as if it were a surface collection, and a strip graph made
for each. The relative vertical position of these strips was already deter-

mined by their superposition in the ground so they could be used as guides

to the arrangement of the surface collections.

As all the strip graphs were added to the chart and placed in the position

which gave the best fit, the location of the axes was finally fixed so that

no overlapping occurred. Certain of the tentative types (“Legionville Fabric-

impressed”, “Half-Moon Incised”, “Bolinger Striated”, “Josephtown Cord-

marked”, and “Josephtown Plain”) were seen to occur in no significant

pattern so they were regrouped with the most closely related type, and
graphs replotted and rearranged until the chart took on the final form
shown in Fig. 16.

With the formation of this seriation chart we now have a tool for the

chronological arrangement of sites which are known only from surface

contexts, as well as a graphic picture of the development of the various

pottery styles. This particular chart is a preliminary one and will no doubt

be somewhat modified by the addition of new information gained by excava-
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tion and by surface collections. It raises certain questions and problems
which can be attacked in our future work. Most of these problems will be

described in the descriptions of pottery types in the following section.

Fig. 17 is a seriation chart similar to Fig. 16, but it contains the same

information treated in terms of wares, rather than types.

There are several problems which are apparent from a careful examin-

ation of these charts. One of the Historic Monongahela sites, in Greene
County, Pa., for instance (36Grl), shows up in the Middle Monongahela
period because of the presence of plain and incised types. Since the other

Historic Monongahela site from which we have an adequate ceramic sample,

fits in at the proper place at the top of the chart, our only explanation is

that 36Grl was reoccupied by the historic group some years after it had
been abandoned by earlier prehistoric Monongahela inhabitants. Future

excavation work will no doubt help solve this problem.

Several sites appear to be multi-component sites and possibly stratified

(although the obviously stratified sites have not been included on the

charts), but our surface sample has in most cases dated the latest occupation

of the site.

There is finally the question of the relationship between the ware chart

and the type chart. It appears that both are rather crude tools for relative

dating, but that the type chart is the more sensitive and presumably more
nearly accurate one. The ware chart is useful for an overall or broad picture

of ceramic development; the type chart is better for assigning relative dates

to sites and for understanding the detailed pottery developments.

POTTERY TYPES

After all the Survey collection had been sorted, and rim and body sherds

correlated, we were left with 50 recognizable variations in ceramic style.

These are listed in Table 6 with the quantities involved.

Largely on the basis of size of sample, but also because of behavior on

the seriation chart, many of these groups were lumped together to form

the 18 tentative pottery types which were tested on the first seriation chart.

This trial showed that certain tentative types, even though they appeared

to be distinctive, did not have a significant spatial or temporal distribution.

These types were therefore lumped with the most similar variety. The
remaining types were then plotted and form the basis for the present seria-

tion chart and the following definitions of types.

“Half-Moon Cordmarked”
(Plates 109-110)

Method of manufacture

.

Coiled. Malleated with a cordwrapped paddle.

Temper. Coarsely crushed fragments of rock predominantly granite or

other igneous rock, but with chert and limestone used in certain

varieties of this type. Temper fragments, often large, up to 10 mm.
in maximum dimension, make up from 50 to 80 per cent, of the

paste.
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TABLE 6. RECOGNIZABLE VARIATIONS IN POTTERY

1 . Chert-tempered

a. cordmarked (exterior) 41

b. cordmarked (exterior and interior) 128

c. cordmarked and fabric-impressed 3

d. plain ' 86

2. Very heavy grit-tempered

a. cordmarked (exterior) 7

3. Unusual heavy grit-tempered 15

4. Heavy grit-tempered

a. cordmarked (exterior) 449

b. cordmarked (exterior and interior) 71

c. cordmarked and fabric-impressed 65

d. fabric-impressed 39

e. interior striated 110

f. net-impressed 1

g. incised 2

h. plain 74

5. Josephtown heavy gritty paste

a. cordmarked (exterior) 65

b. plain 12

6. Heavy limestone-tempered

a. cordmarked (exterior) 60

b. cordmarked (exterior and interior) 21

c. plain 2

7. Limestone-tempered

a. cordmarked 2,597

b. plain 475

c. incised 13

8. Medium grit-tempered

a. cordmarked (exterior) 1,060

b. cordmarked (exterior and interior) 38

c. fabric-impressed 3

d. cordwrapped stick stamped 1

e. incised 11

f. punctate 1
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TABLE 6. (Continued)

8. Medium grit-tempered (Continued)

g. plain 133

9. Fine grit-tempered

a. cordmarked 102

b. net-impressed 2

c. punctate and incised 1

d. plain 10

10. Iroquois gritty paste

a. cordmarked 40

b. plain 33

c. incised 12

11. Limestone and shell-tempered

a. cordmarked 1

b. plain 14

12. Shell-tempered

a. cordmarked 15,207

b. plain 5,025

c. rectilinear incised 619

d. curvilinear incised 2

e. punctate 126

£. simple-stamped 48

13. Untempered

a. “Scarem Plain” 79

14. Other

a. steatite-tempered 4

b. sandy paste 17

c. thin chert-tempered 4

d. clay-tempered 13

e. ? 24

Plate 109. “Half-Moon Cordmarked” potsherds in the Carnegie Museum
collection

A, Rim exterior showing nearly vertical cordmarking. B, Oval lug and
vessel wall. C, Rim interior showing impressions of a plain plaited fabric

(“Legionville Fabric-impressed” variety).
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Plate 110. “Half-Moon Cordmarked” potsherds in Carnegie Museum
collection

A, Rim with vertical exterior cordmarking and horizontal interior cord-

marking. B, Interior striated sherd (“Bolinger Striated” variety). C, Conical

base. D, Flat disk base.
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Texture. Contorted and irregular with tendency to break into jagged-

edge pieces if not along a coil break.

Hardness. Surface hardness from 2.0 to 3.5; interior often softer.

Color. Both surfaces and core tan to buff colored. The fabric-impressed

and interior-striated varieties more likely to be gray.

Surface finish. Interior surfaces are predominantly smoothed. Interior cord-

marking running horizontally is common and plain plaited fabric or

trailed comb impressions are also known to occur. Exterior cordmarking

is vertical near the rim but likely to be applied in various directions on

other sections of the vessel. Cordmarking is often deep and roughly

applied so that the surface is very irregular and cord impressions are

indistinct.

Decoration. Practically none; two sherds with incised lines.

Form
Rim. Straight.

Neck. Straight.

Lip. Square to slightly pointed.

Body. Elongated globular with constricted basal portion.

Base. Elat circular disk four to six inches in diameter. One conical base

known.
Thickness. From 10 to 20 mm., averaging about 14 mm.
Appendages. Oval or mammiform lugs known to occur on some vessels.

Diagnostic features. Paste, surface finish, rim form, thickness, base.

Geographic range. This type is concentrated in the Ohio Valley proper. A
few examples come from the Monongahela, the lower Allegheny and the

Beaver valleys. But the concentration appears to be in the area from
Pittsburgh down. It is especially well known from sites in the northern

West Virginia panhandle.

Probable relationships. This type is the basic Early Woodland pottery in

the Upper Ohio Valley and the most common member of the Half-

Moon ware (Fetzer and Mayer-Oakes, 1951). It is definitely associated

with Adena burial mounds and village sites which were probably

occupied by the builders of these mounds. The evidence from the

Georgetown site places this type at the bottom of the pottery sequence

and it may well be the earliest pottery in the area. Some of the interior

cordmarked sherds look very much like Vinette I defined by Ritchie and
MacNeish (1949), but are generally less well made. There are specific

similarities to both Baumer (Cole, 1951) and Crab Orchard (Maxwell,

1951) types but the type “Fayette Thick” described by Griffin (19435) is

apparently most similar to “Half-Moon Cordmarked.” The factor

of thickness is not so constant in the Half-Moon type but it apparently

agrees in most other characteristics. In general characteristics of form,

this type is similar to the steatite-tempered pottery from Marcey Creek
and Selden Island described by Manson (1948) and Slattery (1946).

Size of sample. 1012 sherds including the tentative types “Bolinger Striated”

and “Legionville Fabric-impressed”.
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References. Cole (1951). Fetzer and Mayer-Oakes (1951). Griffin (19435).

Manson (1948). Maxwell (1951). Ritchie and MacNeish (1949). Slat-

tery (1946).

“McKees Rocks Plain”

(Plate 111)

Plate 111. “McKees Rocks Plain” potsherds in Carnegie Museum collection

A, Body sherd. B, Sherd showing portion of flat base.

Paste

Method of manufacture. Unknown. No coil breaks observed.

Temper. Coarsely crushed fragments of rock, predominantly a coarse-

grained gray chert but sometimes granite or other igneous rock.

Temper fragments often large, up to 10 mm. in maximum dimension,

make up from 40 to 70 per cent, of the paste.

Texture. Contorted and irregular but more compact than that of “Half-

Moon Cordmarked”. Breaks into jagged-edge pieces.

Hardness. Surface hardness from 3.0 to 4.0; interior only slightly softer.

Color. Both surfaces gray to gray-buff colored; core often darker.

Surface finish. Both interior and exterior surfaces smoothed and conse-

quently plain. Irregularities in the paste leave a few depressions in the

surface but no evidence of a smoothing tool can be seen from the

sherds.

Decoration. One example of a broad-trailed line in the neck area.

Form
Rim. Straight with some sherds showing slight flare outward.

Neck. Straight.

Lip. Square to slightly rounded.

Body. Elongated globular(?) with constricted basal portion.
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Base. Flat circular disk about ten centimeters in diameter.

Thickness. Varies from 8 to 14 mm., averaging about 12 mm.
Appendages. Unknown.

Diagnostic features. Paste and surface finish; base.

Geographic range. Not yet well known. Apparently occurs as minority with

“Half-Moon Cordmarked,” on sites in the Ohio Valley below Pittsburgh.

More than half of the sample comes from what may have been a

complete vessel found in the 1896 excavation of McKees Rocks mound
by Carnegie Museum.

Probable relationships. This type appears to be a late companion to the

basic Early Woodland cordmarked pottery in the Upper Ohio Valley.

It is found on Early Woodland village sites and with what may be a

late Adena complex at the type site. The pottery is most similar to the

type “Adena Plain” discussed by Haag (1940) and Griffin (1942, 1945).

Size of Sample. 174 sherds.

References. Griffin (1942, 1945). Haag (1940).

“Mahoning Cordmarked”
(Plate 112)

Plate 112. “Mahoning Cordmarked,” “Mahoning Plain” and “Mahoning
Incised” potsherds in Carnegie Museum collection

Paste

Method of manufacture. Coiled. Malleated with a cordwrapped paddle.

Temper. Crushed fragments of rock, predominantly granite or other

igneous rock and sometimes quartz. Temper fragments are moderate

in size, averaging about four millimeters in maximum dimension and
make up from 30 to 60 per cent, of the paste. The fine grit-tempered

category appears to be a variant of this type.

Texture. Rather regular and compact, although in the thicker and more
heavily tempered sherds the paste is contorted and irregular. Breaks

are fairly regular, often along a coil line.
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Hardness. Surface hardness ranges from 2.5 to 3.5; core slightly softer.

Color. Both surfaces and core range from black and gray to tan with most

of the sherds being the darker colors.

Surface finish. Exterior surface is characteristically cordmarked, vertically

near the rim but in various directions on other parts of the vessel. In

most cases the cordwrapped paddle has not been carefully applied but

was slightly dragged over the plastic surface or applied over a previous

paddle mark. A few sherds have carefully applied cordmarking on both

interior and exterior surfaces—impressions are vertical on the exterior

and horizontal on the interior. Three examples of fabric impressing

were noted and one additional specimen exhibited stamping done with

a cordwrapped stick.

Decoration. Confined to the lip area where notching or impressing with the

edge of a cordwrapped paddle is common. One body sherd exhibits

shallow punctates.

Form
Rim. Slightly flared, occasionally folded over to make a collar.

Neck. Slightly constricted.

Lip. Square to slightly rounded.

Body. Unknown, but probably elongated globular.

Base. Unknown, probably rounded.

Thickness. Varies from 3 to 10 mm., averaging about 7 mm.
Appendages. Unknown.

Diagnostic features. Paste, especially temper characteristics and surface

finish.

Geographic range. Concentrated in the Beaver River drainage, especially in

the Mahoning River Valley, but occurs in small numbers on sites in the

Ohio River Valley proper and the Allegheny Valley.

Probable relationships. This type is rather amorphous and appears to cover

a wide range of cultural and temporal differences. It is probably the

local representative of what Griffin (n.d.) has called “Woodland Cord-

marked” and as such is not particularly distinctive. There are definite

similarities in some of the “Mahoning Cordmarked” sherds to the

earlier “Half-Moon Cordmarked” and even greater similarities in form

and decoration to the shell-tempered “Monongahela Cordmarked”. The

type is similar to the sherds described as Hopewellian (Mayer-Oakes,

n.d.a) from the Marietta, Ohio, area, but is different in feel, and

definitely does not have the distinctive stamped decoration technique.

Size of sample. 1103 sherds, including the fabric-impressed, cordwrapped

stick-stamped and punctate varieties.

References. Griffin (n.d.). Mayer-Oakes (n.d.a).

“Mahoning Plain”

(Plate 112)

Paste. Same as “Mahoning Cordmarked”.

Surface finish. Usually well smoothed on both interior and exterior with

occasional evidence of the use of a smoothing tool.
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Decoration. None.
Form
Rim. Slightly flared.

Neck. Slightly constricted.

Lip. Flattened, often L shaped with interior or exterior overhang.

Body. Unknown.
Base. Unknown.
Thickness. Varies from 4 to 10 mm., averaging about 7 mm.
Appendages. Unknown.

Diagnostic features. Paste and surface finish.

Geographic range. Same as “Mahoning Cordmarked”.

Probable relationships. Seems to occur on sites which are Middle Woodland
or Hopewellian in other artifact traits (Mayer-Oakes, 1953a, p. 120) and
is almost identical with the plain sherds from Marietta, Ohio (Mayer-

Oakes, n.d.a).

Size of sample. 143 sherds.

References. Mayer-Oakes (1953a). Mayer-Oakes (n.d.a).

“Mahoning Incised”

(Plate 112)

A tentative type similar in most ways to “Mahoning Plain” but decorated

with incised parallel straight lines. Two of the 12 sherds in the sample show
that the surface was marked with a cordwrapped paddle which was smoothed

over before incising.

“Watson Cordmarked”
(Plate 113)

Plate 113. “Watson Cordmarked” sherds in Carnegie Museum collection
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Paste

Method of manufacture. Coiled. Malleated with a cordwrapped paddle.
Temper., Crushed fragments of limestone which have a tendency to leach

out in acid soil leaving angular holes in the paste. Temper fragments
vary in size up to about eight millimeters in maximum dimension,
and make up from 20 to 50 per cent, of the paste.

Texture. Compact but somewhat contorted and irregular because of shape
of the limestone inclusions. Tends to break with a rough edge but
sometimes along a coil line.

Hardness. Surface hardness ranges from 2.5 to 4.0 with most of the sherds

between 3.0 and 3.5. Core is often softer.

Color. Both surfaces are uniformly a drab yellow-gray or tan with only
slight variation. Core is slightly darker.

Surface finish. Interior surfaces are smoothed, often poorly done with the

fingers. Exteriors are commonly rather deeply imprinted with the mark
of the cordwrapped paddle which has been applied vertically from the

lip down almost to the base.

Decoration. Confined to the lip which is cordmarked, transversely incised or

impressed with the edge of the cordwrapped paddle.

Form
Rim. Straight, a few slightly everted, rarely a slight collar.

Neck. Straight, a few slightly constricted.

Lip. Square to slightly flattened.

Body. Elongated globular.

Base. Rounded ?

Thickness. Varies from 5 to 15 mm., averages about 7 mm.
Appendages. Unknown.

Diagnostic features. Paste, surface finish, rim form, color.

Geographical range. This type is concentrated in the Ohio Valley proper

but is known to occur sparsely in the Monongahela Valley and on late

sites reported from the upper Youghiogheny Valley. Scattered examples

have been found in the lower Allegheny Valley and at one site on the

Mahoning River. It is known to occur in the Marietta, Ohio, area

(Mayer-Oakes, n.d.rt).

Probable relationships. This pottery type appears as a homogeneous unit

with some indication of typological overlap with earlier Half-Moon
types and later Monongahela types. It is definitely post-Adena as

evidenced by its presence in pits which are intrusive into Adena mounds
(Fetzer and Mayer-Oakes, 1951) and is placed between Half-Moon and
Monongahela types in the stratified sequence recovered from the George-

town and Watson sites. It is possible that this type is the basic utilitarian

Middle Woodland pottery for the area. It is quite similar to some of

the limestone-tempered pottery mentioned by Griffin (1945, p. 240-243)

from Ohio Hopewell sites. If this is so, the typological evidence for

development, the stratified evidence from the Georgetown and Watson
sites, and the seriation study all indicate a continuity in ceramics from

an Adena stage through Hopewell and on into the final Mississippi

period.
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The type “Page Cordmarked” (Manson, MacCord and Griffin, 1943)

is probably a late derivative of this type.

Limestone-tempered pottery characterizes the intermediate ceramic

periods in several southern areas (Griffin, 1939; Haag, 1942; Heimlich,

1952; and Lewis and Kneberg, 1946) but the relationship of this material

to the Watson ware has yet to be determined.

Size of sample. 2597 sherds.

References. Fetzer and Mayer-Oakes (1951). Griffin (1939). Griffin (1945).

Haag (1942). Heimlich (1952). Lewis and Kneberg (1946). Manson,
MacCord and Griffin (1943). Mayer-Oakes (n.cl.a). Mayer-Oakes (n.d.d).

“Watson Plain”

(Plate 114)

Plate 114. “Watson Plain” sherds in Carnegie Museum collection

Paste. Same as “Watson Cordmarked”.

Surface pnish. Smoothed.

Decoration. Various appendages applied to the lip.

Form
Rim. Moderately to sharply everted.

Neck. Moderately constricted.

Lip. Flattened and square to rounded.

Body. Elongated globular.

Base. Rounded; one small flat disk base known.
Thickness. Varies from 4 to 12 mm., averaging about 6 mm.
Appendages. Loop handles, mammiform and spout-like lugs, and castella*

tions are the rare forms which appear on this type.

Diagnostic features. Paste, surface finish, appendages.
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Geographic range. At present known from the northern West Virginia

Panhandle area and the upper Youghiogheny area.

Probable relationships. The simple forms of this type are indistinguishable

from the plain limestone-tempered pottery from the Tremper site now
stored at the Ohio State Museum. The thinner sherds and everted rims

with appendages are identical with “Monongahela Plain” except for the

difference in temper. This has been noted at the Speidel site (Mayer-

Oakes, n.d.d) and has been interpreted as signifying the impact of a

new shell-tempered pottery style on the old limestone-tempered style.

Size of sample. 475 sherds.

References. Mayer-Oakes (n.d.d).

“Watson Incised”

In most cases identical with “Watson Plain” except for the addition of

incised lines varying in width from 1 to 5 mm. Patterns usually consist of

parallel rectilinear elements. Several sherds with incised-over-cordmarked

surface have been noted, but they are in the minority. This type is identical

with “Monongahela Incised” except for the difference in tempering material.

“Yock Punctate”

A tentative type included on the seriation chart since it appears to have a

significant distribution. It is as yet little known. The pottery is essentially

“Watson Plain,” decorated with punctations, but it is recorded only from

the upper Youghiogheny Valley.

“Monongahela Cordmarked”

(Plate 115)

Paste

Method of manufacture. Coiled. Malleated with a cordwrapped paddle.

Temper. Moderate to finely crushed shell particles under 2 mm. in

diameter composing 10 to 30 per cent, of the paste.

Texture. Finely laminated, parallel to vessel walls.

Hardness. 2.5 to 3.5.

Color. Surfaces are predominantly dark, but exteriors range from buff to

black. Core is usually black; majority of inner surfaces gray to black.

Surface pnish. Interior surfaces are usually well smoothed. Exterior surfaces

have been roughened by the impressions of a cordwrapped paddle; these

impressions are partly obliterated on 30 to 50 per cent, of the sherds.

On about 90 per cent, of the sherds, the impressions meet the lip at an

oblique angle.

Decoration. Confined to the lip and adjacent lower rim area. Lips are

incised transversely or obliquely, or indented with the edge of the cord-

wrapped paddle or in some cases, a cordwrapped stick. Some lips also

show cordmarking or punctation, with infrequent addition of pointed

or rounded castellations.
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Plate 115. “Monongahela Cordmarked” sherds in Carnegie Museum
collection
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Form
Rim. Straight to slightly outflaring.

Neck. Slightly constricted.

Lip. Square to rounded; sometimes flattened or beveled.

Body. Elongated globular jar; bowl forms also known, but rare.

Base. Rounded.
Thickness. Ranges from 5 to 9 mm.
Appendages. Lugs and strap or loop handles are rare.

Diagnostic features. Paste, surface finish, rim form.

Geographical range. Entire Monongahela drainage, except extreme upper

reaches in West Virginia; lower Allegheny Valley, with outliers in the

upper reaches; Ohio Valley proper (with outliers in the Shenango

Valley) down to the Marietta, Ohio, area where the type overlaps with

the Eort Ancient type, “Clover Cordmarked’’. There are peripheral sites

in the upper Potomac drainage, where Griffin has defined “Keyser Cord-

marked,” a geographic variant of this type.

Probable relationships. This pottery type is the basic and most common
shell-tempered type in the Upper Ohio Valley. It is the most common
member of the “Monyock” ware and apparently covers the longest span

of occupation of any member of this ware. What are thought to be the

earliest forms of this type show some similarities to the simple “Wood-
land Cordmarked” which is known to be present in Middle Woodland
times. More specific shape, texture, and surface treatment similarities

tie this type to the “Watson Cordmarked” type. Closest similarities are

to early Fort Ancient types such as “Baum Cordmarked”. The latest

influences on this type appear to come from two different directions—the

Iroquois area via the Susquehanna and Potomac drainages and the

eastern Fort Ancient area via the Clover complex and the Ohio Valley.

Size of sample. 15,207 sherds.

References. Butler (1939, 1947). Cresson (n.d.). Engberg (1930, 1931).

Manson, MacCord and Griffin (1943). Mayer-Oakes (n.d.c).

“Monongahela Plain”

(Plate 116)

Paste. Same as “Monongahela Cordmarked”.

Surface pnish. Both exterior and interior have been smoothed to a plain

surface.

Decoration. Confined to the lip and rim area and consisting of longitudinal

incising on the lip and the addition of castellations, spout-like lip

notches and mammiform lugs.

Form
Rim. Moderately to sharply everted.

Neck. Moderately constricted.

Lip. Square; sometimes rounded.

Body. Elongated globular jar, sometimes with slightly carinated shoulder;

water bottle and shallow bowl forms are known.
Base. Rounded.
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Plate 116. “Monongahela Plain” sherds in Carnegie Museum collection

Thickness. Ranges from 4 to 8 mm.
Appendages. Pointed or rounded castellatioiis, lip notches, rounded or

mammiform lugs.

Diagnostic features. Paste, surface finish, rim forms, appendages.

Geographical range. This type appears to be concentrated in two areas—

the northern West Virginia Panhandle and the middle Monongahela
Valley.

Probable relationships. This pottery type is one of the most puzzling of all

discussed in this report. It is most popular early in the Monongahela
period according to the seriation study and is very similar to the lime-

stone tempered “Watson Plain” sherds. It appears to be the local

representative of the widespread “Mississippi Plain” but has a definite

local flavor which is best expressed in shape of vessel. A few vessels

(Plates 60, “A” and 61, “A”) do appear to be copies of “Middle Missis-

sippi” pots but these items are quite rare.

Size of sample. 5025 sherds.

References. Mayer-Oakes (n.d.d).

“Monongahela Incised”

(Plate 117)

Identical with “Monongahela Plain” except for the addition of incised

lines which vary in width from 1 to 10 mm. Patterns usually consist of

parallel lines which are always rectilinear. (The two curvilinear incised

sherds listed in Table 6 fit together to make a portion of a curvilinear

guilloche design and they probably represent a Fort Ancient trade pot from

the central Ohio Valley.) This type seems to be correlated in distribution
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Plate 117. “Monongahela Incised” sherds in Carnegie Museum collection

with “Monongahela Plain” and, like it, is quite different from most other

shell-tempered pottery in the northeast. The incising technique is not very

much like the Fort Ancient types but the narrow line incising is similar to

‘‘Feurt Incised” while the broader incising is more reminiscent of ‘‘Baum

Incised” or ‘‘Anderson Incised”. The type is similar to the tentative ‘‘McFate

Incised,” though the latter has incising characteristically applied over

cordmarking.

“Monongahela Punctate”

(Plate 118)

Identical with ‘‘Monongahela Plain” except for the presence of broad

shallow punctates on the lower rim or possibly on the body. There is some
evidence that these punctates often accompany the incised decoration as a

bordering row. This type is a minor stylistic variation on the general plain

surface theme.

“Scarem Plain”

(Plate 119)

Paste

Method of manufacture. Modeled (often crudely) from a single lump of

clay.

Temper. Rarely any. Some suggestion of very small amounts of finely

crushed shell; gritty hematite inclusions in the natural clay are often

apparent. Temper makes up from 0 to 15 per cent, of the paste.

Texture. Irregular and contorted.

Hardness. 1.5 to 2.5.
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Plate 118 “Monongahela Punctate” sherds in Carnegie Museum collection

Color. Surfaces are predominantly light reddish brown; core is rarely

darker.

Surface finish. Interior surfaces are irregular, showing finger impressions.

Exterior is fairly well smoothed with some examples showing horizontal

roughening in the neck area.

Decoration. Confined to transverse indentations of the lip.

Form
Rim., Moderately outflaring.

Neck. Moderate constriction in most cases.

Lip. Slightly pointed or beveled.

Body. Small globular jar or bowl.

Base. Rounded.
Thickness. 2 to 5 mm.
Appendages. Unknown.
Size of vessel. Height, 3 to 6 cm.; mouth diameter, 2 to 4 cm.

Diagnostic features. Paste, surface finish, size.

Geographical range. Monongahela drainage and Raccoon Creek Valley.

Probable relationships. This type seems to be related in its distribution to

“Monongahela Cordmarked” but may not cover so long a span of time

or so wide a geographic area. It is apparently made in imitation of

these larger vessels. Very similar sherds, some of which have been

marked with a cordwrapped paddle and are from slightly larger vessels,

appear on sites in the middle Monongahela Valley. These “Scarem

Plain” vessels perhaps represent items made by or for children as they

have been found associated with juvenile burials.
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Plate 119. “Scarem Plain” sherds in Carnegie Museum collection
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Size of sample. 79 sherds.

References. Engberg (1930, Plate VIII, 1 and 2). Mayer-Oakes (n.d.e).

Tentative Types

“Josephtown Cordmarked” and “Josephtown Plain” are recognizably

different units of the Half-Moon ware which occur at only one site and for

the time being are considered variants of the pertinent Half-Moon ware

types. The paste characteristics of these two types are the same and are the

distinctive feature which prompts their suggestion as separate types.

“Legionville Fabric-impressed” is a variant of “Half-Moon Cordmarked”

characterized by interior marking with a plain plaited fabric. It is restricted

in distribution to the Legionville site, 36Bv32.

“Bolinger Striated” is a variant of “Half-Moon Cordmarked” characterized

by interior roughening in parallel grooves or striations. It is restricted in

distribution to the Bolinger site, 36Lr21.

“Wellsburg Simple Stamped” (Plate 120) is a very distinctive shell-

tempered pottery type which occurs rarely in the Upper Ohio Valley and
adjacent areas. Although Carnegie Museum’s sample consists of only 48

Plate 120. “Wellsburg Simple Stamped” rim and body sherds in Carnegie
Museum collection

sherds, I have seen at least 150 additional sherds of this type from the area.

A complete vessel of the type from the Parson’s site (46Ms61) in Mason
County, W. Va., is illustrated on Plate 103, “B”. The site where sherds of

the type occur in abundance is 46Br2 which is located on the north edge of

Wellsburg, W. Va. Walter Singer of Wellsburg has a representative collec-

tion from the site, and donated rim and body sherds to Carnegie Museum.
This type is also present at the McKees Rocks mound village site (36A116)
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but some of the typical rims, with pinched or filleted rimstrip added, have

a cordmarked surface treatment instead of the simple stamping. Sherds

which I have examined in the Ohio State Museum from several sites of the

Whittlesey focus in northeastern Ohio are of this type, as are the materials

from the Chautauqua County, N. Y. site mentioned above. The closest

published type appears to be “Madisonville Grooved-Paddled” mentioned by

Griffin (1943a, p. 349). The surface was roughened by paddling with a

wooden paddle which had been grooved by carving, or wrapped with strips

of thong. The technique was very much like cordmarking; in fact, the term

“simple stamping” should logically include both media. Since cordmarking

is hrmly entrenched in the literature we will thus imply, by use of the term

“simple stamp”, only the grooved or thong-wrapped paddle method outlined

above.

“McFate Incised” is a variety of the “Monyock” ware which occurs

primarily in the upper Allegheny drainage and is best known from the

McFate and Westfield sites. While the cordmarked, shell-tempered pottery

at these sites can be described as “Monongahela Cordmarked”, the incised

material differs from “Monongahela Incised” in the overall surface treatment.

In the latter, the design is placed on a smoothed plain surface while at McFate
and Westfield the design is most often placed over a cordmarked surface.

This is the primary difference between the two incised types but differences

in motif are discernible, and can be demonstrated in future studies.
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Interpretive summary

In the preceding sections we have presented the basic description and

interpretation essential to an understanding of the present data for Upper

Ohio archeology. (Similar descriptive summaries of lesser scope have been

prepared as term papers by Hayes, n.d.a and n.d.5.) In this last section we

draw the main threads of these data together for the entire area with em-

phasis on interpretation and significance of the observed facts,

EARLY HUNTER EPOCH

This first unit of time for which we have any direct evidence is the

longest but least known of all. While it is entirely possible that men were

living in the New World prior to the end of the latest glacial advance

(Krieger, 1953) there is as yet no evidence for this from the Upper Ohio

Valley.

The understanding of the archeology of this epoch in the eastern United

States has been greatly advanced by the recent publication of several site

reports—Byers (1954), McCary (1951), Ritchie (1953) and Witthoft (1952a).

Although it is as yet possible to date this material only by technological

and typological factors, the similarities to various definitely early units

indicate that it is only a matter of time before stratigraphic, paleontological,

geological or carbon- 14 dates will confirm the existence of Paleo-Indian

hunters in the east during the period 8000-6000 B.C. The major types of

artifacts which represent this epoch in the eastern United States are shown

in the summary drawings. Fig. 18. All but the fluted point are adapted

from drawings by Witthoft.

Our study of this epoch has been restricted to a recording of the distri-

bution of the fluted points. This information has been included in the

present paper and will provide the basis for future studies of the Paleo-

Indian in the Upper Ohio Valley. It represents the major evidence for the

early hunters who were probably the first humans in the area. Fluted

projectile points from the area appear to be concentrated in the Allegheny

Valley but this concentration may be more apparent than real.

In conjunction with our study of distribution of fluted points, we have

recorded certain sites and areas (particularly in the Mahoning and Shenango

basins) which produce scrapers and lanceolate points, which are similar to

late Paleo-Indian lithic complexes in the mid-west. My suggestion is that

these materials correspond to what has been called “Yuma” in the west and

represent, for the Upper Ohio Valley, a step between the fluted point

complex and the early Archaic shell-heap units.
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D E
Fig. 18. Typical artifacts of the Early Hunter Epoch

A, Fluted projectile point. B, Side scraper. C, End scraper. D, Graver.

E, Flake knife (0.6 natural size).
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ARCHAIC EPOCH

The nomadic people of the Early Hunter Epoch were few in number
and left very little archeological evidence of their occupation. They were

probably well scattered and their camps must have been very temporary

affairs. As time went on these people developed various regional adapta-

tions to environment and, perhaps with influence from Asiatic migrations,

began to use ground-stone woodworking tools. Whatever the reason or

influence, it is clear that some of the early Archaic people discovered the

assured food supplies contained in mussel shoals along the major streams.

A shift in economy from one primarily dependent on hunting to one

depending upon collecting fish and shellfish took place and with it a change

from a nomadic to a semi-settled way of life. Camps established near the

mussel shoals were occupied for long enough periods of time to build up
small deposits of refuse, especially discarded mussel shells. (See Eig. 19-20.)

In the Upper Ohio Valley, sites of this type have been recorded and

described as members of the Panhandle Archaic complex. Small, thinly

deposited shell heaps situated on bluffs or high ridges near the mussel shoals

are characteristic. The site locations are unusually high above the Ohio
River and often a type of place not likely to be used by later groups. This

choice of site location may indicate a relationship with the habits of the

preceding hunting stage when such a vantage point was often selected as

an ideal camp site. The paucity of deposits and the specific similarities

of projectile points (“Steubenville Stemmed” and “Steubenville Lanceo-

late”) to a largely hypothetical Late Paleo-Indian (Krieger, 1950) period,

may indicate the early nature of this Archaic complex. It is possible that

the Panhandle material represents the earliest stage of the Ohio Valley

Archaic recently summarized by Webb (1952). It is likely, however, that

the longer period of occupation of the Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama
shell mounds reflects primarily the ecological differences which favored the

formation of mussel shoals and near-by camps in the southern area. With
this in mind it is also possible to make the alternative interpretation that

the Panhandle Archaic is a development peripheral to and perhaps later

than the general southeastern shell mound Archaic.

The Panhandle complex is too little known at present for a definitive

answer to the above problems. Erom what we do know it seems likely that

within the complex a span of development can be worked out with intensive

study. The East Steubenville site (46Br31), for instance, may be an early

stage since the projectile points from the site link best with a late Paleo-

Indian period and the ground-stone inventory does not include the banner-

stone. Other sites, such as Globe Hill (46Hk34-l), have a greater variety

of points, the bannerstone and a more diverse ground-stone complex

including the beveled adz which may indicate contacts with northern cul-

tures such as Lamoka and Laurentian (Ritchie, 1944). The Globe Hill

site was excavated during 1953 (Mayer-Oakes, n.d. g) and will be reported

in the near future.
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In general, the Panhandle complex has chipped-stone similarities to the

southern Archaic units but ground-stone relationships are northern. The
grooved adz, a trait that characterizes the Panhandle materials, is a very

distinctive tool and with further study may prove to be a good time marker.

There is variation in the form of this artifact—two types of poll are recog-

nized and there is variation not only in size but also in quality of manu-
facture. Some indication of development is given by unusual examples

found on later sites such as at 460h7 and 36In2. At present, however, there

are only 26 grooved adzes of known Upper Ohio Valley provenience in

our records.

Various artifacts from the East Steubenville site have been used to illus-

trate the Panhandle Archaic complex shown in Fig. 19 and 20.

Fig. 19. Typical artifacts of the Archaic Epoch as known from the

Panhandle Archaic complex

A, Antler conical drift. B, Antler cylindrical drift. C, Antler projectile

point. D, Notched bone splinter awl. E, Bone joint awl. F, Bone splinter

awl. G, Perforated, stemmed bone point. H, Split and perforated cylindrical

bone awl. I, Cut, polished and perforated bear jaw. J, Cylindrical bone
bead. K, “Steubenville Stemmed” chert projectile point. L, “Steubenville

Lanceolate” chert projectile point. M, Side-notched chert projectile point.

N, Leaf-shaped blank of chert. O, Straight chert drill. P, Expanded-base
chert drill (0.6 natural size).
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The other ArcJiaic units mentioned in previous sections need much
additional work before they are as well understood as the shell-heap com-

plex. The Upper Mahoning Valley units may be related to the Panhandle

but most pre-ceramic sites in the northern section relate to the little-known

Laurentian varieties of western New York. Artifacts from 36Grll at Waynes-

burg College are also somewhat Laurentian in character but the Garrett

County, Md., complex seems to be an entirely different unit more closely

related to material from the Piedmont and coastal regions.

Fig. 20. Typical artifacts of the Archaic Epoch as known
from the Panhandle Archaic complex

A. Bi-pitted anvil stone. B. Notched pebble net sinker. C, Three-quarter

grooved adz with pointed poll. D, Hammerstone. E, Crescent-shaped ban-

nerstone. F, Shell heap location near shoals but up steep incline in nearly

inaccessible location (A-E 0.6 natural size).
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CERAMIC EPOCH

Early Woodland period. There is as yet no very definite evidence for

carry-overs from the Archaic into Early Woodland. Some of the stemmed
projectile points which appear on Early Woodland camp sites look as if

they could be developments from the “Steubenville Stemmed” point, and the

celt and %-grooved ax may be link traits but there is little direct or strati-

graphic evidence.'v{See Eig. 21-22.)

Pottery and burial mounds characterize the Early Woodland materials

and the origin of both these features poses many tough problems. Similarities

in mound structure and especially in associated artifacts indicate the basic

relationship to Adena complexes from farther down the Ohio Valley. Among
Adena mounds in the Upper Ohio Valley there is enough variation to

suggest possible sequences although it has been generally assumed that

all these sites are late.

Except for the Ohio and Monongahela valleys, Early Woodland sites are

more likely to be camps or villages than burial mounds, and one of the

most distinctive artifacts representing this period is Half-Moon ware pottery

which has been described and defined above.

This ware includes a fairly wide range of variation and may be more
reasonably broken clown into smaller units when future research produces

more adequate samples of it with fuller context. For the present, however,

the important features about this pottery are the similarity of its cruder

varieties to the “Fayette Thick” type and the similarities to the type

“Vinette I.” Both these types have been defined on the basis of rather

limited samples, although “Vinette I” is perhaps better known. It is gener-

ally assumed that they are both but regional variations on the same basic

idea. “Vinette I” is definitely the earliest pottery in New York (Ritchie,

1951) while “Fayette Thick” is found on Adena sites and is presumably

the earliest pottery in the central Ohio Valley (Griffin, 1945).

Fig. 21. Typical artifacts of the Ceramic Ejjoch, Early Woodland period

A, Antler flaking tool. B, Conical antler projectile point. C, Long antler

flaking tool. D, Bone gouge. E, Perforated bone fragment. F, Cannon bone
awl. G, Scapula bone awl. H, Copper reel-shaped gorget. I, Copper sheath

for wooden imitation bear tusk. J, Long cylindrical rolled copper bead.
K, Short cylindrical rolled copper bead. L, Tubular shell bead from conch
columnella. M, Marginella shell bead. N, Marine shell disk bead. O, Leaf-

shaped chert cache blade. P, Stemmed chert cache blade. Q, Stemmed chert

projectile point. R, “Forest Notched” chert projectile point. S, Stemmed
chert drill. T, Three-quarter grooved ax. U, Sandstone abrader. V, Pol-

ished hematite hemisphere. W, Polished hematite truncated cone. X, Exca-
vated boatstone. Y, Small hematite celt. Z, Pop-eyed birdstone. A^, Polished
stone celt. (I and L-N are 0.6 natural size; others are 0.35 natural size).
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“Half-Moon Cordmarked” is most similar to “Fayette Thick” although

it has a wider range of thickness, interior surface finish, and type of

tempering. It seems doubtful to me that thickness is a good feature to

select as a constant in pottery types, especially since this often varies between

the rim and base of the same vessel. It thus looks as if our type “Half-Moon
Cordmarked” contains the variations to be expected within “Fayette Thick”

plus a few others plus an incipient as well as a developed version of

“Vinette I.” We are caught right in the middle, both typologically and
geographically!

Until we have more samples from the Upper Ohio Valley and can work
out a reasonable scheme in collaboration with other students actively

interested in Early Woodland pottery, our main dependence will be upon
the more general category (the ware), and a type which includes many
variations.

From stratified evidence at several sites (46Br29, 46Hk34, 36Bv29, 36Bv9,

and 36A12) “Half-Moon Cordmarked” is definitely associated with Adena
mounds and is the earliest unit in our pottery sequence. This fact, plus

the form features such as lugs and flat bases which link the vessels with

soapstone pots, makes it very likely that we have here a development leading

up from the earliest pottery made in the area.

The items illustrated in Fig. 21 and 22 have been selected from various

sites and collections. Fig. 21, “A”-“G”, “I”, “Q”, “R”, and “W”,
and Fig. 22, “A” are from the McKees Rocks mound. Fig. 21, “H”, “J”, “K”,

“O”, “P” “S”-“Z”, “A^”, and Fig. 22, “B”-“E” are from the Natrium
mound. “F”, “G”, and “I”-“K” of Fig. 22 are from 36Bv32 and “H” is from
an unknown site in Allegheny County.

Fig. 22. Typical artifacts of the Ceramic Epoch, Early Woodland period

A, Banded slate reel-shaped gorget. B, Modified tubular pipe of fireclay.

C, Blocked-end tubular pipe of fireclay. D, Slate pendant. E, Semi-keeled

sandstone gorget. F, Reconstruction of “Half-Moon Cordmarked” jar.

G, Cross-section of “Half-Moon Cordmarked” sherd with lug. H, “Half-

Moon Cordmarked” conical base. I, “Half-Moon Cordmarked” flat base.

J, Interior of “Half-Moon Cordmarked” to show impressions of plain plaited

fabric. K, Exterior of “Half-Moon Cordmarked” to show indistinct im-

pressions. L, Cross-section of typical Adena burial mound. (J and K are

0.6 natural size, F is 0.14 natural size; A-E, G-I are 0.35 natural size.)
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Middle Woodland period. In many ways we can talk about this period

only from evidence in the Beaver and Allegheny valleys. In these areas the

most of the distinctive artifacts and most of the definite burial structures

have been recorded. This general northern distribution may indicate that

contacts between New York Hopewellian and Ohio Hopewellian groups

occurred primarily in a broad arc stretching across the northern part

of the Upper Ohio Valley rather than up the Ohio drainage lines. (See Fig.

23-24.)

At the same time, we have definite slight indications of the Middle

Woodland period from almost every part of the area. The distinctive

cache blades, flake knives, well made projectile points (including the “Rac-

coon Notched”) and use of Flint Ridge material occur at scattered locations

but seem to center in the area about the mouth of the Beaver River. The
almost total absence of distinctive Hopewellian pottery is surprising. It is

lacking, with rare exceptions, even in the classic Hopewell mounds in the

Allegheny Valley!

We do find, however, a simple cordmarked utilitarian pottery (“Watson

Cordmarked”) which fills the gap between the Early Woodland and the

Mississippi periods. This pottery is associated with a crude stone-and-earth

burial structure at the type site and here and elsewhere it is associated with

other Middle Woodland artifacts.

Both stratigraphic excavations and the pottery seriation indicate a devel-

opment in the Watson ware from a time when it was heavily influenced

by the Half-Moon ware until it apparently loses its identity by becoming
“Monongahela Plain”. This argues for a period of continual internal

development with little outside contact (at least as reflected in pottery)

until the time when pottery changes radically with the advent of shell

tempering.

It is in the northern part of the Upper Ohio Valley that definite Ohio
Hopewell influences are most apparent and the Allegheny Valley above the

mouth of Brokenstraw Creek is the only important center of Hopewellian

occupation now known for the whole area.

Fig. 23. Typical artifacts of the Ceramic Epoch, Middle Woodland period

A, B and C, Well made Flint Ridge cache blades (B is the most common
form). D, Crude chert cache blade. E, Flint Ridge flake knife. F, Chert
corner-notched point. G, Chert side-notched point. H, “Raccoon Notched”
point of flint. I, Roughly notched chert point. J, Chert drill. K, Rolled
coj)per cylindrical bead. L, Drilled copper spherical bead. M, Copper
crescent. N, Copper ear spool. O, Double-pointed copper awl. P, Copper
hemisphere. Q, Copper-covered button. R, Copper celt. S, T and U, Cut
mica. V, Silver panpipe band. W and X, Banded slate two-hole gorgets.

Y, Z and A^, Banded slate pendants. B^, Polished hematite truncated cone.

Cb Sawed and perforated soapstone vessel sherd. (M, S, T, U, W, X, Y, Z
and are 0.22 natural size; others are 0.35 natural size.)
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The drawings in Fig. 23 and 24 illustrate the distinctive items associated

with this period. These representative examples have been gathered from
various sources. In Fig. 23, “D”, “F”, “G”, “I”, “J”, “Q”, “S”, “U”, “V”, and
“A^” from Carpenter (n.d.); “A”-“C”, “E”, “H” and “L” from Carnegie

Museum specimens; “P” from 33Tr5; “K”, “T”, “W”-“Z” and “C^” from
36Lr5; “M” from 36Fol; “R” from 460h21; and “N”, “O”, “V”, are

based on Carpenter’s description. In Fig. 24, “A”-“E” are from Carnegie
Museum specimens; “G” and “H” are from Marietta, Ohio; are

from Carpenter (n.d.); and “F” is a reconstruction of a sherd from Beech
Bottom, W. Va.

Fig. 24. Typical artifacts of the Ceramic Epoch, Middle Woodland period

A, Plain adz. B, Celt. C, Notched pebble net-sinker. D, Exterior cord-

marking on “Half-Moon Cordmarked” rim sherd. E, Interior cordmarking
on “Half-Moon Cordmarked” rim sherd. F, Example of cross-hatched rim,

zone-decorated middle Hopewell sherd. G, Dentate stamped sherd. H,
Rocker stamped sherd. I, “Woodland Cordmarked” jar from Sugar Run
site. J, “Woodland Cordmarked” bowl from Sugar Run site. K, Pottery

elbow pipe from Sugar Run site. L, Pottery platform pipe from Sugar
Run site. M, Stone mound. N, Slab cist grave under mound. O, Rock-
covered grave. P, Extended burial. Q, Bundle burial. R, Flexed burial.

S, Cremated burial. (D-H are 0.6 natural size; A, B, C, K and L are 0.35

natural size; I and J are 0.22 natural size.)
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Late Prehistoric period. The Woodland materials from this period are

so few and so scattered that they have not been included in any graphic

summary. “Mahoning Cordmarked” pottery appears as the best candidate

for Late Woodland material but little is known of the artifacts associated

with it. In the upper Allegheny Valley there are definite Owasco units but

they appear on multi-component sites and as thin occupations. More work
on this unit must be accomplished prior to successful preliminary definition.

There are also prehistoric Iroquoian components in this area which are

almost as poorly known. Guthe’s forthcoming work on the Westfield site

should help to solve this tangled problem. (See Fig. 25-28.)

Overshadowing all other cultural units during the Late Prehistoric period

is the Monongahela complex, representing a northward thrust of Mississippi

culture. Monongahela is a distinctive up-river “cousin” of Fort Ancient

which itself is apparently the central Ohio Valley expression of Middle

Mississippi culture. While the pottery seriation indicates a fairly lengthy

development for the Monongahela complex, it was always a village economy
based on intensive agriculture. The core of this complex was probably im-

ported into the area early in Late Prehistoric times. A period of local

development which saw the acculturation of the resident late Middle Wood-
land group continued up through the early Historic period. During the

prehistoric Monongahela development there were evidently trading and
military contacts with the Shenks Ferry and Owasco groups in central

Pennsylvania as well as with the inhabitants of the Potomac Valley.

Fig. 25. Typical artifacts of the Ceramic Epoch, Late Prehistoric period

The Monongahela complex

A, Conical antler projectile point. B, Cylindrical antler drift. C, Antler

flaker. D, Antler hoe. E and F, Bone spatulate pins. G, Bone grooved pin.

H, Deer ulna awl. I, Turkey joint awl. J, Splinter awl. K, Bird bone beads.

L, Deer bone bead. M, Bone fish-hook. N, Bone triangular projectile point.

O, Turtle shell cup. P, Grooved tooth pendant. Q, Perforated canine tooth.

R, Bone flute. S, Perforated imitation elk canine. T, Perforated turkey

digit. U, Perforated deer toe. V, Cannon bone beamer. W, Bone chisel.

X, Cannel coal pendants, imitation bear canines. Y, Cannel coal pendants,

imitation elk canines. Z, Scarem type triangular chert projectile point.

A^, Speidel type triangular chert projectile point. B^, Equilateral Monon-
gahela triangular chert projectile points. (V is 0.3 natural size; others are

0.35 natural size.)
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Details of the Monongahela development are only beginning to be

worked out but three time units can definitely be recognized. Early Monon-
gahela is characterized by an abundance of “Monongahela Plain” and
“Monongahela Incised” pottery, the gradual disappearance of Watson ware

pottery, “Monyock Plain” pipes and possibly some rectangular houses. The
middle Monongahela period sees the returning popularity of both “Monon-
gahela Cordmarked” pottery and “Monyock Cord-impressed” pipes and the

use of circular or oval houses inside an oval stockade. Late or Historic

Monongahela is the third and final stage.

The abundance and relative richness of Monongahela sites imply that

these people were probably the most numerous single group of Indians ever

to live in the Upper Ohio Valley. The general excellence of pottery and
other artifacts, control over environment and creation of leisure time

indicate that the Monongahela villagers had reached a high level of adjust-

ment to their natural surroundings. The use of stockades and choice of

defensive locations for villages probably mean that there were many mili-

tary contacts with outsiders and quite a few burials do indeed indicate

violent death by arrow wounds.

While these people settled primarily in the area drained by the lower

and middle Monongahela River, some settlements are known from the

Ohio Valley proper and outlying villages occur in the Shenango and upper
Allegheny valleys. Some of the Whittlesey focus sites are characterized by

minor amounts of Monongahela pottery. “Monongahela Cordmarked” is

also found on sites in the Shenandoah and Potomac valleys, most often as

trade material but perhaps as components in several instances. This is not

entirely unexpected since one source of inspiration for the characteristic

“Monyock Cord-impressed” pottery pipe is probably the well made roulette

decorated pipe of the tide-water area. Other sources of inspiration lie in

the central Pennsylvania Owasco and Shenks Ferry units but there is

perhaps better evidence for a development of the pipe form and decoration

technique right in the Upper Ohio Valley! The typological sequence runs

Fig. 26. Typical artifacts of the Ceramic Epoch, Late Prehistoric period

The Monongahela complex

A, Long cylindrical bead of marine conch columnella. B, Marginella shell

bead. C, Large and small disk shell beads. D, Imitation elk canine shell

pendant. E, Polished stone celt. F, Rough sandstone discoidal. G, Polished

and perforated bi-concave discoidal. H, Sandstone abrader. I, Stone elbow
pipe. J, Stone vasiform pipe. K, Stone claw-shaped pipe. L, Stone elbow
pipe (semi-platform). M, Stone bird efhgy pipe. N and O, “Monyock Cord-
impressed” pottery pipe (compound form). P, Q and R, “Monyock Cord-
impressed” pottery pipe (simple form). S, “Monyock Cord-impressed” pot-

tery pipe (bird effigy form). T, “Monyock Cord-impressed” pottery pipe

(tubular form). U, V and W, “Monyock Plain” pottery pipes. X, Pottery

pipe with shape of “Speidel Plain” but with punctate decoration. (All are

0.35 natural size.)
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from a crude tubular pottery pipe with cordwrapped stick impressions

through a slightly bent elbow pipe with finer cordwrapped implement

impressions on both bowl and stem up to the standard “Monyock Cord-

impressed” form which does appear in small quantities in early Monon-
gahela.

There is some contradictory evidence for a discussion of Monongahela
origins. The pottery seriation naturally tends to show a continuity with

previous units, especially the Watson ware. Analysis of “Monongahela
Plain” and “Watson Plain” at the Speidel site of the early Monongahela
period indicates a probable mixing of contemporary pottery styles. This

suggestion is reinforced by the finding here of sherds with both shell and
limestone temper, since these tempering materials are usually restricted to

different pottery types. When shell-tempered pottery first comes in, a small

proportion of it is radically different (plain or incised surface, and unusual

appendages). However, most of it is a simple jar, version of “Monongahela
Cordmarked” with plain lip, which is almost identical in form with the

earlier “Watson Cordmarked” which it supplants, but imitates. After a time

in which “Monongahela Plain” reaches a peak of popularity, “Monongahela
Cordmarked” comes back into style with a wide variety of lip decorations.

The position that the W.P.A. sites reported by Cresson should play is

still a question. Because most of the sites he reports produce limestone-

tempered pottery, we have assumed that all of Cresson’s grit-tempered is

tempered with crushed limestone; therefore these sites form a block of late

Watson and early Monongahela sites on the seriation chart. There is a cer-

tain degree of possibility that our assumption is not justified. To prove its

correctness, however, will take much more work in that area.

It is interesting to speculate on the origin of the heeled “Monyock Plain”

pipe. It looks very much like what might result from the shortening of

a platform pipe such as evidently occurred at the Sugar Run site (Fig. 24,

“L”-“K”).

Artifacts characteristic of Monongahela culture are illustrated in Fig. 25-28.

Items in Fig. 25 are primarily from 460h7. Exceptions are “C” from

4601i6, “D” from 46Br2, “L” from 36In2, “M” from 18Ga23, “N” from

36Wh22, “O” from Engberg (1930), “R” from 46Cb40, “V” from 46Br2,

and “Z” from 36Wh22.

Fig. 27. Pottery vessel forms of the Ceramic Epoch, Late Prehistoric period

The Monongahela complex

A and B, “Monongahela Plain” bottles. C, “Monongahela Plain” bowl.
D to G, “Monongahela Plain” jars. H, “Monongahela Cordmarked” bottle.

I-N, “Monongahela Cordmarked” jars. O, “McFate Incised” jar. P and Q,
“Monongahela Incised” jars. R, “McFate Incised” vertical compound jar.

S, T and U, “Monongahela Punctate” jars. V, “Scarem Plain” bowl. W,
“Scarem Plain” jar. (All are 0.16 natural size.)
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Specimens in Fig. 26 come from the following locations. “E”-“G”,

“I” and “N” from 460h7, “D” and “L” from Butler (1939), “H” from 46Cb40,

“J” and “M” from Engberg (1930, 1931), “K”, “O” and “T” from Carnegie
Museum collection, “P”, “R”, “V” and “X” from the collection in the

museum at Waynesburg College, “S” from 36Wh22, “Q” from 36Sol and
“W” from Cresson (n.d.).

Fig. 28. Typical structures of the Ceramic Epoch, Late Prehistoric period

The Monongahela complex

A, Reconstruction of a Middle Monongahela stockaded village. B, Ground
plan of W.P.A. excavation of the Powell site no. 2 (36Soll). C, Floor plan
of house 53 in W.P.A. excavation of Reckner site (36So7). D, Typical burial

pit with flexed adult skeleton.
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Historic period. A fair amount of historical research and writing con-

cerned with the 18th century Indian groups of the area has been ac-

complished. General studies include Donehoo (1928), Sipe (1927, 1931),

McKnight (n.cl.) and Morgan (n.d.) Specific study of Indian trails has been

done by Elkin (1940) and Wallace (1952), while the work of Swauger (1949)

is the only intensive research on one particular late historic group. (See Fig.

29-30.)

The best known archeological unit representing the Historic period is

the Historic Monongahela complex. Sites near Waynesburg, Pa., have

been described as of the Monongahela type but with some artifact distinctive-

ness, especially a greater variety in forms of pottery vessels and the presence

of small quantities of European manufactured goods. The fullness of the

native complex plus the relatively and absolutely small amount of European
material indicate that the unit flourished during the early part of the

Historic period.

Most of the native artifact traits are directly derived from prehistoric

Monongahela, but influences from the Clover complex farther down the

Ohio River are apparent in pottery and bone work. Most traits involving

European-made items are shared with Clover, but Historic Monongahela

also reflects contacts with Iroquoian groups, specifically the Susquehannock

(Cadzow, 1936, Plates 39,40,43,83 and 88). The presence of a few “Monon-
gahela Cordmarked” sherds at the Eschelman site which is considered by

Witthoft (19525) to be Susquehannock dating around 1650, may give an

indication of the range of time of Historic Monongahela. This same

pottery is found on the Herriot farm site, a Susquehannock village of

the same time in West Virginia. Traits which occur at both the Herriot

farm and on historic Monongahela sites are copper or brass spirals, cones

and beads; spherical blue glass beads; “Monongahela Cordmarked” pottery

and shoe-shaped bear-molar pendants.

The dating of this Historic Monongahela complex is somewhat confused

by its similarities to the Clover material which may date towards the end
of the 17th century. It seems likely, however, that Historic Monongahela
existed for a span of at least 30-50 years sometime between A.D. 1600 and

1700, judging by cross-ties, especially with Susquehannock sites.

Fig. 29. Pottery vessel forms of the Ceramic Epoch, Early Historic period

A, Plain jars from the East 28th Street site. B, Incised jars from the East

28th Street site. C, Punctate jars from the East 28th Street site. D, “Monon-
gahela Plain” bottle. E, “Monongahela Plain” bowls. F, “Monongahela
Cordmarked” plate. G, “Monongahela Cordmarked” bowls. H, “Mononga-
hela Cordmarked” jars. (A, B and C are 0.22 natural size; D to H are 0.16

natural size.)
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Another early Historic complex from the area is known from the East

28th Street site in Erie, Pa. This material probably represents the last

Erie Indian occupation of the region. Some indication of Seneca occupation

of the upper Allegheny is recognized, but most documented sites are at a

much later period.

The latest historic Indian occupation known is at the site of Pymatuning

town, a Delaware village. No artifactual information is yet available from

this site, but it is definitely located and documented in historic written

records.

Forms of pottery vessels from early historic complexes are shown in Fig. 29,

while various distinctive Historic Monongahela artifacts appear in Fig. 30.

A schematic interpretation of the time, space and cultural relationships

of various units is presented in Table 7.

Several interesting aspects of Upper Ohio Valley archeology have received

little attention in this report since they are poorly known and crosscut

temporal divisions. The sources of materials used by the prehistoric people,

especially the cherts used for chipped stone tools, are an important clue to

trade and other direct relationships. We are only beginning to learn about

this aspect of prehistoric life. Several distinctive cherts are known and the

sources of some of these are also known. The problem warrants separate

treatment and will be so handled in a future paper.

Petroglyphs have been recorded from several parts of the Upper Ohio
Valley, but we have not yet devoted intensive research to the question of

their significance. This, also, poses an interesting problem for future study.

Fig. 30. Distinctive artifacts of the Ceramic Epoch, Early Historic

Monongahela period
A, Bone combs. B, Antler ladle. C, Shoe-shaped bear molar pendant. D,
Co])per or brass pendants. E, Salamander-shaped copper or brass pendants.

F, Copper or brass disk pendant. G, Rectangular copper or brass pendant.
H, Copper or brass conical jangler. I, Cylindrical copper or brass bead.

J, Copper or brass hawk bell. K, Copper or brass spiral ornament. L,

Riveted fragment of copper or brass kettle. M, Slab-covered semi-flexed

juvenile burial pit. (All but M are 0.35 natural size.)
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RECOMMENDATIONS

One of the specific results of our site survey work is embodied in Appen-

dix 1 in the form of recommendations for future work. Sites which are

deemed worthy of further surface collecting are designated by “S”; those

which probably would not repay any additional work are designated “R”;

those about which much is known, prepared, and should be published are

indicated by “Pub”; sites worthy of minor excavation are marked “TEx”,

while those which have been selected for major excavation are listed as “Ex”.

Future work may modify some of these recommendations, particularly those

in the “TEx” category. Test excavations may well prove that certain addi-

tional sites are worth major effort.

Several fairly specific problems depending primarily on Upper Ohio

Valley data for their solution have been recognized and are stated below.

1. Intensive study, analysis and recording of Early Hunter artifacts must

be accomplished before our knowledge of this epoch will be much advanced.

One special facet of the general problem involves the establishment of

developmental differences within this broadest time period. The search for

late Paleo-Indian materials will probably be successful in the Beaver drain-

age, No other area offers such good possibilities.

2. Problems of the Archaic Epoch hinge on the gathering of additional

materials to clarify further the complexes involved, and establish time and

developmental differences within the epoch. The Panhandle complex is

the best known unit and offers the major possibility for future work but

the Greene County and Garrett County complexes should prove to be

fruitful areas of concentration. The possibilities for carry-over or links

between Archaic and Early Woodland groups must be sought in order to

substantiate the general pattern of cultural continuity which appears to

characterize almost the entire area.

3. The study of ceramic development which has only been started by

the Survey must be continued, refined, expanded and redefined as progress

is made. Major areas of problems appear to be, first, the differentiation of

Early Woodland materials (since they need to be much more firmly estab-

lished) and, second, the various areas and periods of overlap between wares,

especially between “Watson” and “Monyock.” The whole field of ceramic

studies in the area can very profitably be expanded using the present study

as a tentative guide. It is quite likely that future analyses based on smaller

geographic regions and utilizing more excavation data (especially stratacuts)

will go far towards revealing the complicated picture which we are just

beginning to glimpse.

4. The Monongahela complex is the best known cultural unit in the

entire Upper Ohio Valley; but it is known almost as if it existed at only

one time level. The ceramic seriation indicates a fairly lengthy development
of shell-tempered pottery, and we have hypothesized the existence of Early,

Middle and Late Monongahela culture periods to accompany and account

for this development. Structural and other evidence must be gathered (by

excavation) to substantiate or refute this theory. Studies of artifact differ-
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ences and developments within the Monongahela period should be carried

out. Stratified sites which fit in this period must be found and excavated

in order to procure supplementary information for the seriation studies.

5. Excavation must be carried out at Historic Monongahela sites in order

to substantiate and supplement our present initial understanding of this

material.

6. Later Historic sites which are known from documents should be

studied for location and excavation possibilities. The one documented
Delaware site should be excavated since a great deal of historical and ethno-

historical information is available which would supplement the excavation

data.

7. Survey and reconnaissance work must continue, stressing the many
blank areas as well as the Monongahela sites needed for further studies of

ceramic development.

In addition to the problems which are primarily internal to the area

there is a whole range of topics the focal points of which lie outside the

Upper Ohio Valley, but which may be somewhat illuminated by our findings.

1. Archaic complexes in the northeastern and southeastern United States

are fairly well known. It seems likely that the Panhandle material is a link

between some of these units, and intensive investigation of this problem

would probably reveal something about the nature of cultural development

within the Archaic Epoch. There are many indications of carry-over from

Archaic to Ceramic times but such problems have not received adequate

attention. A careful documentation of traits plus the search for and finding

of the proper sites may substantiate our guesses on continuity as well as

indicate something about the origin of pottery.

2. One of the primary problems facing Ohio Valley archeology is that

of cultural development within the Ceramic Epoch. The conflict between

the pre-radiocarbon interpretation of Adena-Hopewell relationships and
that suggested by the radiocarbon dates established prior to 1953 will not

be solved easily*. Obtaining of village site information, particularly on

ceramics and the application of both stratacut and surface seriation tech-

niques should produce a picture of development which can be used in

conjunction with the mound analyses and absolute dates. The results of

our preliminary ceramic study indicate that Adena pottery develops out of

our earliest ware and it in turn develops into what is our best candidate

for a local equivalent of Hopewell. There are also suggestions of carry-

over in ceramics and other traits between Middle Woodland and later

Monongahela units. The general picture is thus one which supports the

sequence of Adena to Hopewell to Eort Ancient. Since this sequence occurs

on several stratified sites in the Upper Ohio Valley it is quite likely that

the same development will be found farther down the valley when it is

assiduously searched for.

*The most recently reported radiocarbon dates for Adena restore its priority over
Hopewell, but we are now faced with the problem of explaining the apparently
very long time span of both cultures!
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3. The general Middle Woodland period has been so confused by the

spectacular Hopewell traits that lesser factors have received scant attention.

The absolute dating controversy plus the seemingly contradictory pictures

for development in New York and the Illinois valley indicate that an

intensive re-examination of all facets of Ohio Hopewell should be made
and combined with studies of lesser known Ohio Middle Woodland units.

Such work might well provide the clues needed to gain better understanding

of the simple Middle Woodland units in the Upper Ohio Valley.

4. Griffin has suggested the existence of an early Fort Ancient unit but

there is as yet little but typological evidence for it. The close relationship

between Monongahela and Fort Ancient supports this idea since we have

fair indications of an early stage of development in Monongahela. Distribu-

tion, seriation and stratacut work at the many Fort Ancient sites, however,

should provide good local evidence for time differences within Fort Ancient

as well as possible ties with Middle Woodland units.

5. Studies of prehistoric Fort Ancient should be expanded to include

the Clover complex in West Virginia with its known historic components.

This unit is a vital link between Monongahela and Fort Ancient at the

early historic level and may well be such in earlier times. The area along

the Ohio River between Moundsville, W. Va., and Marietta, Ohio, seems

to be a buffer zone and should be examined for transitional or mixed sites.

One important aspect of this whole problem is the part that Iroquois

influence plays. Fort Ancient pots have been recorded in New York Seneca

sites (Parker, 1920, Plate 30, and the Charles Wray collection) and while

these can not be definitely ascribed to specific Fort Ancient sites (and thus

are not likely to be trade vessels) the influence is from the Clover or

Madisonville area, and presumably the former since it is closer. The best

probability is that the pots were made in New York by captive Fort Ancient

women. Except for this rather tenuous tie the best possibilities for Fort

Ancient and Iroquois contacts occur in historic Monongahela which is

definitely influenced by prehistoric Monongahela, historic Clover and historic

Susquehannock.

Co-ordinate studies involving all of these units should be carried out.

The Pennsylvania State Museum has taken the lead in Susquehannock
research and Carnegie Museum plans to work on historic Monongahela
problems. The West Virginia Archeological Society has started work which
may well be expanded to an intensive study of the Clover complex, but

such possibilities will probably depend upon the establishment of a state

archeological post in West Virginia.

There are no doubt other problems both internal and external to the

Upper Ohio area which will be apparent to the reader. The above selected

ones, however, represent my own choice as significant and practicable

projects for future work. The second group of problems is specifically

offered to the recently formed Ohio Valley Archeological Conference for

consideration as possibilities for co-operative research.
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APPENDIX 1. SUMMARY OF SITES BY COUNTY
Abhreviations

LW Late Woodland
Mss Manuscripts

MW Middle Woodland
O Owasco
P Petroglyph

PI Paleo-Indian

PrI Prehistoric Iroquois

Pub Publication

R Record

Rs Rock shelter

S Surface

Sh Shell heap

Sm Stone mound
TEx Test excavation

Trans Transitional

V Village

Site

Type
of site

Type
of data

Period

of site

Recommen-
dations

Type of

collection in

Carnegie
Museum

SOCal C S ? S S

30Ca2 V S, Ex PrI TEx S.

30Ca3 C S ?, HI S S

30Ca4 V Ex PrI TEx -

30ChI V S, Ex Prl+ ? s

30Ch2 C S ? S s

30Ch3 C s ? s s

30Ch4 C s ? s s

30Ch5 E — Ir? TEx —
30Ch6 V S, Ex HI — s

30Ch7 C S ? S s

30Ch8 C s PI,A,0 TEx s

30Ch9 C s A,0 TEx s

33Ahl E Pub ?

33Ah2 C S A?-EW? S -

33BeI V s LP s -

33MhI c s ? s s

33Mh2 c s PI,A,EW s s

33Mh3 c s A,EW s —
33Mh4 c s A-EW TEx

A Archaic

BM Burial mound
C Camp
Cast Cast (plaster)

Cem Cemetery

Cq Chert quarry

Des Destroyed

E Earthworks

Ec Earth circle

EW Early Woodland
Ex Excavation

H Historic

HI Historic Iroquois

I Informant

Ir Iroquois

LP Late Prehistoric
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Type Type Period Recommen-

Type of

collection in

Carnegie
Site of site of data of site dations Museum

33Stl Cq S } — S

33Trl|

33Tr2j

33Tr3

Data on file at Ohio State Museum, Columbus, Ohio

C S ? S

33Tr4 V S A-EW TEx —
33Tr5 BM Ex MW E Photograph

33Tr5 C S ? S S

33Tr7 C S } s s

33Tr8 C s A s —
33Tr9 C s EW TEx —

18Gal C s A? S s

18Gal.5 C s A? s s

18Ga2 C s A s s

18Ga3 C s A? s —
18Ga4 C s A? s s

18Ga5 C s A? s s

18Ga6 C s A? s —
18Ga7 C s A? s —
18Ga8 C s A? s s

18Ga9 C s A? s s

18GalO C s A? s s

ISGall C s A? s —
18Gal2 C s A? s s

18Gal3 C s A? s s

18Gal4 C s A? s s

18Gal4.5 C s A? s s

18Gal5 C s A? s s

18Gal6 C s A? s —
18Gal7 C s A? s s

18Gal8 C s A? s —
18Gal9 c s A? s —
18Ga20 c s A? s —
18Ga21 c s A? s s

18Ga22 V S,Ex LP+? Ex S,Ex

18Ga23 V S,Ex LP+ ? Ex S,Ex

18Ga24 Rs S,Ex EW,MW,LP — S,Ex

18Ga25 Cq S,Ex ? S,Ex S,Ex

18Ga26 Rs S ? ? S

18Ga27 Sm S MW? Ex s
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Site

Type
of site

Type
of data

Period

of site

Recommen-
dations

Type of

collection in

Carnegie
Museum

18Ga28 C S A? s —
18Ga29 C S ? s —
18Ga30 c S A? s —
18Ga31 c S A? s —
18Ga32 G s A? s —
18Ga33 c s A? s —
18Ga34 Rs s ? — —
18Ga35 C s ? — —
18Ga36 c s ? — —
18Ga37 c s ? — —
18Ga38 Sm s MW? Ex —

46Brl C s ? s _
46Br2 V S,Ex LP Ex S,Ex

46Br3 BM S,Ex EW+ — S

46Br4 BM? Ex MW? Ex —
46Br5 BM? Ex MW? Ex —
46Br29 V,BM S,Ex A,EW,MW S,Ex s

46Br30 C S A? S —
46Br31 Sh S,Ex A Ex s

46Hkl Sh S,Ex A Ex —
46Hk2 V S LP — —
46Hk3 BM s EW Ex —
46Hk4 BM? s ? TEx —
46Hk5 C s ? S s

46Hk6 c,v S,Ex EW,MW,LP Ex S,Ex

46Hk34 Sh,BM,V S,Ex A,EW,MW,LP Ex S,Ex

46Hsl P Pub ? R _
46Hs2 BM? Pub ? R -

All Lewis County sites (46Lel to 46Lel4) listed by Solecki (1949a)

46Mal V I ? S —
46Ma2 V I ? s —
46Ma3 V I ? s —
46Ma4 V I ? s —
46Ma5 V I ? s —
46Ma6 c I ? s —

46Mrl BM Pub EW R
46Mr2 BM Pub EW — —
46Mr3 BM S EW? Ex —
46Mr4 V S EW? TEx S
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Type Type Period Recommen-

Type of

collection in

Carnegie
Site of site of data of site dations Museum

46Mr5 BM S EW? Ex —
46Mr6 V I ? S —
46Mr7 BM s EW? Ex —
46Mr8 V 1 p S —
46Mr9 V s LP TEx s

46MrlO V s LP TEx s

46Mrll BM s p Des —
46Mrl2 BM? Ex MW? Ex —
45Mrl3 C s ? S —
46Mrl4 BM? s p S —
46Mrl5 BAI? Pub ? s —
46Mrl6 BM I ? DCS —
46Mrl7 BM? s ? TEx —
46Mrl8 to 46Mr25 Reserved for sites in Moundsville area

46Mr26 BM S EW? Ex —
46Mr27 C S p S s

46Mr28 V I ? TEx —
46Mr29 C s p S —
46Mr30 BM I p Des? —
46Mr31 BM? I ? S —
46Mr41 BM s EW TEx —
46Mr42 Cq s p S —
46Mr43 C s p S s

46Mr44 C s LP s s

46Mgl V I p s

46Mg2 V I ? s —
46Mg3 p I ? R —
46Mg4 Rs I p s —
46Mg5 C I ? s —
46Mg6 C I ? s —
46Mg7 BM I p s —
46Mg8 C I ? s —

460hl V Ex LP Des?

460h2 C I ? S —
460h3 C s p s s

460h4 BM? s ? TEx —
460h5 V s LP S -
460h6 V S,Ex LP Ex S,Ex

460h7 V S,Ex LP+ ? Ex S,Ex

460h8 C I ? S —
460h9 V S LP S s
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Site

Type
of site

Type
of data

Period

of site

Recommen-
dations

Type of

collection in

Carnegie
Museum

46Ohl0 BM Ex MW Ex —
460hll V S LP? S S

460hl2 C S MW? TEx s

460hl3 C I ? S —
460hl4 C I ? S —
460hl5 BM? s ? TEx —
460hl6 C I ? S —
460hl7 BM? s MW? TEx —
460hl8 BM s EW? TEx —
460hl9 BM Pub ? Des —
46Oh20 C Pub ? TEx —
460h21 C S MW? S -

46Phl C I A? S

46Ph2 C I ? s —

46Prl BM I ? s

46Pr2 BM I ? s —
46Pr3 BM I ? s —
46Pr4 BM I ? s —
46Pr5 BM I ? s -

46Rdl BM? I ? s -

46Wzl BM I EW? s

46Wz2 Rs I ? s —
46Wz21 BM? I ? s —
46Wz22 BM I ? s —
46Wz23 C I ? s —
46Wz24 C I ? s —

36All V s LP TEx s

36A12 C s A-EW-LP TEx s

36A13 V s LP s s

36A14 V s LP Ex s

36A15 V s A-EW-LP TEx s

36A16 BM Ex A-EW+ ? — Ex
36A17 V s EW,MW-LP TEx s

36A18 C I LP? S —
36A19 V s LP S s

36Alio C I ? Des —
36A111 V s LP S s

36A112 c s LP+ ? S s

36A113 V s LP TEx s
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Site

Type
of site

Type
of data

Period

of site

Recojumen-
dations

Type of

collection in

Carnegie
Museum

36A114 V S LP S S

36A115 C I ? S —
36A116 V S LP TEx —
36A117 V I LP S —
36A118 c s PI-A Des S

36A119 c s A? S s

36A120 c s A+? S s

36A121 c s EW,LP s s

36A122 c s EW,LP s s

36A123 V s LP TEx s

36A124 V s MW? TEx s

36A125 c I A? Des —
36A126 V s LP S s

36A127 c s A? S s

36A128 BM Pub ? R Ex
36A129 BM Pub ? R Ex

36Arl C I ? S _
36Ar2 C I ? S —
36Ar3 C s ? s s

36Ar4 C s ? s s

36Ar5 C s ? s s

36Ar6 C s ? s s

36Ar7 C s ? s s

36Ar8 C s ? s s

36Btl Rs Ex MW,LP Ex

36Bt2 Rs s EW,LP — s

36Bt3 Rs s EW,LP TEx s

36Bt4 C s ? s s

36Bt5 C s A+? TEx s

36Bt6 C s ? S s

36Bt7 C s PI+ ? s s

36Bvl C s ? _
36Bv2 C s MW,LP s s

36Bv3 C s A? s s

36Bv4 V S,Ex LP Ex S,Ex

36Bv5 c s A,EW,MW TEx S

36Bv6 c s MW? TEx s

36Bv7 p s ? — Cast

36Bv8 c s EW,MW TEx S
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Site

Type Type Period Recommen-

Type of

collection in

Carnegie

of site of data of site dations Museum

36Bv9 V s EW,MW,LP Ex S

36BvlO c s EW TEx s

36Bvll c s EW TEx s

36Bvl2 c s EW+? TEx s

36Bvl3 C,p s ? S —
36Bvl4 c I ? S _
36Bvl5 c s ? s s

36Bvl6 c s ? s s

36Bvl7 c s MW? s s

36Bvl8 c s A+? s s

36Bvl9
36Bv20 c s

A+?
? s

36Bv21 c s ? s s

36Bv22 c s A s s

36Bv23 c s A s s

36Bv24 V s MW+? TEx s

36Bv25 c s ? s s

36Bv26 c s ? s s

36Bv27 c s ? s s

36Bv28 c s EW-MW TEx? s

36Bv29 V S,TEx EW,MW,LP Ex S,TEx
36Bv30 c s A,EW TEx s

36Bv31 c s LP S s

36Bv32 V Ex EW,MW,+ ? TEx Ex
36Bv33 c S ? S S

36Bv34 Rs Ex EW TEx —
36Bv35 c S ? S s

36Bv36 c s ? S s

36Bv37 c s ? s s

36Bv38 c s ? s s

36Bv39 c s LP+? s s

36Bv40 c s ? s s

36Bv41 c s EW+? s s

36Bv43 c s ? s s

36Bv44 c s EW s s

36Bv45 c s EW+? s s

36Bv46 c s ? s s

36Bv47 c s ? s s

36Bv48 c s ? s s

36Bv49 c s ? s s

36Bv50 c s ? s s

36Bv51 c s LP s s

36Bv52 c s A s s
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Type of

collection in

Site

Type Type
of site of data

36Cbl C S

36Cb2 C S

36Cb3 c S

36Cwl V Ex
36Cw2 c S

36Cw3 c S

36Erl c I

36Er2 c I

36Er3 c s

36Er4 Ec I

36Er5 c s

36Er6 Ec Ex
36Er7 Ec I

36Er8 C S

36Er9 C s

36ErlO C s

36Erll C s

36Erl2 BM? I

36Erl3 Cem Ex,Pub
36Erl4 V S

36Erl5 C s

36Erl6 BM Ex,Pub
36Erl7 C S

36Erl8 Cem Pub

36Fal BM? I

36Fa2 V S

36Fa3 C S

36Fa4 C s

36Fa5 C s

36Fa6 C s

36Fa7 C s

36Fa8 V s

36Fa9 V s

36FalO V Ex
36Fall V s

36Fal2 V s

36Fal3 V Pub
36Fal4 V Pub
36Fal5 V Pub

Period Recommen- Carnegie

of site dations Museum

? S S

A? S S

A? S S

LP Pub -
MW? TEx -
EW? TEx -

? S

? s

LP? S S

LP? TEx -
? s s

LP,Ir TEx Ex
LP ?

? S S

? s s

? s s

? s s

? TEx -
HI TEx
LP TEx S

? s s

MW - -
? s s

LP?

? TEx S

LP S S

? s s

? s s

? s s

LP S S

LP S S

LP S S

LP S S

LP Ex Ex
LP TEx S

LP S S

LP - -
LP - -
LP - -
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Site

Type
of site

Type
of data

Period

of site

Recommen-
dations

Type of
collection in

Carnegie
Museum

36Fal6 V Pub LP — —
36Fal7 V Pub LP — —
36Fal8 V Pub LP — —
36Fal9 V Pub LP — —
36Fa20 V Pub LP — —
36Fa21 V Pub LP — —
36Fa22 V Mss LP Pub —
36Fa23 V Mss LP Pub —

36Fol V S A-H TEx S

36Fo2 c s A,EW TEx s

36Fo3 V s PI, A, EW TEx s

36Fo4 c s ? S s

36Fo5 c s ? S -
36Fo6 c s ? s s

36Fo7 c s A,EW,LP TEx s

36Fo8 c I ? Des —
36Fo9 c s PI?-A S s

36FolO c s ? S —
36Foll c I ? s —

35Grl V S,Ex H Ex s

36Gr2 V S,Ex H Ex s

36Gr3 Gem s ? TEx s

36Gr4 BM?V s,i EW,LP TEx s

36Gr5 P s ? R —
36Gr6 V s LP TEx s

36Gr7 C s LP S s

36Gr8 BM? s ? TEx —
36Gr9 C s ? S s

36GrlO C s A? s s

36Grll C s A TEx s

36Grl2 V s H TEx s

36Grl3 V s LP TEx s

36Grl4 c s A? S s

36Grl5 V s LP,H TEx s

36Inl c s ? S

36In2 V S,TEx LP Ex S,TEx

36In3 c s ? S —
36In4 c s ? S —
36In5 c s ? s —
36In6 V s LP s s
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Type Type Period Recominen-

Type of

collection in

Carnegie
Site of site of data of site dations Museum

36In7 C S PI-A s S

36In8 c S PI-A s S

36In9 c S A+? s S

36Lrl c s A?+MW? H TEx S

36Lr2 c s A S S

36Lr3 c s MW? H TEx S

36Lr4 BM? s ? TEx S

36Lr5 C S,Ex MW TEx s

36Lr6 BM? s ? — —
36Lr7 C s A S s

36Lr8 C s ? S s

36Lr9 C s A+? s s

36Lrl0 BM? s ? TEx —
36Lrll C s ? S s

36Lrl2 C s ? s s

36Lrl3 C s ? s s

36Lrl4 C s ? s s

36Lrl5, C s ? s s

36Lrl6 C s ? s s

36Lrl7 C s ? s s

36Lrl8 C s ? s s

36Lrl9 C s ? s s

36Lr20 C s A s s

36Lr21 V S,Ex EW,LW TEx S,Ex

36Lr22 C s ? s s

36Lr23 C s ? s s

36Lr24 C s ? s s

36Lr25 C s ? s s

36Lr26 C s ? s s

36Lr27 C s ? s s

36Lr28 C s ? s s

36Lr29 c s ? s -

36Lr30 c s ? s s

36Lr31 c s p s s

36Lr32 c s ? s s

36Lr33 c s ? s —

36Mel BM? Ex — —
36Me2 BM? I ? - -

36Me3 BM? I ? TEx —
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Site

Type
of site

Type
of data

Period

of site

Recommen-
dations

Type of

collection in

Carnegie
Museum

36Me4 C? S } S S

36Me5 C S ? S s

36Me6 c S A S s

36Me7 c s ? S s

36Me8 V S,Ex LP+ ? TEx S,Ex

36Me9 c S ? S s

36MelO BM? s ? TEx s

36Mell V I H TEx —
36Mel2 C s A? S s

36Mel3 C s p s s

36Mel4 C s ? s s

36Mel5 Gem? Ex H TEx s

36Mel6 V s A,EW,MW TEx s

36Mel7 V s EW,LP TEx s

36Mel8 c s ? S s

36Mel9 c s ? s s

36Me20 c s ? s s

36Me21 c s ? s s

36Me22 c s A? s s

36Me23 c s A? s s

36Me24 c s MW? + TEx s

36Me25 c s LP+ ? TEx s

36Me26 c s A S s

36Me27 c s ? s s

36Me28 c s A s s

36Me29 c s ? s s

36Me30 c s ? s s

36Me31 c I MW? s s

36Sol V Mss LP R
36So2 V Mss ? R s

36So3 V Pub LP R —
36So4 V Pub LP R —
36So5 V Pub LP R —
36So6 V Mss LP Pub —
36So7 V Mss LP Pub —
36So8 V Mss LP Pub —
36So9 V Mss LP Pub —
36SolO V Mss LP Pub —
36Soll V Mss LP Pub —
36Sol2 V Mss LP Pub —
36Sol3 c Mss ? Pub —
36Sol4 Rs Mss ? Pub
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Site

Type
of site

Type
of data

Period

of site

Recommen-
dations

Type of

collection in

Carnegie
Museum

36Sol5 Rs Mss ? Pub —
36Sol6 Rs Mss ? Pub —
36Sol7 Rs Mss ? Pub
36Sol8 Rs Mss ? Pub -

36Vel C S p S S

36Ve2 C S ? s S

36Ve3 C s ? s s

36Wal BM S,Ex MW _ s

36Wa2 BM,V S,Ex MW TEx s

36Wa3 BM Pub? MW - -

36Whl V S LP S s

36Wh2 c s ? s s

36WhS c s p s s

36Wh4 c s ? s s

36Wh5 c s p s s

36Wh6 c s EW? s s

36Wh7 BM I EW? TEx s

36Wh8 V S,Ex LP+ ? TEx S,Ex

36Wh9 V s LP TEx s

36WhlO V s LP TEx s

36Whll c s A? S s

36Whl2 c s p s s

36Whl3 c s p s s

36Whl4 V s LP TEx s

36Whl5 c s ? S s

36Whl6 c s ? s s

36Whl7 c s ? s s

36Whl8 V s LP TEx? s

36Whl9 V s LP TEx? s

36Wh20 c s LP+ ? S s

36Wh21 V s LP TEx? s

36Wh22 V s LP S s

36Wh23 V s LP S s

36Wh24 c s p s s

36Wh25 V S,Ex LP TEx S,Ex

36Wh26 V s LP TEx s

36Wh27 c s LP S s

36Wh28 c I ? S s

36Wh29 BM? I EW? TEx —
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Type Type Period Recommen-

Type of

collection in

Carnegie
Site of site of data of site dations Museum

36Wh30
36Wh31

Des
BM? I EW? TEx

36Wh32
36Wh33

Des

V I LP S S

36Wh34 V s LP S S

36Wml Sm Ex _ _ _
36Wm2 V S LP TEx S

36Wm3 V s LP S s

36Wm4 C s ? S —
36Wm5 C s ? s —
36Wm6 C s ? s —
36Wm7 C s PI? s s

36Wm8 V s LP TEx s

36Wm9 c s A? S s

36WmlO c s Pl?+A s s

36Wmll c I ? s —
36Wml2 c s ? s s

36Wml3 c s ? s s

36Wml4 c s LP s s

36Wml5 V Pub LP s —
36Wml6 V Pub LP s —
36Wml7 V Pub LP s —
36Wml8 V Pub LP s —
36Wml9 V Pub LP s —
36Wm20 V Pub LP s —
36Wm21 V S LP s s

36Wm22 c s ? s s

36Wm23 V s LP s s

36Wm24 c s p s s

36Wm25 c s ? s s

36Wm26 c s LP+ ? TEx s

36Wm27 c s ? s s

36Wm28 c s ? s s

36Wm29 c s ? s s

36Wm30 V s ? s s

36Wm31 c s ? s s
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Map 13. Distribution of sites in New York counties in Upper Ohio Valley
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Map 15. Distribution of sites in Crawford, McKean, Potter and Warren
counties, Pennsylvania

Map 16. Distribution of sites in Mercer County, Pa.
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Map 17. Distribution of sites in Lawrence County, Pa.
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Map 18. Distribution of sites in Beaver County, Pa.
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Map 19. Distribution of sites in Washington County, Pa.
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Map 20. Distribution of sites in Greene County, Pa.

Map 21. Distribution of sites in Fayette County, Pa.
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Map 23. Distribution of sites in Clarion, Elk, Forest, Jefferson and Venango
counties, Pennsylvania

Map 24. Distribution of sites in Armstrong, Butler, Cambria, Clearfield

and Indiana counties, Pennsylvania
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Map 26. Distribution of sites in Westmoreland County, Pa.
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Map 27. Distribution of sites in northern Ohio counties in Upper Ohio
Valley
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Map 28. Distribution of sites in southern West Virginia counties in Upper
Ohio Valley
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Map 29. Distribution of sites in northern West Virginia Panhandle counties

in Upper Ohio Valley
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Map 30. Distribution of sites in Garrett County, Md.
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APPENDIX 2. LIST OF INFORMANTS BY COUNTY

30Ca Carl Mirwald
Eber L. Russell

30Ch Stanley Lantz

Carl Mirwald
Walter Tennies

Ross Pier Wright
33Ah John Zakucia

33Mh Albert Wakefield

John Zakucia

33St Willis H. Magrath
33Tr William Platt

Albert Wakefield

John Zakucia

33Be E. W. Fetzer

18Ga F. R. Corliss, Jr.

46Br E. W. Fetzer

Wilbur Harris

Walter Singer

46Hk E. W. Fetzer

46Hs Delf Norona
46Le Ralph Solecki

46Ma Delf Norona
46Mr Delf Norona
460h E. W. Fetzer

Wilbur Harris

Delf Norona
36A1 Emil Alam

Albert H. Bauer

Marquis F. Gates

Glenn H. Hoskin

John Leppla

Alton L. Long
Michael Medzial

Vincent Mrozoski

W. C. Reeves

Barry Salsi

36Ar Earl L. McGraw
Richard Thompson
Robert S. Thompson

36Bt James P. Bressler

W. L. Kellogg

James E. Linhart

William Lytle

Frank W. Preston

36Bv Emil Alam
H. C. Foster, Jr.

Vincent Mrozoski

Lawrence Thurman
John Zakucia

36Cb Hugh Wilmore

36Cw William B. Henning
Kenneth R. Pfirman

D. D. Stranahan

36Er Stanley Lantz

Kenneth R. Pfirman

D. D. Stranahan

Albert Wakefield

Richard Wright

Ross Pier Wright

36Fa Albert H. Bauer

Terry Hosier

Evalina B. Kendall

John Leppla

Lawrence Thurman

36Fo Edmund S. Carpenter

Martin L. Rhodes

Alice N. Siggins

Carl K. Squire

36Gr Ray Forman
Frank Giles

Paul R. Stewart

36In H. H. Henderson

Charles C. Hotham
Edward Johnston

Richard Kinter

A. W. Smith

36Lr C. W. Beerbower

William Faddis

Edward Freeman

C. W. Krause

Edward J. Long
George F. McConnell

George Myers

John L. Pherson

William M. Schultz

James O. Sipe

John Zakucia
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36Me Orvis Anderson

C. W. Beerbower
Albion Bindley

John Brown
R. K. Cartwright

Fred Filer

Edward Freeman
Walter J. Flitchcock

George Myers
B. L. Tinker

Thomas Witherspoon
36Wa Alfred K. Guthe
36Wh Albert H. Bauer

George Chastulik

Charles Crothers

W. L. Dodd
Joseph E. Gates

Marquis F. Gates

Frank Giles

Glenn H. Hoskin

Joseph Johnen
Austin Pethpel

John R. Simpson

36Wm Albert H. Bauer

Charles C. Hotham
John Kuntz
Edward Johnston
Earl L. McGraw
John Potochniak

W. C. Reeves

Jerome Rupprecht
F. M. Sloan

Howard B. Speer

Robert S. Thompson
Edward F. Vensel

Robert C. Whiteman
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APPENDIX 3. SYMBOLS IDENTIFYING STATES AND COUNTIES

The trinomial system used by the Survey is the same as that adopted by

the Smithsonian Institution, the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum
Commission and other institutions. An explanation of the system has been

published by Solecki (19496). Briefly, each symbol stands for a specific

archeological site, with the first two digits indicating the state, the two

letters indicating the county, and the final digit or digits indicating the site

itself; thus 36Bv4 indicates Pennsylvania, Beaver County, site 4.

States

Maryland

New York

Ohio
Pennsylvania

18

30

33

... 36

West Virginia 46

Maryland
Garrett

Counties

Pennsylvania (Continued)

(Ga) Forest (Fo)

New York Greene .... (Gr)

Allegany (AI) Indiana (In)

Cattaraugus (Ca) Jefferson (Je)

Chautauqua (Ch) Lawrence (Lr)

Ohio McKean ... (Me)
Ashtabula (Ah) Mercer ... (Me)
Belmont (Be) Potter .... (Po)

Carroll (Ca) Somerset (So)

Columbiana (Co) Venango (Ve)

Geauga (Ge) Warren ... (Wa)
Harrison (Hs) Washington .. (Wh)
Jefferson (Je) Westmoreland

.
(Wm)

Mahoning (Mh) West Virginia

Monroe (Mo) Barbour (Bb)

Portage (Po) Brooke .... (Br)

Stark (St) Hancock (Hk)
Trumbull (Tr) Harrison .... (Hs)

Pennsylvania Lewis .... (Le)

Allegheny (Al) Marion ... (Ma)
Armstrong (Ar) Marshall ... (Mr)

Beaver (Bv) Monongalia (Mg)
Butler (Bt) Ohio (Oh)
Cambria (Cb) Pocahontas .... (Ph)

Clarion (Cl) Preston (Pr)

Clearfield (Cd) Randolph (Rd)
Crawford (Cw) Taylor (Ta)

Elk (El) Tucker (Tu)
Eric (Er) Upshur (Up)
Fayette (Fa) Wetzel ... (Wz)
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APPENDIX 5. TERMS WITH SPECIAL MEANING IN THIS REPORT

Artifact. Any material object made, modified or used by man.

Cache blade. One of a group of mutually similar chert artifacts which

represent an early stage of manufacture of a projectile point or knife; a

“blank” or partly finished form, often found in a group or cache.

Camp site. An archeological site representing a slight to moderately inten-

sive occupation, and producing no pottery.

Chert. An impure hard rock composed mainly of crypto-crystalline silica,

varying in color from white through gray and brown to black, charac-

terized by a conchoidal or splintery fracture. Flint is a term which is

often used synonymously, but is considered less general. In this report

flint is defined as some of the dark varieties of chert. In addition to being

the more general term, chert is also used as a rubric (in the trait lists)

which may be equated with a category “chipped stone” while the category

“stone” is meant to include all types of rock other than chert and all kinds

of modifications other than chipping. See also Flint.

Complex. A group of attributes of material culture, known from archeolog-

ical data, which are thought to belong together and represent the material

aspects of a prehistoric culture.

Component. An archeological manifestation representing a complex at one

particular site. Presumably, a component is the archeological evidence for

the occupation of a particular site by a group of individuals of the culture

represented by the complex.

Culture. The “way of life” of the group of individuals making up the cul-

ture. Archeologically, it is knowable by inference and often to a lesser

degree than is true when concerned with living people. It is, nevertheless,

that about which the archeologist strives to learn. When a given complex

is well enough known to produce a fair number of inferences about non-

material aspects, it may be termed a “culture”; for example, the “Monon-
gahela culture”.

Feature. The general term for any special physical aspect of an archeological

site such as burial, storage pit, or shell heap.

Flint. Certain of the darker and usually finer-grained varieties of chert.

Fracture is always conchoidal. See also Chert.

Pottery type. The more specialized and more narrowly defined of the two

categories used in formal classification of pottery. Used in two distinct

ways—as a unit of description and as a unit of interpretation. (See

p. 174-184.)

Pottery ware. The less specialized and more broadly defined of the two

categories used in formal classification of pottery. Used in two distinct

ways—as a unit of description and as a unit of interpretation. (See

p. 174-184.)

Seriation study. A process of deriving (1) a chronological arrangement of

artifact types and (2) a visual concept of the popularity history of these
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types, by means of a graphic arrangement of their percentages obtained

from a series of surface collections. This arrangement is adjusted to

conform to a uni-modal curve the validity of which may be demonstrated

by the insertion of suitable stratigraphic data.

Stone. Special use in this report as a rubric for trait lists. See also Chert.

Village site. An archeological site representing a moderate to heavily inten-

sive occupation, and producing pottery.
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